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ABSTRACT 
 
 
During a time when news is fast, frequent and easier to find than ever, it has 
become harder for news outlets to not only generate revenue but to establish a need with 
their readers. Sponsored content pieces, also referred to as native advertising, have 
offered creative solutions to this problem for student media groups and professional news 
outlets across the country. 
Using WKU’s first-ever content agency, Cherry Creative, as a case study and by 
analyzing various other news outlets in the U.S., this project aims to develop a series of 
recommendations for the future of Cherry Creative and student media, at large.  
The qualitative approach used for this project used methods ranging from phone 
interviews with professional news outlets to video chats with creative directors, and 
advertising managers at student media. Peer reviewed journals were also referenced for 
trends in sponsored content today. Many publications refused taking part in the study 
because it was being published, excluding much insight and influential brands in the 
industry.  
The results benefitted WKU Student Publications and presented future journalism 
students with alternative career options. This project also addresses ethical concerns of 
professionals in the field when considering the combination of editorial content and 
advertising.  
 
Keywords: native advertising, sponsored content, paid post, journalism, student media 
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PART I: AN EXPOSITORY REVIEW  
OF SPONSORED CONTENT IN MEDIA  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO SPONSORED CONTENT 
 
 
Whether it’s scrolling through the future of air travel or reading through 14 
cringeworthy high school moments, the content was brought to you by an advertiser 
(“Welcome to the Airport of the Future!”, n.d.; “14 Cringeworthy High School Moments 
Everyone Has Experienced”, 2015). Native advertising, also referred to as sponsored 
content, paid content and branded content, doesn’t have a concrete definition. However, 
most interpretations recognize the new storytelling format as a hybrid mix of editorial 
content and promotional content published as “embedded advertising” or that which takes 
the shape of its environment, whether that be digital or print publications (Matteo & 
Zotto, 2015, p. 176). This means the advertisement is placed in a print publication or on a 
website while attempting not to disturb the user’s experience. Native advertising tries to 
marry the advertisement with the brand of the publication to make the ad more engaging 
than traditional advertising (Matteo & Zotto, 2015, p. 176). For this reason, most native 
advertising has emerged by casting itself as an effective means for consumer engagement 
and a solution for newsrooms as advertising revenue and circulation declines (Matteo & 
Zotto, 2015, p. 170; Casale, 2015, p. 130; Ponikvar, 2015, p. 1191). 
In an effort to reverse the trend in declining revenue, Western Kentucky 
University’s Office of Student Publications created a branded content studio in 2018 
called Cherry Creative. It focuses entirely on sponsored content. The agency works with 
  2  
clients on campus and throughout the community to help them tell their stories through 
published stories in the College Heights Herald and Talisman magazine. 
Cherry Creative generated more than $80,000 in its first year, garnering most of 
that revenue from View of the Hill, a fall orientation guide sent to incoming freshman at 
WKU, and a special housing section inserted into the WKU Herald newspapers in 
conjunction with the first-ever Housing Fair. In the housing section, apartment complexes 
throughout Bowling Green bought content packages to be involved in the spring event. 
Although native advertising and sponsored content is new to WKU Student Publications, 
it has been modeling much of what it does based on what is being done by schools and 
professional news outlets like the New York Times’s T Brand Studio, which lives within 
the New York Times family of companies. 
Cherry Creative consists of about 20 people with a leadership team of five –– a 
creative director, writing editor, design editor, photo editor and as of fall 2019, a video 
coordinator, an effort to offer more video services to clients. The writing and photo teams 
consist of about ten students total, three designers and one videographer. Cherry Creative 
is assisted by the advertising manager and advertising representatives, who also sell 
advertising for both the WKU Herald and Talisman. Cherry Creative and the advertising 
staff are assisted by two advisers, Samual Oldenburg and Will Hoagland. 
In addition to the video coordinator position, Cherry Creative has made 
improvements since last year to create more revenue for WKU Student Publications. One 
example is a partnership with Amazon, enabling Cherry Creative to earn commissions on 
any sales based on lists created for the Talisman website. Cherry Creative also hopes to 
  3  
sell advertisements in a digital “Graduate Gallery” to parents, guardians or family 
members who have a student graduating in spring 2020.  
Cherry Creative is the merging of marketing and journalism. Its clients range in 
size from corporate sponsors like McDonald’s to local businesses such as Nat’s Outdoor 
Sports. Each year has brought more enthusiasm from clients in the area and new services 
offered. In its second year, Cherry Creative introduced video to the spring “Housing 
Guide,” generating more than $1,000 that wouldn’t have resulted otherwise.  
However, native advertising is not welcomed by everyone in the community and 
newsroom.  
Although some argue it brings consumers content they actually want to read and 
revenue to the publication, some see native advertising as deceptive and “blurring” the 
line between advertising and editorial (Ponikvar, 2015, p. 1188). Baldasty (1992) argues 
these boundaries were established long ago when the “Penny Press” changed from a 
politically oriented press to a commercial-minded business (as cited in Schudson, 1994, 
p. 269). The “Penny Press” revolutionized newspapers in the 1830s and 40s by creating a 
medium that was cheap to the public, independent of political parties and technologically 
savvy through advancements like the telegraph and introducing advertising as a form of 
revenue (Nerone, 1987, p. 378). In the later nineteenth century, the “Penny Press” moved 
more toward the consumer directing content to specific groups like women, touching on 
topics ranging from sports to fashion to recipes (Baldasty, 1992). It was then that 
publishers realized profits could be made off of the advertisements they placed in 
newspapers (Schauster et. al, 2016, p. 1410). However, many people wondered if 
journalists could uphold their mission of sustaining democracy while under the influence 
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of advertising (Schauster, Ferrucci & Neill, 2016, p. 1410). Some publications have 
placed a literal wall between the two entities attempting to keep the news organizations 
viable and removed from capital influence when reporting the news (Kaye & Quinn, 
2010, p. 127; Baker 1994).  
Cherry Creative shares an office with the WKU Herald and Talisman and allows 
employees to work on either the WKU Herald or Talisman, but not both. Students can 
also take advantage of any other outside publication if they choose. Although this risks 
some conflict of interest when reporting on stories, it allows WKU Student Publications 
to have at least some oversight on any potential issues by limiting it to two publications. 
WKU Student Publications wants students to be able to take advantage of as much 
professional experience as they can while in college to prepare them for their first career. 
With technology advancing, the debate over native advertising becomes more 
complex, relying on guidelines and precedents set by the federal courts protecting the 
press and speech –– including speech for commercial purposes. An analysis of the shift in 
U.S. Supreme Court interpretations of the First Amendment and its protection of 
commercial speech reveals the wall between the newsroom and advertising continues to 
crumble as news-side operations becomes more reliant on advertising. Chapter 2 will 
analyze how the protection of commercial speech has allowed for this new form of 
storytelling intermingled with news.  
  5  
  
Figure 1.1 Cherry Creative sponsored content listicle. From “Five things to do over fall 
break” by Cherry Creative, 2019. Retrieved from https://wkuherald.com/life/five-things-
to-do-over-fall-break/article_e2a42ae4-e6c9-11e9-8176-133350877c91.html.   
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORY OF SPONSORED CONTENT 
 
 
According to a 2019 eMarketer report, the native advertising share of U.S. digital 
advertisement spending was estimated to total 64.8 percent by 2020, a number that has 
continued to climb since 2016 (Perrin, 2019). ADYOULIKE, a leading in-feed native 
advertising technology company, reports native advertising spending is expected to 
increase by 372% in five years, which will take the native advertising industry’s global 
value from $82.83 billion in 2020 to $402 billion by 2025 (ADYOULIKE, 2019).  
Success of this new storytelling format is partly due to the consumer movement 
online. Native advertising has always been around, it’s just the methods have changed. 
During the 1950s, native advertising came to television and radio shows by 
placing brand names in the titles of programs (Hagerty, 2009, p. 148). Television 
followed radio’s lead by placing sponsor names in the title of their programs, such as 
“Texaco Star Theater” and “Kraft Television Theatre” (Hagerty, 2009, p. 148). Although 
product placement may not seem exactly the same as printed articles or digital 
experiences seen on the T Brand Studio website, both have the same goal. These media 
companies are using their audience to leverage another brand, which allows publications 
to team up with even larger companies bringing in more advertising dollars.  
More contemporary examples of this form of “embedded advertising” would be 
Hagerty’s (2009) example of Extreme Home Makeover featuring various products from 
Roebuck and Company, colloquially known as Sears, on its show or Netflix partnering 
with T Brand Studio to produce a digital package complete with infographics, videos and 
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writing to tell their story. The goal of both examples though remains the same — to get 
the consumer to buy or use the product or service. 
 In response to the rise of native advertising on screen, the Federal 
Communications Commission (“FCC”) created regulations similar to those set in place 
for digital entities today, called the “Sponsorship Identification Rules” (Hagerty, 2009, p. 
148). Since the media company was using a brand’s mission for commercial purposes, 
the FCC claimed it was the “public’s right to know” who was paying for the television 
program (Hagerty, 2009, p.148). Section 317 of the Communications Act of 1934 created 
new regulations requiring broadcasters to make sponsorship known and report any 
“money, service, or other valuable consideration” (as cited in Hagerty, 2009, p. 148). 
This regulation put in place guidelines for the courts to consider when deciding the first 
commercial speech case of 1942. The courts must also consider whether commercial 
speech cases can rest on the “public’s right to know” as regular prior restraint cases 
cannot.  
There is still debate whether or not sponsored content on television should be 
regulated with critics using similar arguments as those opposed to native advertising in 
the newsroom. Opponents to native advertising on television claim the act is deceiving 
the viewers watching it, while others claim to regulate it would be to violate one’s First 
Amendment rights (Hagerty, 2009, p. 150). 
Today, native advertising’s total worth is about 40% of the U.S. T.V advertising 
market, which proves native advertising is on the rise and moving to other mediums 
(Lovell, 2017). 
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The First Case for Commercial Freedom 
 The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution guarantees everyone the same 
freedoms — to express opinions and ideas without oppression and to publish those ideas 
through any tangible medium, which includes digital spaces. Throughout history these 
original values have been tested in the courts. The judicial branch of the U.S. government 
has consistently reaffirmed the importance of free speech and a free press to a democratic 
society as well as supported the press in its “watchdog” role over government business 
(Schauster et. al, 2016). However, court rulings have not always recognized all speech 
equally. Even after commercial speech was granted protection in the monumental case of 
Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc. (1976), 
the ruling came with a few caveats. The Supreme Court failed to give commercial speech 
full freedom in a subsequent case just two years later (Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar 
Association, 1978). The Supreme Court decisions made prior to 1969 reveal the 
consumer’s place in society. Because consumers were not the full focus, their “right to 
know” was less important to the courts. However, as time would progress, the shift in a 
consumer-based society led to the eventual welcoming of native advertising in a digital 
space. 
The Initial Hearing 
The first major case to address commercial interests and the Free Speech Clause 
of the First Amendment was Valentine v. Chrestensen (1942). To understand the case, 
one must understand America in 1942. World War II was just starting, thus there was a 
need to refrain from buying durable goods and encouraging consumption within the 
advertising industry (An, 2003, p. 4). However, advertisers began to capitalize on the 
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excess profits tax during the war (An, 2003, p. 4). Excess profits over a given amount 
were taxed at a rate of 85.5%, and since major U.S. corporations were often near that 
rate, advertisers tried to convince them to promote their products through trade journals 
frustrating consumer leaders (An, 2003, p. 4). The consumer movement had its beginning 
in 1916 with the formation of the National Consumers League, which became a major 
opponent of the advertising industry in the 40s (An, 2003, p. 4).  
 A committee member on the Consumer Union’s board became so frustrated with 
the advertisers they addressed a letter to the Secretary of State asking that the tax 
deduction for all advertising agencies be denied. The advertisers retaliated by asking for a 
repeal in advertising journals. Tension between consumers and advertisers set the scene 
for this case to be decided. 
In Valentine v. Chrestensen (1942), defendant F.J. Chrestensen owned a former 
World War I submarine that was docked at a New York City pier where he was also 
distributing handbills advertising the exhibition of his submarine. New York City police 
commissioner Valentine informed him that he was violating a city ordinance, which 
forbade “distribution in the streets of commercial and business advertising matter” 
(Valentine v. Chrestensen, 1942). Valentine told Chrestensen he could only pass out his 
pamphlets if they included "information or a public protest" (Valentine v. Chrestensen, 
1942). Chrestensen responded by editing the pamphlets so that they were double faced, 
removing the admissions fee he included on the first handbill. He also included 
messaging on the back protesting the City Dock Department’s actions toward his 
exhibition and their wharfage policies at a city pier, a topic he claimed to be of public 
interest. Valentine disapproved and said since they still advertised an event, they were 
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prohibited. Chrestensen continued printing and was restrained. Chrestensen filed suit 
bringing forth the question of whether or not New York City infringed upon his First 
Amendment freedom of speech.  
Although Chrestensen won in both the District Court and Circuit Court of 
Appeals, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed the injunction and ruled that his leaflets fell 
outside the First Amendment protections. The Supreme Court in Valentine v. Chrestensen 
(1942 ) said: 
“Handbills, cards and circulars. -- No person shall throw, cast or distribute, or 
cause or permit to be thrown, cast or distributed, any handbill, circular, card, 
booklet, placard or other advertising matter whatsoever in or upon any street or 
public place, or in a front yard or court yard, or on any stoop, or in the vestibule 
or any hall of any building, or in a letterbox therein; provided that nothing herein 
contained shall be deemed to prohibit or otherwise regulate the delivery of any 
such matter by the United States postal service, or prohibit the distribution of 
sample copies of newspapers regularly sold by the copy or by annual subscription. 
This section is not intended to prevent the lawful distribution of anything other 
than commercial and business advertising matter.” 
 
The Supreme Court’s decision was largely criticized by commentators as the 
justices never truly defined “commercial speech” or gave a reasonable justification for 
their decision (Farber, 1979, p. 373). Justice Owen J. Roberts wrote, “the Constitution 
imposes no such restraint on government as respects purely commercial advertising.” 
(Valentine v. Chrestensen, 1942). Farber (1979) points out that the ruling goes against the 
fundamental First Amendment principle of “content neutrality” (p. 373). Later cases such 
as Police Department of Chicago v. Mosley (1972) rest on the First Amendment’s 
guarantee that “government has no power to restrict expression because of its message, 
its ideas, its subject matter, or its content” (as cited in Farber, 1979, p. 374).  
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The Supreme Court based their decision on Chrestensen’s content and justified it 
by claiming he had financial motives. Farber (1979) argued content neutrality is a typical 
issue in commercial speech cases and should be a priority as commercial speech 
advances (p. 374). Native advertising raises an interesting question when it comes to 
content neutrality since much of the opposition comes from the content. Whether it is 
because the advertisement is indistinguishable from editorial content or because the 
content itself proves biased, the courts will face new challenges as much of the 
commercial speech cases will concern content neutrality. 
Cases after Valentine v. Chrestensen (1942) reaffirm the justices’ rejection of 
commercial speech freedom, claiming that even door-to-door salesmen could not claim 
First Amendment rights (Breard v. Alexandria, 1951). Speech with an economic 
motivation was typically not recognized by the court as protected under the First 
Amendment (An, 2003, p. 8). However, speech with economic motivations and produced 
by private means was not automatically struck down in the court of law (An, 2003, p. 8). 
An (2003) points out n Thornhill v. Alabama (1940) the Court ruled that labor picketing 
was protected under the First Amendment, of which was a form of economic-concerned 
speech (p. 8). The case was decided just two years before Valentine v. Chrestensen 
(1942), in which no reference was made to Thornhill v. Alabama (An, 2003, p. 8). It 
wasn’t until after Valentine v. Chrestensen (1942) that the court started citing Thornhill v. 
Alabama (1940) to justify “the First Amendment’s safeguards are not inapplicable to 
business or economic activity” (Thomas v. Collins, 1945). 
Justice Douglas who gave the majority opinion in Valentine v. Chrestensen (1942) 
would be one of the first justices to start questioning the protection of commercial speech 
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(An, 2003, p. 9).  In Cammarano v. United States (1959) he wrote: “The profit motive 
should make no difference, for that is an element inherent in the very conception of a 
press under our system of free enterprise” (as cited in An, 2003, p. 9).  
Justice Douglas sparked the sentiment that commercial speech had to be protected 
if the country was going to operate with a free press and an economic system of which 
permitted private businesses to operate without state control. His opinion pointed to the 
fact that the courts were contradicting themselves when dealing with business matters. 
Disputes on the bench began to surface and Valentine v. Chrestensen (1942) continued to 
be referenced in dissenting opinions thereafter. It wasn’t until 1964 the Supreme Court 
would revisit commercial speech with Justice William J. Brennan Jr. coining the term 
“advertorial” (New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 1964). 
Revisiting Commercial Speech 
The New York Times published a piece titled, “Heed Their Rising Voices,” 
protesting the treatment of The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. by Alabama law 
enforcement. The full-page article was a fundraising effort asking readers to send 
donations in support of Dr. King. Public Safety Commissioner L.B. Sullivan said he took 
offense to the article by the mention of his subordinates, claiming it reflected badly on 
him. However, Sullivan was not specifically named anywhere in the advertisement.  
Sullivan asked the New York Times to issue a public retraction but the publication 
denied his request. Sullivan filed for libel claiming defamation and was initially awarded 
$500,000 by the state of Alabama. The New York Times appealed the decision. The 
Supreme Court ruled unanimously in favor of the publication. 
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The court ruled Sullivan’s argument was not enough to prove something false and 
that a public figure had to prove “actual malice,” or that the defendant intended to harm 
the targeted person (New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 1964). The larger issue at stake in 
this case was whether the author’s intent fell into the Supreme Court’s jurisdiction, in 
which they found it certainly did. Although focused on the libelous words and mistakes 
of the publisher, New York Times Co. v. Sullivan (1964) brought the hybrid concept of 
advertising mixed with editorial content to the national stage. The case also addressed the 
intent of the matter, which is one of the most controversial aspects of native advertising 
today. Critics claim the intent is to deceive while publishers claim the subtlety is to 
encourage user engagement. Justice Brennan in New York Times Co. v. Sullivan (1964) 
wrote: 
“The publication here was not a “commercial” advertisement in the sense in 
which the word was used in Chrestensen. It communicated information, expressed 
opinion, recited grievances, protested claimed abuses, and sought financial 
support on behalf of a movement whose existence and objectives are matters of 
the highest public interest and concern. That the Times was paid for publishing the 
advertisement is as immaterial in this connection as is the fact that newspapers 
and books are sold. Any other conclusion would discourage newspapers from 
carrying “editorial advertisements” of this type, and so might shut off an 
important outlet for the promulgation of information and ideas by persons who do 
not themselves have access to publishing facilities – who wish to exercise their 
freedom of speech even though they are not members of the press. The effect 
would be to shackle the First Amendment in its attempt to secure “the widest 
possible dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources.” To 
avoid placing such a handicap upon the freedoms of expression, we hold that, if 
the allegedly libelous statements would otherwise be constitutionally protected 
from the present judgment, they do not forfeit that protection because they were 
published in the form of a paid advertisement.” 
 
While Justice Brennan makes the distinction between commercial and public 
information clear in his statement, he also recognizes advertising as a necessary arm for 
news-side revenue. Justice Brennan’s opinion alludes to the inevitable coalescence 
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among advertising and editorial sides of the newsroom, ultimately paving way for the 
success of sponsored content.  
He also addresses those who do not have access to “publishing facilities” and 
reiterates their freedom to the press. Justice Brennan’s statement basically ensures 
advertisers and brands are aware of the tools at their disposal, making news publications 
one of the potential avenues for product exposure, again, showing a form of support for 
native advertising. 
 Two years after the New York Times Co. v. Sullivan (1964) case, the court 
revisited commercial speech in Ginzberg v. United States (1966), in which the court ruled 
against the inclusion of obscenity in a message but did acknowledge “the commercial 
activity, in itself is no justification of narrowing the protection of expression,” another 
signal toward commercial speech freedom (as cited in An, 2003, p. 10-11). 
 Justice Douglas, Justice Black, Justice John Marshall Harlan and Justice Potter 
Steward dissented from the majority claiming the techniques used by the advertisers were 
“pervasive and common,” and therefore, should not be of concern to the First 
Amendment (An, 2003, p. 11). Justice Douglas’ stance on commercial speech continued 
to grow stronger as he endorsed the expansion of the First Amendment in many of his 
dissenting opinions leading into the post-1969 period of commercial speech (Ginzberg v. 
United States, 1966). 
Post-1969 Commercial Speech 
 Prior to 1969, the Supreme Court failed to recognize commercial speech as a right 
guaranteed by the First Amendment. Understanding the socioeconomic context of the 
time reflects the change that occurred in the court’s interpretation of the First 
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Amendment. The year 1969 marked the close of a blissful and exciting year in American 
history. From student protests at Harvard University to the three-day chaos that was the 
Woodstock Music Festival, the year was marked by vocal unrest and a country divided 
(Kirkpatrick, 2019). 
 The year 1969 was also marked by change in American history, a welcoming of 
different perspectives as well as a shift in Supreme Court rulings on commercial speech. 
The court’s definition of the First Amendment broadened with the first reference to 
“commercial speech” made in 1972 (Columbia Broadcasting Committee v. Democratic 
National Committee, 1972). Justice Brennan distinguished between “commercial speech” 
and “controversial speech” in this case and claimed “commercial speech” received less 
protection than any other kind recognized by the First Amendment, still not giving a clear 
definition but nonetheless recognizing its limited protection (An, 2003, p. 12). 
 Advertising, too, was eventually recognized as a form of protected speech in the 
First Amendment (Columbia Broadcasting Committee v. Democratic National 
Committee, 1972). And rightfully so, as the industry proved its effectiveness through 
Word War II and continued reaching the public even after the war through the industry’s 
work in social campaigns surrounding schools, road safety and forest conservation (An, 
2003, p. 12). The advertising industry’s heightened respect as well as the consumer focus 
that continued well after President John F. Kennedy’s administration allowed for a new 
commercial speech doctrine to be accepted in 1976. 
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Prelude to the New Precedent 
 Before the complete overruling of Valentine v. Chrestensen (1942), the court 
ruled in Bigelow v. Virginia (1975) that advertising “may be subject to reasonable 
regulation that serves a legitimate public interest” (as cited in Casale, 2015, p. 136). 
In this case, a Virginia newspaper editor was charged for violating a state law by 
publishing materials referring women to clinics for abortions (Bigelow v. Virginia, 1975). 
The court claimed the lower courts made a mistake by assuming advertising earned no 
protection from the First Amendment. The ruling still did not fold all commercial speech 
under the First Amendment but basically supported Justice Brennan’s comment in the 
1972 Columbia Broadcasting Committee v. Democratic National Committee case 
(Casale, 2015, p. 136). Justice Blackmun delivered the majority opinion for Bigelow v. 
Virginia (1975) stating: 
“Advertising, like all public expression, may be subject to reasonable regulation 
that serves a legitimate public interest. See Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Human Rel. 
Comm'n, supra; Lehman v. City of Shaker Heights, 418 U. S. 298 (1974). To the 
extent that commercial activity is subject to regulation, the relationship of speech 
to that activity may be one factor, among others, to be considered in weighing the 
First Amendment interest against the governmental interest alleged. Advertising is 
not thereby stripped of all First Amendment protection. The relationship of speech 
to the marketplace of products or of services does not make it valueless in the 
marketplace of ideas.” (p. 421) 
 
The Hallmark Case 
Commercial speech was formally recognized when the Virginia Citizens 
Consumer Council raised concern against a Virginia statute claiming pharmacists could 
not advertise their prescription drug prices. The case was first appealed by a three-judge 
District Court and was then sent to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court ruled the 
Virginia Board of Pharmacy could decide if drug prices could be advertised or not. In a 
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7-1 ruling, the court overturned the Valentine v. Chrestensen (1942) ruling and broadened 
the First Amendment’s guaranteed rights to include commercial speech along with all 
other forms of speech and expression (Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia 
Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 1976). The court in Virginia State Board of Pharmacy 
v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc. (1976) stated: 
“Focusing first on the individual parties to the transaction that is proposed in the 
commercial advertisement, we may assume that the advertiser's interest is a 
purely economic one. That hardly disqualifies him from protection under the First 
Amendment. The interests of the contestants in a labor dispute are primarily 
economic, but it has long been settled that both the employee and the employer 
are protected by the First Amendment when they express themselves on the merits 
of the dispute in order to influence its outcome.” 
 
The court justified its expansion of the First Amendment by shifting its focus 
from the speaker to the consumer (An, 2003, p. 16). This means the law protects willing 
speakers as well as willing listeners, more evidence of the consumerism movement 
benefiting the advertising world.  
Redish (1971) points out the court’s previous assertion that economic motives 
seriously limited the First Amendment was neither “theoretically or practically” realistic 
as it would apply to nearly all periodicals, books, and newspapers today focused on 
maximizing profits (as cited in An, 2003, p. 16).  
 Contrary to the Valentine v. Chrestensen (1942) case, but nonetheless essential to 
understanding the case, the timing of Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia 
Citizens Consumer Council, Inc. (1976) is most certainly relevant. Consumerism was 
booming in America in 1976 with John F. Kennedy’s guaranteed rights to the consumer 
still in place (An, 2003, p.16). The New York Times Co. v. United States (1964) case also 
reaffirmed the value of the First Amendment’s guarantee of free speech and a free press, 
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which helped make this decision possible (An, 2003, p. 16). And although a new 
precedent had been set for commercial speech in the U.S., Justice Rehnquist’s dissenting 
opinion signaled the controversy concerning commercial speech was not over. In his 
opinion he compared electing a political office to making a decision about which 
shampoo to purchase, proving commercial speech had not gathered enough support to be 
taken seriously yet either (An, 2003, p. 17). 
Clarification on Commercial Rulings 
Cases following the Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens 
Consumer Council, Inc. (1976) continued to reaffirm commercial speech’s place in 
society. In Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v, Public Service Commission (1980), 
the court established four rules when analyzing any government regulation of commercial 
speech, also known as the Central Hudson test (Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 2011). The 
first portion of the analysis is the speech must be “protected by the First Amendment,” 
meaning it cannot contain unlawful activity or misleading information (Casale, 2015, p. 
137).  Second, “the government’s interest must be substantial” (Casale, 2015, p. 137). 
Third, the regulation must advance those government interests (Casale, 2015, p. 137). 
And finally, the regulation must be adequate to serve those same government interests 
(Casale, 2015, p. 137). The four-part analysis created in the Central Hudson Gas & 
Electric Corp. v, Public Service Commission (1980) has caused commercial speech to be, 
as Thomson (2013) states, “virtually indistinguishable from noncommercial speech in the 
level of protection it enjoys” (as cited in Casale, 2015, p. 137).  
Years later in 44 Liquormart, Inc. v. Rhode Island (1996), four separate opinions 
were written to reach a unanimous ruling (Redish, 1997, p. 561). The Supreme Court 
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ruled it was unconstitutional to prohibit the advertising of liquor prices in places where it 
was not being sold. Justice Stevens who delivered the judgement of the court said, 
“Advertising has been a part of our culture throughout our history. Even in colonial days, 
the public relied on ‘commercial speech’ for vital information about the market” (44 
Liquormart, Inc. v. Rhode Island (1996).  
Redish (1997) argues, however, there is a certain flaw in Justice Stevens’ position 
on commercial speech (p. 561). Although, Justice Stevens embraces full protection of 
commercial speech, he also seems willing to consider commercial speech on much less 
stringent terms of review than other forms of speech (Redish, 1997, p. 562). Justice 
Stevens fails to realize that no matter the harm caused by the content, commercial speech 
should get full protection if full protection and content neutrality is going to be granted 
by the courts (Redish, 1997, p. 562). 
Justice O’Connor concurred but gave a different opinion stating she agreed that 
the ban on alcohol prices could not be saved by the 21st Amendment but thought the 
Central Hudson four-part analysis should be applied to this case. She said when the 
analysis is applied “Rhode Island's regulation fails the final fourth prong because its ban 
is more extensive than necessary to serve its stated interest” (44 Liquormart, Inc. v. 
Rhode Island, 1996). Justice O’Connor’s concurring opinion proves this case led to more 
protection of commercial speech — by not one — but all of the Supreme Court justices 
(Redish, 1997, p. 564).  
Although, all arrived at the conclusion in different ways, the unanimous decision 
confirmed the rightful position of commercial speech in the marketplace of ideas. With 
the ability to express ideas and compete freely, advertisers were able to look to news 
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outlets as platforms, contributing to the selling of native advertising as well as the news-
side’s increased dependency on the new advertising efforts. 
In the more recent Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc. (2011) case, a Vermont law stated it 
was illegal to sell “prescriber-identifiable data (“PI data”) with the intention to market or 
promote a prescription without the consent of the prescriber. The law was challenged by 
three companies –– IMS Health, Verispan and Source Healthcare Analytics –– who sell 
prescriber data to pharmaceutical companies. The court ruled that this case required 
“heightened judicial scrutiny,” meaning the case required special judicial review because 
the government regulation was placed on its content, which goes against the content 
neutral fundamental principle of the First Amendment.  
The dissenting opinion of this case delivered by Justice Breyer references Central 
Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v, Public Service Communication (1980) and Bigelow v. 
Virginia (1975) claiming commercial speech has an “informational function” and is not 
“valueless in the marketplace of ideas” (Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 2011). However, 
Justice Breyer also points out that a less than “strict,” more “intermediate” First 
Amendment test has always been applied to similar cases in the past (Sorrell v. IMS 
Health Inc., 2011). In regard to Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc. (2011), Breyer goes on to state: 
“Under that test, government laws and regulations may significantly restrict 
speech, as long as they also “directly advance” a “substantial” government 
interest that could not “be served as well by a more limited restriction.” 
Moreover, the Court has found that “sales practices” that are “misleading, 
deceptive, or aggressive” lack the protection of even this “intermediate” standard. 
44 Liquormart, Inc. v. Rhode Island, 517 U. S. 484, 501 (1996) (opinion of 
Stevens, J.) And the Court has emphasized the need, in applying an 
“intermediate” test, to maintain the “commonsense” distinction between speech 
proposing a commercial transaction, which occurs in an area traditionally subject 
to government regulation, and other varieties of speech.” 
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The “commonsense doctrine,” Breyer refers to was established in Ohralik v. Ohio 
State Bar Association (1978) affording commercial speech a limited measure of 
protection and differences in treatment from that point forward (as cited in Farber, 1979, 
p. 373).  
Despite monumental cases like Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia 
Citizens Consumer Council, Inc. (1976), the dissenting opinions and “commonsense 
doctrine” prove commercial speech does not enjoy absolute freedom as other forms of 
speech enjoy, but the scrutiny of justices throughout the years allow advertisers and 
publishers to enjoy much more freedom than before.  
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CHAPTER 3: ISSUES IN MEDIA 
 
 
Without the dissenting opinions that endorsed commercial speech leading up to 
the Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc. (1976) 
case, the intermingling of advertising and news would not have been possible. With more 
freedom, news-side revenue has become more reliant on advertising as more publications 
are forced to operate digitally and find new ways to generate profits. Creative solutions 
like native advertising have allowed a lot of the larger enterprises to keep their doors 
open (Casale, 2015, p. 129). However, as advertising advanced, the need for regulations 
also increased (Casale, 2015, 145). The Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) was 
established by Congress with the passing of the FTC Act of 1914 to help protect 
consumers and identify “unfair or deceptive acts or practices” within commerce (Casale, 
2015, p. 138).  
Although the FTC does not identify deceptive advertising, through the years three 
basic principles have been created when making the distinction, which include:  
• An advertisement must be truthful without misleading the consumer (Casale, 
2015, p. 139).  
• The FTC insists “advertisers and ad agencies have a reasonable basis for 
advertising claims before they are disseminated” (Casale, 2015, p.139).  
• The advertisement must not be unfair (International Harvesting Co., 1984). 
The FTC stated in International Harvesting Co. (1984) for advertisements to 
be labeled “unfair” there must be a consumer injury; if resting on public 
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policy, the policy must be “well-established” and the advertisement must be 
“immoral, unethical, oppressive, or unscrupulous” (as cited in Casale, 2015, p. 
140).  
Although the FTC has created clear guidelines, the courts ultimately have final 
judicial review of commercial speech cases (Casale, 2015, p.140). However, the Supreme 
Court has also declared “the Commission’s judgement is to be given great weight by 
reviewing courts” (Federal Trade Commission v. Colgate-Palmolive Co., 1965).  
As more journalists, marketing and public relations professionals voice their 
concern with the deceptive nature of native advertising, the FTC is forced to pay more 
attention to the growing industry (Schauster et. al, 2016, p. 1413; Casale, 2015, p. 145). 
The first step toward addressing native advertising was the FTC’s workshop held in 
December 2013 titled, “Blurred Lines: Advertising or Content? — An FTC Workshop on 
Native Advertising” (Casale, 2015, p. 147). Advertisers, communicators and consumers 
were invited to the workshop, which ultimately revealed transparency was of utmost 
importance to the federal agency (Casale, 2015, p. 148). However, the workshop also left 
it unclear as to what action was going to be taken (Casale, 2015, p. 148)  
Cope (2013) claims the industry is hesitant to use the term “advertisement” to 
describe native advertising because it may discourage consumers from engaging with the 
content” (as cited in Casale, 2015, p. 148). The FTC also showed resistance to using any 
other commonly used phrases such as “sponsored content,” “sponsored by,” or 
“presented by” because the phrases didn’t portray the advertiser accurately (Casale, 2015, 
p. 148). Cope (2013) asserted the alternate labels for native advertising make it seem as if 
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the advertiser has just guaranteed payment of the publication’s independent content 
instead of suggesting they took part in the creation of it (Casale, 2015, p. 148).  
For native advertising to even fall within the regulations and guidelines put in 
place by the FTC, the advertisement must fall within the definition of “commercial 
speech” set by the courts (Casale, 2015, p. 149). Supreme Court’s current definition has 
been broadly stated as “speech advocating the sale of commercial products or services,” 
(Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly, 2001). To fulfill this definition, the native advertisement 
must meet three requirements established in Bolger v. Youngs Drugs Prods. Corp. 
(1983). As cited in Casale (2015), to be considered commercial speech, material must be:  
 A true advertisement  
 Refer to a specific product 
 Have an economic motive  
This means in order for a story structured in the form of a list to be considered 
commercial speech as in BuzzFeed’s “14 Cringeworthy High School Moments Everyone 
Has Experienced,” it must directly promote the sale of a specific product. 
List number-formatted stories also identified as “listicles” by the Interactive 
Advertising Bureau (“IAB”) are not the only way advertisers can position content on a 
publisher’s page (Ponikvar, 2015, p. 1189). The various formats a story can take online 
have caused additional problems for the FTC, one being how to properly to disclose 
native advertisements (Casale, 2015, p. 150).  
As the IAB has stated, there really is not a one-size-fits-all way of distinguishing 
between what is paid for and what is not (Casale, 2015, p.150). Larger publications like 
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the New York Times and The Washington Post have implemented style guidelines and 
specific branding to let readers know when they are viewing commercial content.  
 
Figure 3.1 T Brand Studio sponsored content website article. From “Multilingualism is 
on the rise and schools are racing to catch up” by T Brand Studio. Retrieved from 
https://www.nytimes.com/paidpost/qatar-foundation/multilingualism-is-on-the-rise-and-
schools-are-racing-to-catch-up.html. 
 
   
Figure 3.2 T Brand Studio sponsored content website article. From “Multilingualism is 
on the rise and schools are racing to catch up” by T Brand Studio. Retrieved from 
https://www.nytimes.com/paidpost/qatar-foundation/multilingualism-is-on-the-rise-and-
schools-are-racing-to-catch-up.html.  
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Figure 3.3 WP BrandStudio sponsored content website article. From “Pass the Plants” by 
WP BrandStudio, https://www.washingtonpost.com/brand-studio/pass-the-plants/.  
 
Figure 3.4 WP BrandStudio sponsored content website article. From “Pass the Plants” by 
WP BrandStudio. Retrieved from https://www.washingtonpost.com/brand-studio/pass-
the-plants/. 
 
However, a professor at the University of San Francisco School of Law 
determined that 50% of consumers don’t know what “sponsor” means when positioned 
on an ad and that many consumers don’t care if the content is paid for or not (Ponikvar, 
2015, p. 1198). However, critics of native advertising would argue a label is better than 
no label at all. 
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Issues with First Amendment today 
Although not everyone accepts native advertising in practice, the success of the 
storytelling strategy cannot be ignored. 
As a case study, Clark & Meyer (2015) found that General Electric’s (“GE”) 
native advertising campaign in 2015 was viewed by more than 5 million people and 
generated approximately 416,000 click-throughs. GE’s click-through rate was 8%, 
exceeding the 0.2% click-through rate of 2012, proving the consumer wanted to read 
actual content rather than traditional advertising (as cited in Ponikvar, 2015, p. 1191).  
Consumer research by Montini (2014) also showed that 70% of users would 
rather see stories they can relate to versus traditional banner ads increasing the overall 
purchasing intent of the consumer (as cited in Ponikvar, 2015, p. 1194).  
Yet, critics point to the ethical problems surrounding the lack of transparency 
with native advertising and the potential loss of trust in media (Schauster et. al, 2016, p. 
1413). Critics argue you can’t justify the deception of native advertising just because the 
perceived credibility of an ad is boosted by the placement on a news site (Ponikvar, 2015, 
p. 1194). In Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp. v. Cosprophar, Inc. (1994) the court ruled the 
advertorial format was designed “to enhance the seriousness and credibility of 
[Cosprophar's] advertising,” acknowledging critics’ claims that the intent of native 
advertising is to blend in with editorial content. 
Publications today have begun combatting ethical concerns by creating in-house 
agencies and brand studios staffed with separate teams, sharing only the publication’s 
audience and subscribers as seen in the New York Times’ T Brand Studio and The 
Atlantic’s Re:think studio (Levi, 2015, p. 658). The New York Times’ first major move in 
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native advertising was its partnership with Dell, using advertisers and freelance 
journalists to tell the computer technology company’s story (Levi, 2015, p. 658).  
A more controversial partnership was The Atlantic’s paid post partnership with 
the Church of Scientology that again brought the issue of intent to the forefront (Casale, 
2015, p. 146). Critics immediately attacked The Atlantic for its promotional treatment on 
the site. Warzel (2013) claimed critics were calling it “blatant propaganda” due to the 
promotional language of the religion (as cited in Casale, 2015, p. 146). For example, the 
article included this sentence: “2012 was a milestone year for Scientology, with the 
religion expanding to more than 10,000 Churches, Missions and affiliated groups, 
spanning 167 nations— figures that represent a growth rate 20 times that of a decade 
ago” (as cited in Casale, 2015, p. 146). Warzel (2013) argues The Atlantic garnered so 
much negative attention because the Church of Scientology article contrasted the 
publication’s typical tone and language too drastically (as cited in Casale, 2015, p. 146).  
While native advertising should match the language and quality standards of the 
publisher’s brand, Casale (2015) argues there should still be a reasonable distinction 
between editorial content and sponsored material to protect itself from FTC action and to 
better serve the consumer overall (p. 152). 
Michael Giusti, director of student publications at Loyola University, has had a 
long-developed stance on sponsored content after prior experience in both branding and 
publishing (M. Giusti, personal communication, November 25, 2019). Giusti said he 
believes sponsored content is a great way to fund media; his issue with sponsored content 
is when news outlets place their logo on the content and try to sell it as their own (M. 
Giusti, personal communication, November 25, 2019). Because as Giusti states “what 
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you’re selling when you post it as your own content, even marked and labeled as 
sponsored content, what you’re selling is your credibility” (M. Giusti, personal 
communication, November 25, 2019).  
Giusti recommends student media organizations do explore new ways to push the 
journalism business model forward, like selling access to the publication’s audience (M. 
Giusti, personal communication, November 25, 2019). However, Giusti argues audiences 
are not sophisticated enough to understand what a sponsored content label means(M. 
Giusti, personal communication, November 25, 2019). He said these storytelling formats 
are better off being designed as traditional advertisements instead of blending it with a 
publication’s certain look and feel (M. Giusti, personal communication, November 25, 
2019). 
The untapped digital space though is where the wall separating advertising and 
editorial is most threatened. As technology advances and consumer engagement becomes 
more of the focus on a digital platform, the industry has to evolve. As Starkman (2013) 
suggests, in some cases the editorial team may even be more inclined to select which 
advertisers to collaborate with based on the overall brand and trust of its readers (as cited 
in Casale 2016, p. 147). Editors instead of advertisers may be better suited to make 
decisions because they don’t have financial influence, justifying the intermingling of both 
entities once again (Casale, 2015, p. 147). So long as publishers are pursuing native 
advertising, the editorial and the branded content teams are going to have to communicate 
in some way to get content online, in print or just to be aware of what is being covered. 
The inclusion of advertising to the freedom of speech clause in the U.S. Constitution was 
just the first step in enabling the wall to come down.  
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CHAPTER 4: TRENDS IN SPONSORED CONTENT 
 
 
Native advertising has certainly matured since its emergence in 2013 (Interactive 
Advertising Bureau, 2019, p. 4). As sponsored content comes in all shapes and sizes, 
single scroll digital experiences, “listicles,” and social media prove to be effective for 
major publishers today. Native advertising can be seen on three primary channels: 
• Content feeds such as a website or news channel 
• Social feeds such as social networking sites or messaging applications 
• Product feeds such as Amazon, Etsy and eBay 
Native advertising can range from written articles to images and long-form 
documentaries. The Interactive Advertising Bureau or “IAB” (2019) published a “Native 
Advertising Playbook” comparing the 2013 key factors impacting change with 2019. This 
included the fact that almost every major publisher now has its own branded content 
studio compared with the few dozen in 2013 (p. 4).  
Programmatic ad buying and native advertising are now included in OpenRTB 
(Real-time Bidding) specifications, aiding to the success of the industry as well as the 
growth of social media. OpenRTB just means that advertisers can place a bid for an ad 
and if their bid is the highest, the ad will be instantly placed on the publisher’s site.  
The shift from a consumer-first mindset on mobile also helped bring native 
advertising to the forefront (Interactive Advertising Bureau, 2019, p. 4). Consumer-first 
means brands want to connect with consumers recognizing that ad-blocking was 
becoming a real issue. Clear disclosure and labeling remain important considerations 
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when dealing with native advertising (Interactive Advertising Bureau, 2019, p. 4). When 
determining if these two requirements have been met, the FTC considers the “net 
impression” of the advertisement on the consumer and any “qualifying information” in 
the ad (Interactive Advertising Bureau 2019, p. 21). Qualifying information means the 
publisher’s connection to the content must be clear and understood. For mediums such as 
audio and video, the FTC states the disclaimer must remain on screen long enough to be 
read and understood and may even need to be repeated, if necessary (Interactive 
Advertising Bureau, 2019, p. 21). 
 
Figure 4.1 U.S. native advertising digital display advertisement spending 2016-2020. 
From eMarketer by eMarketer, 2019. Retrieved from 
https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-native-advertising-2019.  
 
 The IAB has made changes to the core types of media considered to be  native 
advertising. Promoted listings, standard advertisements with native elements like real-
time weather, custom items such as playlists and paid searches are no longer considered 
native advertising by the IAB.  
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Branded/native content, in-feed/in-content and content recommendation ads are 
considered the three core types of native advertising. In-feed/in-content ads are typically 
placed in content or social feeds and link off of the site to native content, editorial content 
or the brand’s landing page. Content recommendation ads suggest specific videos, 
articles and products typically listed beneath the original article. Finally, branded/native 
content “is paid content from a brand that is published in the same format as full editorial 
on a publisher’s site,” which is where this research focuses primarily (Interactive 
Advertising Bureau, 2019, p. 7).  
Design, location, ad behavior and disclosure are the four criteria to determine 
between native and standard ads. The FTC’s native advertising disclosure guidance 
issued in December 2015 established clear labeling as a core criterion. (Interactive 
Advertising Bureau, 2019, p. 8).  
To help newer publications properly label native advertising and sponsored 
content, the FTC lists multiple examples of acceptable forms of disclosure and deceptive 
advertising. Among those examples, one acceptable example they provide is: 
“The Winged Mercury Company sells running shoes. An ad for the company’s 
flagship shoe appears on a financial news site. The ad contains an image of the 
shoe, the headline “Run Fast, Run Smart, Run Winged Mercury,” and a hyperlink 
to learn more about Winged Mercury shoes’ innovative shock absorption. The 
color scheme, font, and graphics of the ad look like the format of the financial 
news that appears on the site. However, the slogan “Run Fast, Run Smart, Run 
Winged Mercury” together with the message to learn more about Winged 
Mercury shoes’ shock absorption likely convey to consumers the commercial 
nature of the content” (“Native Advertising: A Guide for Businesses,” 2015). 
 
The FTC states the content of the running shoes ad differs significantly from the 
traditional content on a financial site, which makes this a properly labeled native ad.  
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Using that same Winged Mercury Company example, the FTC also provides an 
example of an unacceptable native advertising appearance. However, this time the ad is 
posted to Fitness Life, an online health and wellness magazine. 
“The ad is similar in format and content to regular articles on the site. The 
headline “Running Gear Up: Mistakes to Avoid” appears next to a photo of a 
runner. In addition to other training suggestions, the article recommends Winged 
Mercury shoes for injury prevention. Consumers can access the article either from 
the Fitness Life main page or directly without viewing that page. In this instance, 
consumers are likely to conclude that the article was written by a Fitness Life 
journalist and reflects the journalist’s independent views. To prevent consumer 
deception, a clear and prominent disclosure of the ad’s commercial nature on the 
main page of the publisher’s site is necessary. In addition, because consumers can 
access the article without clicking through from the Fitness Life main page, the ad 
on that click-into page also should be clearly and prominently identified as 
commercial” (“Native Advertising: A Guide for Businesses,” 2015). 
 
To ensure a native advertisement is recognizable by consumers, the FTC encourages 
advertisers should consider the ad as a whole and consider more than just the statements, 
visuals and language (“Native Advertising: A Guide for Businesses,” 2015). When 
determining whether an ad has been clearly labeled, the FTC urges advertisers to consider 
three things (“Native Advertising: A Guide for Businesses,” 2015): 
1. The overall appearance of the advertisement 
2. The similarities in visual, written and or spoken style of the publisher site it’s 
housed on 
3. The ability to distinguish it from other pieces on the publisher’s site  
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Figure 4.2 In-feed native advertisements. From IAB Native Advertising Playbook 2.0 by 
Interactive Advertising Bureau, 2019. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 In-feed native advertisements. From IAB Native Advertising Playbook 2.0  by 
Interactive Advertising Bureau, 2019. 
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Figure 4.4 WP BrandStudio sponsored content paid for by the National Association of 
Realtors. From “The Most Desirable Home in America” by WP BrandStudio. Retrieved 
from https://www.washingtonpost.com/brand-studio/nar/the-most-desirable-home-in-
america/.  
 
 With technology advancing, marketers and publishers can only expect the 
industry to continue to grow. Publishers are now experimenting with artificial 
intelligence and virtual reality (Interactive Advertising Bureau, 2019, p. 22). Technology 
has allowed for native advertising to get closer to consumers whether that be through a 
single scroll article with impactful infographics or speaking with a chatbot programmed 
within the ad.  
Technology has changed native advertising from what was once a destination on a 
webpage to now a journey through a single scroll because getting eyes on the page isn’t 
enough anymore, the former New York Times international creative director Graham 
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McDonnell said in an article (Salz, 2018). T Brand Studio has combatted this trend by 
placing a branded footer at the bottom of their paid posts to make sure there is a common 
thread of disclosure throughout the article (Salz, 2018).  
While most conversations concern the format of the ad itself, consumers and 
media professionals must recognize the main goal of native is to connect with the 
consumer more organically. The goal moving forward must be to get the public to 
understand the question “What is native?” to eliminate the biggest concern: deception.  
The next section will look more in depth at various branded content studios across 
the country from professional news outlets to student media developing their own form of 
sponsored content.  
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CHAPTER 5: NEW YORK TIMES’S T BRAND STUDIO 
(Interviewed T Brand Studio creative director Nathan Reese on Sept. 25, 2019). 
 
 
The New York Times’ T Brand Studio was founded in 2014 after drops in display 
advertising proved the need for another form of revenue.  
T Brand Studio is the in-house branded content and creative services agency for the 
New York Times. Sebastian Tomich, who came to the New York Times from Forbes, and 
Meredith Levien founded the studio with former T Brand Studio executive editorial 
director, Adam Aston. Dean Baquet had been named managing editor shortly after the 
studio was founded and although there was some resistance to the development of a 
branded content studio, the new leadership team was confident they could do it responsibly 
without confusing readers, T Brand Studio creative director Nathan Reese said.  
What started as a handful of producers and developers for T Brand Studio has now 
turned into a studio of close to 200 people. Since its founding, T Brand Studio has expanded 
well beyond written articles and experimented with long-form video, 360-degree filming, 
and augmented reality. T Brand Studio offers services online, in-print in the New York 
Times and white label work that is not labeled New York Times for advertisers. The content 
studio has also since acquired Hello Society, an influencer marketing agency, and Fake 
Love, an experiential agency.  
“It’s adjacent to an advertiser’s space, but we do everything from AR/VR 
experiential, social campaigns, you name it — we can do,” Reese said. “If an advertising 
studio can do it, we can do it.” 
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Reese said what separates T Brand Studio from the thousands of other content 
studios in existence today is the one thing nobody else has – New York Times subscribers 
and its audience, which is approximately 4.7 million digital and print subscribers 
combined, New York Times correspondent Marc Tracy said in an article on the Times’ 
website.  
The New York Times, a publication with a reputation of holding journalism to the 
highest standard with long-form articles and documentary-style videos, places immense 
pressure on T Brand Studio to follow suit in order to be considered “native.”  
Reese has been with T Brand Studio since 2015, serving previously as a writing 
editor at the branded content studio. Before joining the T Brand Studio staff, Reese had 
contributed to the New York Times and worked for T Magazine — coming from a more 
traditional journalism background.  
Reese said the benefit of staffing by former journalists is the team attacks the stories 
just as the editorial team would at the New York Times regardless of the advertiser’s own 
aims.  
“What we try to do at the Times is to create as interesting and rigorously reported 
work in the branded content space as the newsroom is doing but on behalf of our brand 
partners,” Reese said. “So, it’s brand journalism and storytelling but done on behalf of the 
partners with their messaging in mind.” 
Organizational structure 
T Brand Studio is made up of nearly 200 content creators, which includes creative 
directors, editors, photographers, videographers, writers, art directors, designers, 
developers, illustrators, animators, program managers, copyeditors, etc.  
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A creative director at T Brand Studio works with all of the creative team to 
brainstorm interesting project ideas for clients and helps them execute those ideas. Reese 
said creative directors come from all types of backgrounds — his being writing. He said 
more commonly creative directors come from the commercial work or visual side of things. 
A total of eight creative directors work within the T Brand Studio, all with 10-plus years 
of experience, Reese said. 
“It’s similar to what I was doing as an editor, but now I can work with things like 
experiential, work with the people at Fake Love, work with video and it’s just a little bit 
broader in terms of my purview,” Reese said. 
The sales team is not included in the team of 200. The sales team is on the business 
side of operations selling creative work for T Brand Studio as well as advertising for the 
newsroom. 
T Brand Studio operates similarly to an agency. A program manager on each project 
handles all client communication after something sells. In the presale phase, the sales team 
talks to the client. The creative team is also talking to the client but is not involved in 
logistics. This enables the creative team to talk through their work while the client is 
reviewing. Reese said he also attends pitch meetings frequently to sell clients on certain 
ideas the team has conceived. 
Creative process 
Being the New York Times’ creative services agency, T Brand Studio gets many 
of their projects from the clients requesting to work with them directly. However, there are 
times when creatives on staff will pitch an idea to a client. Most projects though begin with 
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a Request-for-Proposal (RFP) from a client, which then leads to a brainstorming session 
with the T Brand Studio team.  
The brainstorming session will include a mixture of people in order to get various 
perspectives — a creative director, an editor, someone from the video team, a designer and 
a sales team member. Reese said sales is almost always involved in the pitches, just not 
always involved in the creative process. It really depends on the sales consultant and how 
invested they’d like to be in the project. 
From there, the team discusses different directions the project could go and bounces 
ideas off of each other. The best ideas are drafted and sent to the client to evaluate. Those 
ideas can be discussed in-person, over the phone and sometimes via email. If things go 
well, the client will approve an idea. If they are not satisfied with the selection of ideas, the 
creative team goes back and forth with the client until both parties are satisfied with the 
project conception. 
Typically, a lot of overlap occurs between the brainstorming team in the presale 
phase and who actually works on the project in the execution phase. The back and forth 
communication doesn’t stop after the sale either. Mood boards, drafts and mock-ups are 
sent to the client for review and revisions. Reese said sometimes that process can be smooth 
and sometimes it can be a much lengthier process.  
A typical project timeline will run between eight to 12 weeks. Reese said there have 
been projects that have taken more than a year to complete, but eight to 12 weeks is when 
you get a “happy team.” 
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T Brand Studio works with global companies, produces award-winning work and 
therefore has the advantage of operating on a large budget. Reese said creative projects 
range from thousands to millions of dollars for custom creative pieces of work. 
 “It’s all contingent on what’s being put into the page,” Reese said.  
Services like 3-D renderings that take months to create cost more than text and 
images on a webpage. However, Reese said his mind doesn’t really fathom budget as a 
numbers game. His mind instead immediately goes to how much can we do with this much 
money, giving clients as much as they choose to invest. 
The success of a native advertising piece is then based upon benchmarks created 
by the T Brand Studio internal data team. Time spent on pages, interactions and 
engagements are clear measures for clients to see. When T Brand Studio sells a project to 
a client, they deliver. This means when an advertiser pays for content they know exactly 
how many eyes are going to get on the page, the video or piece. The views are not organic.  
Reese said much of their attention is organic, but they run ads until the client gets 
what it paid for. Certain measurements such as how long people are spending on a page or 
how they’re interacting with a page can be helpful clues as to what makes for a good 
experience. Other intangibles also important to T Brand Studio are things like earned 
media, press coverage or awards for their work and every client is different as to what 
success means to them. 
The New York Times will also feature advertisements for the sponsored content on 
their homepage. This helps get exposure to New York Times subscribers who might not 
otherwise see the T Brand Studio work and helps ensure the number of eyes that the client 
pays for reaches the project. 
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Figure 5.1 T Brand Studio paid post ad featured on New York Times homepage. From 
“Why FairWild Is So Important To This California-Based Tea Company” by New York 
Times, 2020. Retrieved from https://www.nytimes.com/. 
 
Figure 5.2 T Brand Studio content recommendation ad on New York Times mobile 
application. From the New York Times by T Brand Studio, 2020. Retrieved from New 
York Times application. 
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Graham McDonnell, the former international creative director for T Brand Studio, 
said in a 2018 Mobile Growth Summit article the best kind of branded content taps into 
human nature. 
“It’s important to tell a human story, one that’s relatable for the audience, and not 
get ahead of yourself by trying to figure out if VR, for example, might be the best way to 
tell the story,” McDonnell said in the article.  
He said in the article the best branded content comes from marrying the advertiser’s 
goal with the in-house agency’s expertise. McDonnell said brands come to T Brand Studio 
with a message and the studio’s goal is to position that message within a story that will 
resonate with their respective audience. Reese said they have streamlined a lot of what they 
do because they have found that scrolling is the best way to move through an experience 
nowadays. He said if you look at a paid post from 2016, it’s likely that you can interact 
with a lot of things on the page because that’s what was popular at the time.   
Ethical dilemmas 
Unlike the New York Times, T Brand Studio typically does not place bylines on 
their paid posts. There are special circumstances in which a byline might be placed on a 
story. For example, if a story is written in first person and the story will be strengthened by 
revealing the writer’s identity, a byline will be granted.  
Reese said the main reason is to service the brands the studio represents correctly; 
they have chosen to remove any sort of conflict of interest that they can. As an international 
content studio, it is possible for an editor or writer to work for competing brands. Reese 
said T Brand Studio doesn’t want to seem as if they are favoring one brand over another.  
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Another reason they have opted from placing names on paid posts is due to the 
frequent movement from traditional journalism to brand journalism. T Brand Studio 
doesn’t want to limit a team member’s career opportunities if another publisher or freelance 
employer might be uncomfortable with brand association. 
“It’s just what we’ve decided and what our contributors, and freelancers and 
internal editors thought was the best way to go,” Reese said.  
Another ethical concern among critics is the separation between editorial and 
advertising that must be upheld to report accurately. The New York Times has decided in 
an effort to responsibly execute branded content, they have created a clear separation 
between advertorial and editorial. The newsroom has no part in the publication of any T 
Brand Studio content and vice versa. If a writer moves to the T Brand Studio staff, they are 
no longer allowed to write for the newsroom, meaning there is no crossover between the 
staffs. 
Following the standard set by their host publication, T Brand Studio holds itself to 
most of the same ethical and journalistic standards as does the New York Times. T Brand 
Studio’s ethical standards differ slightly in that the client is involved throughout the entire 
creative process and the content studio will go in the direction the clients wants.  Reese 
said although it’s advertising and it’s important for people to know that it is an ad, it’s also 
important for an advertisement to be factually accurate.  
“You still have social responsibility on behalf of your clients and on behalf of the 
New York Times brand to be as straightforward as possible,” Reese said.  
The T Brand Studio airs on the more conservative side when it comes to branded 
content studios, Reese said. They make it a priority to stay true to brand storytelling and 
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brand journalism. Reese said they never attribute words someone who didn’t say them or 
place false information in a paid post. 
 T Brand Studio also makes an effort to be aware of what the editorial side of the 
New York Times is doing as to stay up to date with the content. However, editorial content 
being covered has no influence on what T Brand Studio covers, Reese said.  
T Brand Studio attempts to make the distinction between native and traditional 
advertising more prominent in their display of content and disclosure. Each paid post is 
labeled “paid for and posted by” with the advertiser’s name clearly stated. The disclaimer 
is displayed with a blue bar at the top of the page that follows consumers as they scroll on 
the page.  
 
Figure 5.3 Genesis sponsored T Brand Studio article. From “Trailblazers: A Passion 
Reignited” by T Brand Studio. Retrieved from 
https://www.nytimes.com/paidpost/genesis/trailblazers-an-artists-passion-
reignited.html?searchResultPosition=1#100000006900616.  
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“We have absolutely zero interest into fooling anyone that this is content created 
by our newsroom, down to, like, the font choices that we have and the designs that we use,” 
Reese said.  
He said T Brand Studio’s aim is to make the most compelling content possible 
whether it’s an advertisement or not, but the goal is not to deceive the reader. Reese also 
mentioned that consumers must click through an ad unit to reach T Brand Studio content, 
making the way you get to content different than the newsroom too. 
T Brand Studio does use a similar font to the rest of the editorial content to write 
the word “paid post” on the homepage of the New York Times. 
“If it was up to advertisers, nothing would be labeled an advertisement,” Reese said. 
“So, we still need to be able to market this stuff, but we came to the conclusion that this 
was kind of an appropriate way of labeling our work.” 
First paid post 
T Brand Studio launched in 2014 with Dell as their first paid partnership, 
delivering a three-month engagement to consumers. The first article written was titled, 
“Reaching Across the Office from Marketing to IT.”  
Dell’s managing editor, Stephanie Losee wrote in a press release to Dell 
customers, “On our Paid Posts page you’ll find stories about entrepreneurs, innovation 
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and other subjects our audiences have expressed interest in rather than Dell talking about 
Dell or our products.” 
Losee stressed the purpose of the strategy was to better serve Dell customers. 
 
 
Figure.5.4 T Brand Studio first paid post with Dell. From “Here’s the New York Times’ 
First Ever Native Ad” by Aaron Taube, 2014. Retrieved from 
https://www.businessinsider.com/new-york-times-first-native-ad-2014-1.  
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Figure 5.5 T Brand Studio first paid post advertised on homepage. From “Here’s the New 
York Times’ First Ever Native Ad” by Aaron Taube, 2014. Retrieved from 
https://www.businessinsider.com/new-york-times-first-native-ad-2014-1.  
 
The New York Times advertised the paid posts on the homepage with the Dell logo 
at the top of the mass head and a blue box advertising the post on the main page you could 
click through to get to the actual article. AdAge reports Dell paid a six-figure price tag for 
this three-month initiative. In response to the success of the first paid post in Jan. 2014, VP 
of advertising at the New York Times, Seb Tomich said in an interview with NewsCred 
Insights, “what we’re chasing isn’t necessarily metrics, it’s reader interest.” 
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Figure.5.6 T Brand Studio paid post with Dell. From “Global Technology Adoption 
Index” by T Brand Studio. 
 
Orange is the New Black sparks the start 
Reese claims the Orange is the New Black partnership with Netflix is what really 
sparked the success of the T Brand Studio. Reese said this was the article where advertisers 
realized you really can do some aggressive journalistic reporting in brand space.  
Melanie Deziel’s piece, “Women Inmates: Why the Male Model Doesn’t Work,” 
features moving illustrations, a compelling narrative detailing the unique and untold 
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difficulties women face in prison, short-film documentaries spread throughout the article 
and audio clips from ex-prisoners reflecting their experiences.  
The advertiser in this piece is buried within a much deeper narrative –– a narrative 
that matters to women off all kinds. McDonnell stated in the Mobile Growth Summit 
article, the simplest formula for a successful branded content piece is following the 
narrative arc. He said in the article introducing an element or character is first, in this case, 
female inmates. Next, he said you present a problem or hurdle. The problem in Deziel’s 
piece is the degrading environment women are placed in when admitted to prison. 
McDonnell said in the article the final step is to reveal an award or outcome. In the Orange 
is the New Black sponsored post, Hawaii is the award. Hawaii’s penitentiary system is the 
model others should follow to help heal women and reform prison policies. 
 
Figure 5.7 Netflix/Orange is the New Black T Brand Studio paid post. From “Women Inmates: 
Why the Male Model Doesn’t Work” by Melanie Deziel. Retrieved from 
https://www.nytimes.com/paidpost/netflix/women-inmates-separate-but-not-equal.html. 
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Figure 5.8 Netflix/Orange is the New Black T Brand Studio paid post. From “Women 
Inmates: Why the Male Model Doesn’t Work” by Melanie Deziel. Retrieved from 
https://www.nytimes.com/paidpost/netflix/women-inmates-separate-but-not-equal.html.  
 
Native advertising turns to human chatbots  
 T Brand Studio won the Native Advertising Institute’s 2017 award for “Most 
creative Native Advertising Campaign” for its project titled, “What it Takes to be 
Human” paid for by UBS, a company that provides financial advice to wealthy 
corporations and private clients in Switzerland. The project combines a five-chapter 
article and short film documentary about a leading humanoid designer in Osaka, Japan. 
The project also included Rose, a virtual chatbot, who spoke to the audience from the 
screen about whatever they wanted, but subtly encouraged the consumer to continue 
reading the content. 
 The campaign was intended to grow awareness of an exclusive UBS group 
dedicated to solving societal issues and to engage with High Net Worth Individuals. T 
Brand Studio focused the campaign on the development of artificial intelligence (“AI”) 
throughout the years with mentions of notable figures in the industry. According to the 
Native Advertising Institute , the campaign surpassed the target reach of 100,000 site 
visits and received more than 200,000 visits in a three-month period. Additionally, the 
UBS.com site received 2,647 visits, which demonstrated a true link between the native ad 
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and increased brand awareness with the consumer, the Native Advertising Institute said 
in its article titled, “How a Global Financial Services Firm Grew Awareness Using AI & 
Native Advertising.” The chatbot and video garnered an average scroll rate of 68.4%, 
illustrating how far people got in the page, proving the chatbot and video element 
encouraged more engagement, the article said. 
 
Figure 5.9 UBS sponsored content piece featuring Rose, an interactive chatbot. From 
“What it Takes to be Human” by T Brand Studio, 2017. 
 
Figure 5.10 Award-winning native advertising campaign titled, “AI: What it Takes to be 
Human” by T Brand Studio, 2017.  
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CHAPTER 6: THE ATLANTIC’S RE:THINK STUDIO 
(Interviewed Atlantic 57 senior editor Margaret Myers on Nov. 15, 2019 and Atlantic 57 
executive director of strategic partnerships Deirdre Torrance on Jan. 10, 2020 ). 
 
 
 The Atlantic has a few different business divisions to its publication –– the 
magazine and website, Atlantic 57 (A57), a creative agency that works with various 
clients, Re:think, an in-house branded content studio creating content for the publication, 
and AtlanticLIVE, the events branch of the media company.  
Margaret Myers, a senior editor for A57, said what they tell their clients is The 
Atlantic has learned a lot producing the work that they do, and A57 hopes to use years of 
experience and knowledge to help clients come up with creative solutions that work. 
Organizational structure 
 A57 and Re:think were both founded in 2013. The difference between the two is 
in the audiences each target, Myers said. Re:think is shaping their content for an Atlantic 
audience, whereas A57 is developing their content and messaging for the client’s specific 
audience or possibly creating the audience themselves. 
A57 runs more like an agency, said Deirdre Torrance, executive director of 
strategic partnerships at The Atlantic. There are about 60 people on staff at A57 including 
the “growth team,” which is the traditional sales team, Myers said. The Atlantic sales 
team, specifically, consists of: 
 Three people who represent every division of The Atlantic selling all services 
 Five people who serve as functional salespeople selling more than A57 services 
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 13 people who serve a more direct sales role on what’s called the “media team” 
selling content for The Atlantic magazine, website and Re:think studio 
 Eight people who sell only AtlanticLIVE services 
Every sales representative is assigned a predetermined client list, which varies in length 
depending on the opportunity on that list.  
 
Figure 6.1 The Renewal Project homepage sponsored by Allstate Insurance and produced 
by Atlantic 57. From The Renewal Project by Atlantic 57. Retrieved from 
https://www.therenewalproject.com/.  
 
 
Figure 6.2 The Nautilus project sponsored by Lincoln and produced by The Atlantic’s 
Re:think branded content studio. From The Nautilus by Re:think. Retrieved from 
https://www.theatlantic.com/sponsored/nautilus/lincoln-nautilus/3076/. 
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Re:think creative process 
The sales representatives at The Atlantic take a very proactive position, Torrance 
said. They are reaching out to clients to check in periodically and pitching their services 
at the same time. Torrance said it may be that a client doesn’t have the budget or interest 
at the time the media team calls them, but the call may plant a seed that causes them to 
reach back out for business.  
 In the presale phase for the Re:think studio a sales representative will put together 
an opportunity brief, which will answer questions the creative team may have about a 
particular project. This includes:  
 What kind of audience the client is trying to reach 
 Client goals 
 What the client’s marketing messages are 
 Previous work the client has done 
 Any specific themes the client would like to focus on 
 And/or if the client has any inspiration they’ve found on their own 
The sales representative then has 48 hours to submit an opportunity brief from the 
point of contact with the client. 
 After the sales representative fills out the opportunity brief, they will call an 
internal briefing with Re:think’s creative team, account management team, revenue 
operations team and creative solutions team, who are responsible for maintaining all of 
the client relationships throughout the process once the sale has been made. Anyone else 
who could be helpful on the project may also be invited to the internal briefing.  
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 After the internal briefing, the creative team meets alone to brainstorm the 
concept. The strategists will then meet with the sales representative to present one or two 
ideas. The sales representative will offer perspective and ensure that certain questions 
have been answered, such as:  
• Does this fit all of the client’s needs?  
• Does this present any risk or harm?  
In some cases, the team may be going off of an RFP, similar to the T Brand 
Studio. The final concept is then submitted to the client always over email. Torrance said 
it is also preferred to meet in-person to discuss the email, but it ultimately depends on the 
relationship with the client.  
The concept is then shaped and molded depending on the client’s critiques and 
concerns. Throughout this process, the sales team is the main point of contact. Then, the 
account manager takes over, also called the creative solutions manager, once the sale has 
been made. This is more of a creative position in nature, Torrance said. The entire presale 
process typically takes about a week to go back and forth with edits. 
Prices for their services are listed on a rate card they present to clients. Depending 
on the type of content and how long the content takes to produce are two of the main 
determinants of price. Written articles are the most cost effective and video and audio are 
more expensive. 
Torrance said sales is involved in the entire process to make sure clients are 
happy. The sales team is also trying to find out how to optimize the partnership with the 
client, asking them ways The Atlantic can improve the process, what’s working well and 
what’s not. Torrance said there are a lot of different touch points in the process to 
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strengthen those relationships with clients, such as taking clients out to lunch and dinner 
and connecting with them on levels outside of work.  
Throughout the whole process, the sales team is also monitoring performance 
very closely on the project. Torrance said there is paid social boosts behind the posts to 
make sure The Atlantic is getting enough eyeballs on the content. Similar to the T Brand 
Studio, clients know exactly how many people are going to see their content before 
buying.  
“We monitor it every other day to see how the traffic and engagement is doing 
and then at the end we would certainly follow up with a full report,” Torrance said. 
The Atlantic’s follow-up report is a useful model for media companies interested 
in pursuing sponsored content in the future. The report — detailed, organized, 
minimalistic and useful for the client and The Atlantic —  explains ways the project 
could be improved. 
 The media report includes, but is not limited to:  
 A brief overview 
 Results 
 The development of the project 
 Webpage analytics such as page views, unique views, time spent on page 
and active dwell time 
 Number of mentions in the media 
 Video performance detailing views, average view duration and complete 
views 
 Social media results and screenshots for examples 
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 Audience details explaining who was reading, consuming or looking at 
the project revealing whether or not the goal audience was reached 
 Insights which detail project challenges and changes to make to similar 
projects moving forward 
Using The Atlantic as an example and metrics other media companies have 
provided to clients; the model follow-up report below would best serve sponsored content 
agencies moving forward. 
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Figure 6.3 Mock client report based off of the Re:think client report provided by Deirdre 
Torrance, The Atlantic executive director of strategic partnerships. This is a fictitious 
client and branded content studio adopted for educational purposes. 
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Ethical dilemmas 
Myers said the very baseline rule for A57 at The Atlantic is that every story is 
reported in the same way any journalist would cover a news story — with the same 
ethical guidelines and complete transparency. Myers said all A57 stories appear on a 
separate branded site clearly labeled as sponsored content. On The Renewal Project 
website, the disclaimer appears across the top of the page in a black banner with the 
words “Made possible by Allstate” and Allstate Insurance’s logo.  
Re:think labels its work similarly with a banner across the top of a story in a 
separate webpage with The Atlantic Re:think label in the top left corner and “paid for by” 
in the center of the banner with the company logo underneath. 
 
Figure 6.4 Re:think sponsored content piece paid for by HBO. From “The Massacre of 
Black Wall Street” by Natalie Chang. Retrieved from 
https://www.theatlantic.com/sponsored/hbo-2019/the-massacre-of-black-wall-
street/3217/.  
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Figure.6.5 An article produced for The Renewal Project paid for by Allstate Insurance. 
From “What homeless shelters really need” by The Renewal Project, 2019. Retrieved 
from https://www.therenewalproject.com/what-homeless-shelters-really-need/.  
 
 Re:think does place bylines on their sponsored content stories. However, if a story 
is written by the A57 team on The Renewal Project website, they will place “The 
Renewal Project” in the byline position. Other stories posted on The Renewal Project 
website are gathered from news outlets, websites and/or are stories submitted to Myers 
and her team.  
The Atlantic’s version of sponsored content 
Success of sponsored content can be measured in a lot of different ways. For The 
Atlantic, Myers said it’s up to the media team to work with the client to determine what 
defines success. For Myers on The Renewal Project, she said she has seen much success 
in the email newsletter she has been sending because she values engagement. She sees 
more than just eyes on a page, she said. She can see how many people took the time to 
open the email, read the newsletter and engage with it. 
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 The Renewal Project has a lot of written sponsored content. Myers said the most 
successful stories in terms of pageviews, have not been certain length or had anything 
special about them, but were timely and offered consumers new or useful information. 
Myers said the stories need a unique angle. Myers said: 
“One of our most popular stories was about a guy in Nebraska who was really 
concerned about climate change and wanted to do something to lessen his carbon 
footprint so he, he lived in the suburbs, he tore up his entire lawn, planted a 
garden and then one-by-one, each one of his neighbors were like, “Hey, that’s a 
really good idea. I’m going to tear up my lawn.” And so now, his entire 
neighborhood is just a garden and they just created over the course of a few years, 
they created a community garden.” 
 
 Another one of A57’s most popular stories was one about a bar manager who 
made it mandatory for the bar staff to go through bystander training, so they knew what 
to do and how to spot a dangerous customer. Myers said people in New York City, 
Washington, D.C. and large cities throughout the world were reading the story wondering 
if their bar owners were doing the same thing. The story was successful because it ran in 
the #MeToo era making the issue timely, relevant and relatable to consumers. 
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Figure 6.6 Unique angle for The Renewal Project. From “How to create a neighborhood 
garden on your city block” by Tim Rinne, 2017. Retrieved from 
https://www.therenewalproject.com/how-to-create-a-neighborhood-garden-on-your-city-
block/. 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Timely and relevant article produced for The Renewal Project. From “This 
upstate New York bar is a model for nightlife safety” by Ashley Cake, 2019. Retrieved 
from https://www.therenewalproject.com/ithaca-bar-safety/.   
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CHAPTER 7: BUZZFEED 
(Interviewed BuzzFeed supervising producer Dwayne Henry on Feb. 11, 2020). 
 
 
With more than 9 billion content views a month and three out of five U.S. 
millennials viewing its content per month, BuzzFeed has managed to captivate a global 
audience with its sponsored content, BuzzFeed said on its advertising landing page. The 
company has also managed to keep revenue up, despite recent layoffs, reportedly earning 
$300 million in revenue in 2018.  
BuzzFeed founder and CEO Jonah Peretti developed the company chasing virality 
and started the sponsored content sector in 2013. He blames 20th century media 
businesses for making advertising the “necessary evil” within journalism today, he said in 
a New York Magazine article, titled “Does Buzzfeed know the secret?” Contrary to most 
other publishers, Peretti said in the article that he doesn’t care whether a post is produced 
by a journalist or sponsored by a brand; he just wants it to spread.  
BuzzFeed has two types of native advertising: branded content and cobranded, 
said Dwayne Henry, the supervising producer of branded content at BuzzFeed. The 
difference is that cobranded is not a commercial. Cobranded is BuzzFeed content with a 
sponsor attached to it, opposed to branded content where the client is driving what the 
content should be. 
Henry said he doesn’t really deal with BuzzFeed’s sponsored listicles. Those are 
sold by the web advertising team, who also sell regular advertisements featured on the 
main website or welcome screen. 
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As the supervising producer, Henry said he makes sure every project is executed 
the way it needs to be done. He’s not on the ground floor producing anything but he does 
oversee budgets on projects. 
 He said his main responsibility is branded content, but he also oversees spin-off 
BuzzFeed brands like Nifty, Goodful and Tasty. He currently works in the Los Angeles 
office but supervises projects in the New York office as well. However, BuzzFeed has 
offices all over the world in Toronto, India, Australia and more. There are five or six 
supervising producers total, with one in each office, except New York because he handles 
things there too. 
Organizational structure 
There are multiple teams within the branded content division of BuzzFeed. Henry 
also stressed the cobranded team never mixes with the newsroom operations of 
BuzzFeed. He described the cobranded department as the creative agency or ad agency to 
BuzzFeed. 
The sales team at BuzzFeed is huge with salespeople all over the world. Henry 
said the sales team can sell cobranded content from anywhere in the world but a lot of 
times it depends on where the brand is located. A creative team works in each of the 
offices with 12 people on the creative team in the Los Angeles office, which includes 
writers and creative directors, Henry said.  
The creatives are in-house and salaried. BuzzFeed only utilizes freelance writers 
when they don’t have the capacity to handle a project with the in-house employees.  
A team of producers and production managers handle the logistics of projects 
with Henry, he said. Production crews are included in the cobranded staff team, who deal 
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with technical things like cameras and sound. However, web programmers are not on 
Henry’s team. He said they operate separately and mostly in the New York office. 
BuzzFeed organizational structure diagram 
1. Dwayne ––––––––––––––– Creative director –––––––––––––– Sales manager 
2. Team of producers –––––  Creatives (includes editors) ––––– Client managers 
3. Production managers  
4. Production crews  
Cobranded creative process 
The cobranded ideas always start within BuzzFeed, meaning clients are not 
approaching the BuzzFeed team. Once there’s an idea, the creative team will start 
working on the idea and the sales team will “shop” the idea around to different brands at 
the same time, Henry said.  
From there, once a project finally goes through, Henry will assign a producer and 
creative director to the project creating a producer-director team. Henry said every 
project is different, but they will have a producer-director team meeting throughout the 
creation process until the project is uploaded live. 
“When a company comes to us, they’re coming to us with an understanding that 
we are a creative agency and we understand the Internet and we know what our audience 
likes,” Henry said.  
Clients come to Henry specifically to inquire how much an idea will cost. 
“They’ll say, ‘Hey, we want to have an elephant walk through downtown L.A. 
and we want to put one of our creatives on that elephant,’” Henry said. “I’ll say, ‘OK, 
well here’s how much it’ll cost to do that.’” 
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The creative team will produce anything from quizzes to recipes. One of the more 
recent projects the cobranded team produced was a video called “How many tiny tacos 
can you eat?” presented by Jack in the Box. Henry also said the L.A. office will produce 
anywhere from 15 to 20 cobranded projects a month.  
 
Figure 7.1 BuzzFeed cobranded video presented by Jack in the Box. From "How Many 
Tiny Tacos Can You Eat?” by BuzzFeed, 2020. Retrieved from 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g77VD6omW_I. 
 
As far as pricing goes, Henry said there really is no way to standardize it. Instead, 
the way he approaches cobranded content is letting clients know how much they can do 
with a certain amount. 
“We just kind of say this is what it costs to deliver,” Henry said. “I mean I guess 
every media company has a rate card in a sense, but you can never really be that rigid in 
how you approach clients and rates.” 
The BuzzFeed site is also partnering with companies like Amazon for ecommerce 
opportunities advertising its products with unique links and earning commissions on any 
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items sold. A BuzzFeed spokesperson said in a 2019 DigiDay article that the company 
generated $50 million in ecommerce sales in 2018. 
 
Figure 7.2 BuzzFeed listicle presenting 26 products to help with “winter woes.” From 
“26 Products That Will Help Solve All Your Winter-Related Woes” by Rebecca 
O’Connell, 2020. Retrieved from https://www.buzzfeed.com/bekoconnell/products-that-
will-help-solve-all-your-winter-related-woes  
 
Ethical dilemmas 
When it comes to labeling content, Henry said BuzzFeed does not try to hide 
whether it’s a cobranded piece or not. The cobranded content is labeled with a “presented 
by” header or mentioned in the headline of the piece. Although the branded content and 
listicles look and feel similar to non-sponsored content on BuzzFeed’s webpage, each 
post is clearly labeled. Henry said part of the reason they label their work at BuzzFeed is 
to treat the audience as they would want to be treated. 
Henry said a lot of the people who work at BuzzFeed are just regular consumers 
of media who have been fans of the publication for years — himself included. He said 
BuzzFeed labels its work because that’s what the staff would want to see too. 
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Henry said BuzzFeed also clearly separates staffs, meaning someone on the 
cobranded team cannot work for the editorial news team. He said, put simply, they just 
wouldn’t have the time to work both positions due to the intensive nature of the work at 
BuzzFeed. 
Henry said using his experience in agencies around the world, he can confidently 
say that BuzzFeed processes are equal to any other brand agency he’s worked with. He 
said the only thing that may cause people to question BuzzFeed’s credibility and 
sensibility is prestige. BuzzFeed is a younger company compared to others in the 
advertising world, he said. 
“It’s kind of like the movie industry and how they look at Netflix and streaming 
services, they say, ‘Oh, well Netflix shouldn’t be in any big movie awards because you 
know they’re a streaming service,’” Henry said. “That’s just kind of like the old guard —
not being with the times as much.”  
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Figure 7.3 BuzzFeed listicle presenting 26 products to help with “winter woes.” From 
“26 Products that will help solve all your winter-related woes” by Rebecca O’Connell, 
2020. Retrieved from https://www.buzzfeed.com/bekoconnell/products-that-will-help-
solve-all-your-winter-related-woes.  
 
 
Figure 7.4 Branded content piece featured on BuzzFeed website paid for by Pepsi. From 
“A Thank-You Letter to Summer” by Pepsi, 2014, BuzzFeed. Retrieved from 
https://www.buzzfeed.com/pepsi/a-thank-you-letter-to-summer.  
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BuzzFeed sponsored content 
Peretti stated in the “Does Buzzfeed know the secret?” article the audience 
determines what thrives online — not the message. The publisher also spreads the 
content. BuzzFeed relies on buying ad impressions and views to optimize effective 
messages, but it’s the brands that understand the value of native advertising that perform 
the best, Peretti stated in “Does Buzzfeed know the secret?” 
Peretti believes certain people have a skill at creating virality, he said in the 
article. The reason BuzzFeed works is because people like upbeat, childlike content, the 
article stated.  
The BuzzFeed audience is a significant reason for why much of its content works. 
BuzzFeed has a record of repurposing old articles that have performed well. Articles like 
“10 Places You Probably Never Knew Existed” have been re-posted as “28 Beautiful 
Places You Probably Won’t Believe Actually Exist.” 
Critics think this is plagiarized content regurgitated on BuzzFeed’s homepage. 
However, the reason it works on BuzzFeed is because of the persona the publication has 
crafted, New York Magazine’s Andrew Rice stated  in “Does BuzzFeed know the 
Secret?” 
“It’s actually better for us if people don’t take us seriously,” Peretti said in the 
New York Magazine article. 
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Figure 7.5 Branded content paid for by Geico featured on the BuzzFeed website. From 
“What Gift Would You Get In A Game Of White Elephant?” by Geico, 2019, BuzzFeed. 
Retrieved from https://www.buzzfeed.com/geico/what-gift-would-you-get-in-a-game-of-
white-elephan.  
 
 
Figure 7.6 Listicle with purchase hyperlinks included in the article for users to make 
purchases through the Amazon Associates Program. From “11 Kitchen Products You’ll 
Definitely Want On Your Registry If You Love To Cook” by Macy’s, 2020, BuzzFeed. 
Retrieved from https://www.buzzfeed.com/macys/kitchen-products-youll-definitely-
want-on-your-re.   
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CHAPTER 8: UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON’S HUSKY MEDIA GROUP 
(Interviewed University of Washington’s Student Publications director Diana Kramer on 
Feb. 12, 2020 and student leaders Conner Tee and Isaac Jundt on Nov. 21, 2019). 
 
 
Husky Media Group is the University of Washington’s version of T Brand Studio. 
The sponsored content agency ran its first issue in the spring 2019. Isaac Jundt is the 
student advertising manager for UW’s Office of Student Publications and Connor Tee is 
the editor of the newly founded Husky Media Group. UW’s independent student 
newspaper, The Daily, prints once a week and is what most people recognize when they 
hear about UW Student Publications. 
However, The Daily does not print any sponsored content. Along with The Daily, 
there is a quarterly magazine and HUA Voice podcast available to students. Husky Media 
Group was created to serve as another form of revenue to the department. Tee said they 
had seen other schools doing something similar and thought it would be a good concept 
to bring to UW’s campus.  
Husky Media Group now offers three special sections for sponsored content to be 
printed in: the Major Guide, Housing Guide and Career Guide, each printed in a different 
quarter of the school year. The special sections are placed on racks and distribution points 
all over campus and at high-traffic locations in town. UW student publications also has a 
“street team” that helps with distribution when needed. Diana Kramer, the director of the 
UW student publications, said they used to insert the special sections in The Daily 
newspaper but have since stopped doing that to save money and to provide another access 
point for students to pick up the special section. 
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“If it’s sitting there, people might pick it up who would never have picked up a 
paper so there's that,” Kramer said. 
Husky Media Group also offers native advertising to be published online under 
the “Ask the Experts” column on uwdaily.com.  
 
Figure 8.1 The Husky Media Group's Major Guide displayed online. From The Daily by 
Husky Media Group, 2019. Retrieved from http://www.dailyuw.com/ask_the_experts/.  
 
Figure 8.2 The UW Daily "Ask the Experts" sponsored content section. From The Daily, 
by Husky Media Group, 2020. Retrieved from 
http://www.dailyuw.com/ask_the_experts/. 
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Organizational structure 
The Husky Media Group is made up of six writers, two photographers and an 
advertising team. Every student staff member is paid. The writers are paid by the piece 
and the editor receives a stipend.  
The advertising department is made up of about 10 to 13 consultants who are paid 
hourly by school requirements, Kramer said. The student staff come from various 
backgrounds and majors, although much of the advertising staff are business majors and 
much of the creative staff are public relations majors and similar fields, Kramer said. 
 Along with her responsibilities as director of UW student publications, Kramer is 
the sole adviser for all of the publications housed within the department. She said 400 to 
450 students go through the student publications program a year. Some of UW student 
publication’s recruitment comes from mailing an orientation guide home to incoming 
domestic freshman while others discover student media through advertisements. The 
Daily’s newsroom and advertising department run ads on a site called Husky Jobs and the 
publication’s website. 
 Once hired, the advertising team works throughout the summer “pretty much full-
time,” Kramer said. They make calls for a couple days and talk through rejections and 
brainstorm how to deal with difficult situations but then they start to sell. Kramer said the 
ad team typically brings in $80,000 to $90,000 during the summer. Kramer said the real 
issue is in keeping the students when other internships come along. Kramer works very 
closely with the advertising manager and Husky Media Group editor-in-chief. She said 
during their term as student leaders, they learn how to manage a team and develop those 
who work for them. 
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“So, by the time the leadership leaves us, you know, they can put together a 
budget,” Kramer said. “They can manage people, they can delegate, they can figure out 
problems, what happened, how to fix them.”  
 She said the hard part is they have truly exceptional students. 
Tee is the manager of all writers and photographers. Husky Media Group utilizes 
The Daily’s copyeditors. As for the advertising team, Jundt oversees an assistant sales 
manager, advertising representatives and a designer. There is also a marketing 
coordinator on staff who designs the paper in InDesign, fulfilling more of a “design 
director” position. Technically, this marketing coordinator position falls under the 
advertising side of things.  
Students who work for Husky Media Group are not allowed to work for any other 
student publications. However, Tee says they are a little lenient on this policy as the 
copyeditors and photographers who work for him also work for The Daily. Tee said since 
they are students who are trying to learn, the goal is to limit the amount of conflict of 
interest as much as possible when it comes to sponsored content. 
Kramer said Jundt has also proven to be an exceptional advertising manager this 
semester by implementing competition into the office this year. Jundt will occasionally 
say things like, “If we meet our goal, we can have pizza,” or “If we meet our interim 
goal, Diana will bring in homemade brownies.” And then if they all meet their individual 
goals and the advertising department meets their overall goals, the entire advertising team 
will receive Amazon gift cards paid for by the department, which has really boosted 
morale and transparency in the office, Kramer said. 
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Kramer said she can walk in the office and see exactly how the advertising team 
is doing with their goals listed out on a whiteboard for all of student media to see, as well. 
Creative process 
To begin the sponsored content process, the sales team contacts clients they think 
will benefit from sponsored content. When a client is on board, the ad representative 
contacts Tee who then assigns a client to one of his writers. At that point, the client is 
able to contact Tee, the writer, or ad rep depending on what it is they need.  
“The way it is now is that all of the ad reps are selling,” Kramer said. “They relay 
that information to Isaac. Isaac relays it Conner. And Conner pitches it out to his writers 
and somebody's gotta pick it up. There’s no shortage of places where disaster can 
happen.” 
Kramer said their hope is to eventually hire one person as a sort of middleman in 
the sponsored content process. Kramer said they have one individual who is majoring in 
public relations that would handle all of the client requests when they express interest in 
sponsored content — serving as the one point of contact for advertising, writing, visuals, 
etc. Kramer said if it doesn’t work and they need to bring someone else in to help, they 
will but since the Husky Media Group is still new and still small, she doesn’t think any 
other student workers will be necessary. This new middleman position would be handling 
all sponsored content outside of special sections. 
The writer is expected to contact the client directly to set-up in-person interviews, 
preferably. If not in-person, they are instructed to interview sources via phone. 
Oftentimes, the advertiser has a particular angle they would like to take for the story, but 
occasionally it is up to the writer to find the story within the client’s interview. Writers 
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abide by the word count the client paid for and then send the article to Tee to edit. Tee 
sends the final proof to the client for review and the client will either send edits back for 
the writer to make or make the edits themselves. Once the piece is sent back to Tee and 
his staff, the designer receives the piece, which is then slotted in the publication. 
 The three special sections are filled mostly with sponsored content. However, any 
extra space in the edition is filled with feature stories following the edition’s theme. The 
Major Guide was selected to publish in the fall, so underclassmen and new students had 
something to review when deciding a major. The Housing Guide publishes in the 
beginning of the winter quarter because that’s when students are typically making 
decisions on housing for the next year. And the Career Guide publishes in the spring, so it 
gets in the hands of students as they start to think about graduation. 
 
Figure 8.3 Husky Media Group fall 2019 Major Guide cover. From Husky Media Group, 
2019. Retrieved from https://issuu.com/thedailyuw/docs/majorguide2019_wholeissue.  
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Figure 8.4 Husky Media Group fall 2019 Major Guide. From Husky Media Group, 2019. 
Retrieved from https://issuu.com/thedailyuw/docs/majorguide2019_wholeissue. 
  
The timeline for production is the biggest area of growth for Husky Media Group, 
Tee said. Currently, each special section takes about a month to create before publishing, 
abiding by the following schedule:  
 3-4 weeks before publishing: Reserve article space for advertisers 
 2-3 weeks before publishing: Confirm display advertising 
 1 week before publishing: All writing, images and display ads solidified 
and sent to design 
After each special section, Husky Media Group follows up with each advertiser 
featured in the special section by mailing them a copy of the finished product or 
personally delivering it to on-campus departments.  
Jundt said they notify clients about how successful the pickup rate was after a few 
weeks of being on the racks. He said they also ask clients what they didn’t like about 
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working with Husky Media Group and what they can do to improve the sponsored 
content process. 
Tee said, in theory, they should start selling advertising and sponsored content in 
July for all three special sections that way the ad space is reserved. However, the writing 
process will not start until about four weeks before publication. The problem they 
encountered was relying on clients to get back in a timely fashion, he said. They have had 
to decide how strict to be when enforcing deadlines on paying customers because a 
missed deadline and dropped client is missed revenue for UW student publications.  
Ethical dilemmas 
Husky Media Group has not run into any issues with the newsroom thus far. Both 
Tee and Jundt said they avoid newsroom conflicts by telling clients The Daily and Husky 
Media Group are completely separate entities. Jundt said when they’re approaching 
clients for the different special sections, they are approaching very specific clients to the 
special section’s theme that the newsroom typically wouldn’t approach to interview. 
Jundt said they make sure clients know Husky Media Group has no control over how The 
Daily covers their business. The advertising team instead uses sponsored content as a 
selling point by telling clients they do have the chance to control their message by 
purchasing the new service. Although problems with the newsroom have not come up 
yet, it’s important to remember Husky Media Group has only produced two publications 
and is a new organization. 
Husky Media Group has opted to place bylines on the pieces included in the 
special sections to recognize writers for their work. They also identify who paid for the 
piece and whether it was a contributing writer, or a staff writer hired by Husky Media 
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Group. Sponsored content online is placed under the “Ask the Experts” tab on The 
Daily’s website, which Jundt said is a “really poor place, but it’s just a place to do it that 
doesn’t sit next to all of The Daily’s content under their E-editions tag as well.”  
Jundt said they tried to place the sponsored content in the most out-of-the-way 
and unobtrusive place as possible. The placement on the website doesn’t necessarily limit 
them to only posting one format of a story as they just hired a video coordinator to 
generate video content, Kramer said in Feb. 2020. 
She said the stories found under the “Ask the Experts” tab are stories that 
advertisers have paid for to reach a college audience on their website. A “branded 
content” label is placed right below the article title and then proceeded by a “content 
provided by blank” label.  
Jundt said the biggest advertiser for online content is Word Pro SEO, which is an 
international advertiser that writes its own content and then contacts advertisers to 
distribute it on different sources.   
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Figure 8.5 Sponsored content on dailyuw.com. From "5 Healthy Ways to Deal with 
Stress in College," by Word Pro SEO, 2019 Husky Media Group. Retrieved from 
http://www.dailyuw.com/ask_the_experts/article_f557146c-2846-11ea-8010-
27f7e432324a.html. 
 
The first special section 
The first special section for Husky Media Group was the Orientation Guide 
released in spring 2019. Tee said the first publication “left a lot to be desired” and the 
Major Guide in the fall was closer to what they envisioned but still revealed more needed 
to be nailed down. One of those things being pricing. 
A big mistake Jundt recalled was trying to bundle sponsored content into a 
package to sell to clients. Jundt said people didn’t like that and wanted to be able to 
customize what they purchased. Jundt said they realized quickly they just needed to 
separate the options out and opted to sell very cheap sponsored content. The Major Guide 
distributed in the fall included 11 sponsored content pieces and was 12 pages long.  
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Original Husky Media Group sponsored content rates: 
 Listicle $50 
 600-word article $100 
 800-word article $125 
Jundt said they realized their goal of $10,000 for the Major Guide was impossible 
with the amount of sponsored content purchased versus display advertising. They had 
sold way more sponsored content, but the prices were too low to make anything off of it. 
The Orientation Guide printed in spring 2019 made over $10,000 with a good mix of 
sponsored content articles and display advertising so Husky Media Group assumed that 
goal would be realistic again for the fall 2019 Major Guide –– it did not. Jundt said they 
decided to change the pricing structure for the next Housing Guide. Jundt said they 
decided not to charge clients who had already purchased ad space, but the new prices 
would be implemented for any new clients.  
 Husky Media Group’s new sponsored content rates are as follows: 
 Listicle $150 
 600-word article $300 
 800-word article $350 
Kramer said they did look at other schools when they were creating the pricing 
structure, but they wanted sponsored content to be in the ballpark of what a traditional ad 
would cost.  
“So, for example an 800-word article is something that we probably would pay a 
writer $40 or $50 for,” she said. “The freelance rates are really tiny.” 
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Tee and Jundt said in November 2019 the Major Guide proved to be a huge 
success with a 70 to 80% pickup rate. They both said the problem with print is you never 
know if someone picks it up and reads it or just puts it back on the stands. But the 
following formula from Flytedesk helped them come to this conclusion. Flytedesk is a 
third-party company working with advertisers and student media across the country to 
help improve the financial status of student media. 
 
 
  
 Jundt said the only complaint he received when passing out the Major Guide was 
that some departments on campus were upset they weren’t included in the special section. 
Jundt said their biggest failure was simply not contacting enough people and giving them 
the chance to advertise.  
Part of the special sections’ success comes from the fact that The Daily was 
already producing the content before Husky Media Group was created, Kramer said. 
They had publications like the Housing Guide and Orientation and Welcome edition. 
“I wanted a way to get it out of the newsroom,” Kramer said. “So, the newsroom 
could focus on news and independent journalism and Husky Media can focus on more 
editorial and paid content.”  
Kramer said they learned a lot from the first Major Guide. She felt there wasn’t 
enough of a mix of content in the first Major Guide. She didn’t think there was enough 
“value” in it to make someone pick it up.  
# papers in circulation x 3.64 = # of times publication was read 
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“There should’ve been something that provided some overarching background or 
information,” Kramer said.  
For example, she suggested a topic like, “some of the places that you can explore 
on campus to learn more about different majors on campus.” 
She said one of the biggest mistakes they made was they didn’t label the 
sponsored content as sponsored.  
“That was a huge fall-through-the-cracks thing,” Kramer said. “So yeah, we 
learned a lot, and it was our first one.” 
Tee said within the first year of Husky Media Group, they’ve also had a hard time 
working with a designer who works from home. Tee said the designer for the first 
Orientation Guide didn’t have a desk at the office, and it was hard to double-check 
certain things in the design when working on tight deadlines. Tee said it was hard to 
make necessary changes in time, which is why they hired a marketing coordinator for the 
Major Guide.  
 Husky Media Group hopes to grow in the coming years into different sectors of 
media perhaps dabbling in video to give tours of campus housing and working with other 
departments on campus. Kramer said they hired a video coordinator to develop this area 
of Husky Media Group in the 2020-2021 school year.  
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CHAPTER 9: BALL STATE UNIVERSITY’S MCKINLEY AVENUE AGENCY 
(Interviewed the McKinley Avenue Agency adviser Betsy Meyers on Feb. 7, 2020 and 
executive director Hannah Derleth on Nov. 21, 2019). 
 
 
The McKinley Avenue Agency is a strategic communications and media sales 
agency that partners with Ball State University’s Unified Media Alliance, which includes 
various student media like the Ball Bearings magazine, Byte, The Daily News and 
Newslink. The McKinley Avenue Agency also called “the Agency” was founded in 
August 2017 partially to consolidate budgets in multiple areas but also to give students 
more experience in a variety of areas. The new strategic communications agency actually 
combined Cardinal Communications, a small PR agency on campus, and The McKinley 
Avenue Agency, which handled advertising for The Daily News. The result was coined 
Cardinal Communication at the McKinley Avenue Agency.  
 Sponsored content arrived at the Agency in 2017. As a freshman, Hannah Derleth, 
the current executive director of public relations, was asked to come up with examples of 
sponsored content to show clients. Derleth got to determine how to price the article, how 
to write the sponsored material and who to write them for. She set the standard moving 
forward.  
Derleth said they gave away five free sponsored content articles to the Agency’s 
most valuable clients, both in terms of money spent on advertising and willingness to 
collaborate. Betsy Meyers, the adviser at the Agency, said when they first started offering 
sponsored content the Agency created a sales flyer explaining what sponsored content 
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was, the details, and the price structure, pitching it to all of their current clients since they 
were already working on contracts for the upcoming academic year. 
 Meyers said as of Feb. 2020, they only post one sponsored content article per day, 
so they position it as an exclusive spot on their website to advertisers. She said sponsored 
content has allowed them to offer one more thing in their contract packages to clients. 
“I think more than anything the sponsored content and the sponsored social media 
has helped us retain clients and retain some of the revenue that we otherwise would have 
lost,” Meyers said. “Because if all you have to offer is just print advertising and quite 
honestly online, you know, on your website, it’s not enough.” 
Meyers said she saw the biggest drop in revenue in 2015 and 2016, before the 
Agency started offering sponsored content to clients. She said when she first started at the 
Agency in 2014 there were only four or five clients signing annual contracts, and now in 
2020 the Agency is signing up to 20 clients since starting to offer sponsored content, 
which is guaranteed money for the entire year. 
 Derleth said since the first year of sponsored content, the pricing structure has 
definitely changed but the service, for the most part, has remained the same. Derleth said 
the way the stories are written has improved by making story angles more complex and 
more creative.  
“There are only so many words that you can use when writing about an apartment 
complex we have found,” Derleth said.   
Derleth said they have started to find alternative sources who may live in the 
complex and can provide their opinion of the housing option without sounding like an 
employee for the company.  
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The Agency only offers online sponsored content, but standard advertising 
is offered in the student magazine, newscasts, podcasts, videos and more, which 
the Agency also handles.  
 
Figure 9.1 The McKinley Avenue Agency posted on The Daily News website. From 
“Fall 2019 Ball State University Graduates” by Ball State Daily Advertising, 2019. 
Retrieved from https://issuu.com/betsymeyer/docs/ball_state_grad_wishes_fall_2019.  
 
Organizational structure 
When Meyers first started at the Agency in 2014, the team had 15 student 
workers. In 2020, the Agency consisted of about 55 students, which are broken up into 
two levels: associates, who are unpaid student workers and have much less requirements 
than someone in a paid position, and leadership positions.  
Meyers said they offer associate positions for two reasons: to offer positions to as 
many students as possible and to train their students well enough to move them up into a 
paid, leadership position.  
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There are four divisions at the Agency, which are as follows:  
 Advertising and media sales 
 Creative services 
 Marketing and promotions 
 Public relations 
 All associates work within the marketing and promotions division so they can 
help with street team events. The associates must also be scheduled for six hours a week. 
Meyers said businesses can pay the Agency to go out and promote their company but 
there’s only so much money to pay students with, so street promotion just became a part 
of the associates duties. Many associates have other interests and can help with a lot of 
internal things, but they’re learning about everything the Agency does while an associate, 
Meyers said. You have to be an associate first to move into a paid position. The associate 
position is a portion of the Agency’s training process. 
The second level to the Agency is the leadership team and paid positions. There 
are currently 22 paid positions on staff, including media and sales team members. The 
leadership team includes: 
 A director of public relations 
 Director of marketing 
 Director of advertising and media sales 
 Sales director 
 Account directors communicating with nearly 200 clients in the 
Muncie/Delaware county area of Indiana.  
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The creative services team is also included in the staff of 55 and consists of three 
designers and one multimedia director who handles all of the videography and 
photography for clients. 
The Agency receives more applicants who are journalism, public relations and 
advertising majors compared to anything else because the strategic communications 
agency is housed in the College of Information and Communication and Media. 
However, the Agency will hire any and all majors. Ball State University also has a 
professional selling program, which is where most of the media and sales team comes 
from, but Meyers said the media and sales team is a different breed.  
How they are paid is one example of that. The sales team gets a base pay and 
bonuses for hitting revenue goals but are not paid hourly. The associates are able to move 
into sales positions but hardly ever do because they’re training is so different, Meyers 
said. 
She said the Agency also struggles to work around the sales team being a part-
time position. She said it’s really hard to find a balance between training people to do the 
work and actually getting the work done. 
“That’s why I’m hoping this associate program, as it grows, will eliminate the 
need for most training once somebody’s actually in a paid position,” Meyers said. 
Prior to the associate program, training was done on the job. Meyers being the 
only full-time professional would just try to pair younger employees with veteran 
employees. She said she has always felt it’s easier to learn when you’re just thrown into 
something. 
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“If you hire someone out in the professional world, you expect them to have 
experience and automatically know what you’re doing, but when it’s students who are 
actually learning in their classes at the same time you’re expecting them to do the work, 
it’s not easy,” she said. 
The Agency also brings in professionals working in the field to help train 
students.  
Meyers said none of the divisions really struggle with retention though. She said 
the hardest division for the Agency to retain students is sales partly because of the 
responsibility placed on this position with high expectations and revenue goals. But she 
said she believes the Agency is getting better at identifying the students who will be good 
at sales positions through the questions they ask in interviews and letting students know 
up front it isn’t a job they’re going to pay rent with. 
“Students have learned that this is how you’re going to get a job when you 
graduate,” Meyers said. 
She said one of the things they’re working on now to improve recruitment and 
retention is reaching out to the alumni of the Agency to get testimonials of what working 
at the Agency did for them. She isn’t sure how the narratives will be packaged yet but 
hopes to include it in associate training when they hire new employees. She said she also 
hopes to promote it to the university to prove the Agency is important and benefiting 
students’ futures. 
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Figure 9.2 The McKinley Avenue Agency organizational chart. Retrieved from Ball 
State University McKinley Avenue Agency. 
 
The Roost is the Agency’s separate housing magazine that is inserted into The 
Daily News. In addition, the Agency hosts a “Housing Fair” the week the magazine 
comes out in one of the dining halls on campus. The Agency gets about 20 vendors 
together promoting housing options on or near campus.  
Grad Wishes is another specialty publication for graduation and is inserted in the 
very last edition of The Daily News. Grad Wishes lists the names of all of the graduates 
for that semester. Parents also get the chance to send or purchase a “grad wish,” which is 
roughly the size of a quarter-page ad with the student’s name, picture and about 50 words 
for a grad wish message. Advertisers are also able to buy slots throughout the edition. 
 Best of Ball State is another special edition where businesses can buy in and be 
considered for different awards.  
Much of the sponsored content sales come from what is called “contract credits,” 
in which sales representatives will approach some of the Agency’s biggest advertisers 
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showing them what they spent in the previous school year and try to convince them to 
buy a similar prepaid package. However, this prepaid package will include more such as 
contests, sponsored content and/or exclusive sponsorship spots.  
 Charging for sponsored content for the Agency started as a barter and trade deal 
in 2017. Pricing then rose to $75 for the client to write the sponsored content story and 
$100 for the Agency to write the story. Now, the Agency charges $150 for a company-
written piece and $200 for an Agency-written piece. Meyers said about 75% of sponsored 
content sold in the 2019-2020 school year was written by the Agency.  
 
Figure.9.3 American Red Cross sponsored content article. From “Be the hope someone 
needs this season” by Ball State Daily Advertising, 2019. Retrieved from 
https://www.ballstatedaily.com/section/advertise. 
 
 Although the Agency operates separately from The Daily News and other student 
media, students are encouraged to work in all areas of Unified Media. For example, 
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Derleth said one of the designers for the Agency is involved in Unified Media’s Byte 
podcast.   
Creative process 
Sales representatives are responsible for selling sponsored content. Sometimes 
clients will have a specific angle or idea they want the Agency to tackle but oftentimes, 
the Agency is creating the idea. Derleth said it’s never super formal, but the Agency’s PR 
team will get together and discuss what angles might work for the story idea. Weekly 
meetings are conducted but meetings are not dedicated to conceiving sponsored content 
ideas. The ideas are based on what is sold. 
Meyers said they haven’t really tried to go after clients with specific sponsored 
content ideas. They are selling sponsored content as more of an advertising option to 
current customers. She said they get requests all the time from clients asking questions 
like, “How do you get a story in the Daily News?” which turns into a perfect opportunity 
to pitch sponsored content.  
All communication with the client goes through the sales team. There are six 
members on the sales team divided into three teams of two, each with a list of clients 
they’re responsible for. Derleth said having one main point of contact makes it easier for 
someone to get a question answered rather than trying to track down five or six people. 
Meyers said the sales executives are always the first point of contact and doing a majority 
of the communication with the client no matter what. However, she said the account 
managers are also a position they created to aid in communication.  
Meyers said when they first created the account manager position, they assigned 
them to specific sales teams and allowed them to only work with clients on that particular 
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list, but they ran into problems with the account managers only working 10 to 15 hours a 
week and trying to contact clients on such limited hours. As of Feb. 2020, the Agency 
only has two account managers but they work with all of the sales teams so they can 
communicate with clients in the salesperson’s absence. 
Besides aiding in client communication, account managers put in all of the sold 
orders, whether it’s an ad or an online service. They use Ad Manager Pro for all billing 
and ordering. They also work with the sales team to create briefs and proposals for clients 
because most of the account managers are advertising majors and Meyers said the 
Agency tries to give them experiences that will benefit their future careers. Account 
managers are very similar to a project manager role in a traditional organizational 
structure.  
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Figure 9.4 Buffalo Wild Wings creative brief from the McKinley Avenue Agency. 
Retrieved from Ball State University’s McKinley Avenue Agency. 
 
AMP is an application used to create orders from clients and take notes to pass on 
to those working on the project. PMP is the application the Agency uses when marking 
projects ready for client review. Depending on the client, sponsored content articles take 
45 minutes to 5 hours to complete. Online sponsored content is written content and 
photographs are typically provided by the client, which expedites the process. Derleth 
said four to five hours is the maximum, which includes brainstorming, uploading the 
finished story to PMP and the website to publish. 
After the story is written and posted, Derleth said they don’t typically follow-up 
with clients about performance but can easily give clients website analytics if they’re 
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curious. Derleth said one of the main reasons sponsored content is online is because 
that’s where their viewers live. 
Ethical dilemmas 
Sponsored content published online does not receive a byline for the respective 
writer. Instead the article names “Ball State Advertising,” which protects the student if 
they were to work for any other publication or media company. 
 
Figure.9.5 The McKinley Avenue Agency sponsored content label. From “How to get 
the most out of your workouts” by Ball State Daily Advertising, 2019. Retrieved from 
https://www.ballstatedaily.com/article/2019/10/how-to-get-the-most-out-of-your-
workouts.  
 
Along with the big black “SPONSORED” label located on each of the sponsored 
content articles, in an attempt to protect the student newspaper from any conflict of 
interest, each piece posted on The Daily News website has a disclaimer at the bottom of 
the article letting consumers know sponsored content does not reflect the opinions of the 
entire Unified Media Alliance.  
 
Figure 9.6 Disclaimer at the bottom of McKinley Avenue Agency sponsored content. 
Retrieved from https://www.ballstatedaily.com/section/advertise.  
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The Agency sponsored content examples 
One of the Agency’s most successful sponsored content pieces was a story paid 
for by a spring break resort in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Lani Kai Island Resort contacted 
the Agency to run sponsored content. Derleth said part of the reason it performed so well 
was because other places in Muncie weren’t going to be advertising spring break resorts.  
The pictures provided were “fun and inviting” for college students. Derleth said 
they received several hundred views in just the first two weeks of publishing. Derleth 
said she doesn’t know how successful the post was for the spring break resort but because 
of the positioning online, timeliness and audience awareness, the post performed very 
well. 
 
Figure 9.7 Lani Kai spring break resort sponsored content article. From “Lani Kai Island 
Resort is ‘Spring Break Central’ of the Southeast U.S.” by Ball State Daily Advertising, 
2018. Retrieved from https://www.ballstatedaily.com/article/2018/12/the-lani-kai-island-
resort-is-perfect-for-spring-break.  
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Timeliness is a big indicator of success for sponsored content at the Agency, 
Derleth said. The holiday season brings a lot of potential stories for digital. Derleth said 
in the past they’ve teamed up with local shops in the Muncie area to publish pieces like 
“Gifts for your parents” helping students come up with easy gift ideas.  
“At that point everyone was looking for ideas because they really don’t want to 
walk in the door and just give Mom a candle,” Derleth said. 
 
Figure 9.8 American Red Cross sponsored quiz with the McKinley Avenue Agency. 
From “How Much Do You Really Know About Blood?” by Ball State Daily Advertising, 
2020. Retrieved from https://www.ballstatedaily.com/article/2020/02/how-much-do-you-
really-know-about-blood.  
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Another success factor for the Agency is adding a human element to the story. 
The American Red Cross is a pro bono client for the Agency. Derleth said they post 
sponsored content articles for each blood drive about once a month. Instead of writing the 
same story each month, the Agency has found interesting subjects making the stories 
about more than just a monthly blood drive. One student the Agency interviewed said he 
gives blood any chance he can in an effort to give back because his mom needed several 
blood transfusions when giving birth to him.  
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CHAPTER 10: CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC STATE UNIVERSITY’S MUSTANG 
MEDIA GROUP 
(Interviewed founder/former Mustang Media Group general manager Paul Bittick on 
Feb. 5, 2020 and founder/former branded content editor Jacob Lauing on Feb. 10, 2020). 
 
 
 Mustang Media Group (MMG) is the student-run media agency at California 
Polytechnic State University. MMG includes: Mustang News, the editorial arm of the 
organization; MMG Business, which provides print, newsstand and digital advertising for 
the whole organization; KCPR-FM, the student-run radio station; and CCPR, the public 
relations and marketing portion of the organization. MMG was created in 2013 bringing 
all services under one umbrella.  
Sponsored content arrived at Cal Poly in 2015 for multiple reasons, said Paul 
Bittick, the former general manager of Mustang Media Group. Bittick had been following 
native advertising trends in national media at the same time the former editor-in-chief of 
Mustang News Jacob Lauing expressed that he wanted to stay involved in student media 
but did not want to be editor-in-chief for another year. He decided to do his senior project 
on native advertising and worked with Bittick and his editorial adviser to create the native 
advertising sector within MMG.  
“I guess throughout my college career too, I had kind of been toying the line 
between traditional journalism, traditional meaning I guess more editorial, and more 
marketing and communications,” Jacob Lauing said.  
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Since Lauing’s minor was in integrated marketing communications, native 
advertising seemed like a good opportunity to combine both journalism and marketing, 
he said. 
Lauing spent the fall quarter researching and writing the paper for his senior 
project and then spent his winter and spring quarters executing and running the native 
advertising in-house agency. Lauing said there weren’t any initial metrics for success like 
increasing revenue by a certain amount of money. 
“I think really the only metric for success for us was just produce content,” 
Lauing said. “Like get things rolling. Have a couple clients who are willing to pursue this 
as a form of advertising and just have some results.” 
Lauing said, if anything, he felt he was just paving the way for future students at 
Cal Poly and setting an example for other college media publications.  
Part of the reason MMG had so much success with the native advertising launch 
was because their first client came from a background in marketing, Lauing said. She was 
the marketing director of Cal Poly Corporations, which owned campus dining and the 
bookstore. Lauing said the marketing director trusted his vision and his ability to execute 
the project, which made the effort very collaborative. 
“Having a client who was willing to pursue this and push the envelope a little bit 
made all the difference in us being successful,” Lauing said. 
The biggest challenge MMG ran into was educating advertising representatives 
how to communicate the value of sponsored content to advertisers. Bittick said 
explaining how it could be effective and the great uses for sponsored content continues to 
be the biggest challenge because businesses still aren’t very knowledgeable about it. 
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Bittick said revenue did increase in that first year but it wasn’t designed to be a 
“save-all in terms of revenue.” He said it was designed to be an option for advertisers that 
could bring them results. Bittick said he thinks MMG completed 8 to 10 sponsored 
content pieces during the first year, and output has continued to grow steadily each year.  
Cal Poly is located in San Luis Obispo with a population of 45,000 people. Bittick 
said due to the university’s location, sponsored content will never be a big piece of 
advertising revenue.  
“But we’re using new programs where students can learn a different skill set by 
working with it,” Bittick said. “And also, it keeps us relevant in terms of being able to 
offer advertisers all sorts of different platforms to advertise on.” 
MMG identifies its mission on its website as a way to “help brands engage with 
audiences in ways that traditional ads can’t.”  
MMG offers digital sponsored content to be published on the Mustang News 
website and printed sponsored content in special and regular editions of the newspaper. 
MMG also offers underwriting opportunities for advertisers on the KCPR radio station. 
When sponsored content is sold. MMG’s in-house native advertising team meets 
with advertisers to brainstorm ideas, creates the content and uses website analytics to 
track the success and follow-up with clients about their work. Success to MMG depends 
on what the clients’ goals are, Bittick said.  
“Are they trying to get brand awareness?” Bittick said. “Are they trying to get an 
immediate response, in terms of customers coming in or a boost in sales of a certain 
product?” 
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Bittick said the key thing they try to train their advertising representatives to do is 
go and meet the advertiser to find out what their goals are.  
For example, MMG has a client who owns a hamburger business and runs a 
coupon ad with them every year. It’s a huge success for the hamburger restaurant because 
they’re willing to basically give away free food to get people in the door.  
“So, their expectation of a return is much different than someone that is running a 
10 percent off coupon in the paper on a small ad,” Bittick said. “But they have the 
understanding, and it’s one of the jobs that we really emphasize working with our 
students is to understand what the client is expecting as their response to their ad and 
making sure they have realistic expectations.” 
Bittick said although MMG’s branded content program has had much success, 
they have not reached a point where they can guarantee advertisers a certain response. He 
said student media is in a unique position in that people don’t go to their website to catch 
up on everyday news like the New York Times, so it’s important for clients to understand 
the reach of student media. Bittick said they are very transparent with clients about 
analytics and how a story has performed. He said that’s one of the benefits to native 
advertising online: 
“It’s like a billboard on the highway as you drive by it and you see a sign for 
McDonald’s three exits ahead. Then you happen to get off there. Yeah, you saw 
the sign but you were hungry and so you were wanting to get something to eat, 
that’s why you got off at that place. But that place has no idea how many people 
pulled in because of that sign. When you run a native ad, you know exactly how 
many people actually read the ad. I mean that’s trackable and that’s one of the 
benefits of it.”  
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Organizational structure 
 MMG has an in-house native advertising team with student employees who work 
for that team only. The native advertising staff is comprised of: 
 Branded content editor 
 Special section coordinator 
 Writers 
 Videographer, if needed 
 Advertising managers 
 Advertising representatives responsible for selling the branded content to 
advertisers 
Bittick said a lot of times, freelance writers are utilized and will take their own 
photos, which takes the need for photographers out of the equation.  
There are 20-plus students on the advertising, business and design staff. There are 
four or five students on staff within public relations/marketing and 40-plus students on 
the editorial staff, Bittick said.  
MMG’s marketing team is responsible for promoting Mustang News throughout the 
community and on social media. The audience development manager leads a staff of 
brand ambassadors who hand out newspapers to students on campus, at events and to 
businesses throughout the community.  
Not all positions are paid, Bittick said. The pay structure is in the leadership roles and 
advertising representatives are paid on commission. 
The in-house native advertising staff can come from any major. But most of them 
come from journalism, Bittick said. In the interview process, MMG requires students to 
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show some of their writing samples before they’re hired. Bittick said they want people 
who have had classes in journalism writing.  
It’s very rare for a freshman to be hired because they don’t have the experience 
and people are paying for the content, Bittick said. On the same side, he said they are 
students and they’re still learning how to do a lot of things, so there has to be an 
understanding between the client and the student media organizations that all of the 
stories are a work in progress and that’s why MMG wants clients involved in the process. 
MMG recruits students by stressing how beneficial the experience and knowledge 
gained at the organization can be to students after they graduate college. Bittick said 
students aren’t just learning how to do things. They get to produce content and vary their 
skills through writing different things like sponsored content. Many of the students at 
MMG are just valuing the experience to add to their resume. Bittick said they understand 
that it’s hard for a student to know what they want to do after graduation, let alone five 
years down the road, so MMG just tries to provide as many opportunities and chances for 
students to be successful as possible. 
Lauing, who originally founded the native advertising agency at MMG, now 
works as an editor at a company called Leaf Group. He said the company is very data 
driven and focused on search engine optimization (SEO) content. He said his duties now 
consist of a lot of project management since they outsource all of their writing. However, 
he said the opportunities and experiences he gained from MMG prepared him for the 
current diverse journalism industry. 
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“I think with journalism you’re presented this kind of sobering reality of going 
into a profession that is inherently unstable,” Lauing said. “And throughout your college 
career you’re like, ‘OK, but how can I kind of pivot? Or how can I kind of stay desirable 
to potential employers who aren’t just a newspaper? Who aren’t just a TV station? Who 
aren’t a digital publication?” 
Lauing said his supervisor at his current position recently told him that part of the 
reason he was hired was because of the “innovative sponsored content experience” he 
had at MMG.  
Lauing said having a knowledge of journalism, how creating content works and 
the ability to come up with creative ideas for a client are the skills that bring success 
when dealing with sponsored content. Lauing said when he was hiring, the “ideal 
blueprint” for him was someone who was studying journalism but had an interest in 
public relaitons and/or branding and wanted to use those skills to work in more of a 
commercial capacity. 
“But having that storytelling experience as I said is like so critical to making this 
thing work,” Lauing said. 
Creative process 
MMG’s native advertising team is made up of digital storytellers who work with 
clients to communicate their messages using suitable media types.  
If a client is interested in sponsored content or native advertising, the ad 
representative will let the native advertising leadership know to assign a writer to that 
client. The writer sets up a time to meet with the client, if they’re local, and the ad rep 
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who made the sale to go over what the client wants to accomplish with the sponsored 
content piece.  
After the initial meeting, the writer becomes the main point of contact with the 
client to execute the project. Bittick said if a photographer or videographer is needed, 
they would coordinate that with the writer. The writer would be the one to send the proof 
and the draft to make any changes to the piece. 
The brainstorming process would occur after speaking with clients to hear their 
goals. Planning sessions do occur with the special sections, since they are more theme-
based. Sponsored content and special sections operate as two separate entities at MMG, 
which is why there are two different leaders for each division. 
Writers that work on special sections will also work on sponsored content. Bittick 
said some of their special sections are, in a way, a form of native advertising. He said 
special sections are actually marketed and distributed as an advertising supplement to the 
Mustang News. The special sections just publish under the Mustang Media Group logo 
instead of the Mustang News logo.  
Advertising representatives work with clients to show them their analytics. Most 
of the time, it’s very informal with the ad reps showing clients their piece online and then 
showing them the analytics from there. 
It takes the native advertising team about two weeks to complete a sponsored 
content piece. Bittick said, on average, MMG will produce 10 to 15 sponsored content 
pieces a year, which generates about $5,000. 
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Figure 10.1 MMG creative process. Retrieved from https://mustangnews.net/.  
 
The current rates for sponsored content are:  
 Online article: $250 
 Video services: starting at $150 
For print content in either regular newspaper editions or special sections, the 
advertiser must buy the ad space, which can then be used for sponsored content material 
produced by a native advertising writer. The special section rates differ depending on 
which theme advertisers are purchasing.* Special section rates are as follows: 
 Full page: $600-750* 
 Half page: $350-400* 
Regular newspaper rates are as follows: 
 Eighth page: $125 
 Quarter page: $200 
 Half page: $375 
 Full page: $725 
Ethical dilemmas 
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Bittick said there wasn’t really opposition when they were starting sponsored 
content at MMG. The only concern expressed was that they had to keep it ethical.  
“That was one of the biggest problems I saw with native advertising is sometimes 
readers were confused with it and thought they were reading native content,” Bittick said. 
“So, we wanted to come up with a program that we would ensure that it would be clear to 
readers and keep it very ethical.” 
Lauing said what helped him as he was starting the program was that he did come 
from a traditional journalism background as editor-in-chief of the newspaper. He said he 
had enough credibility to try something like native advertising out. Lauing also said he 
had a very close relationship with the Mustang News editor-in-chief after him, which 
helped the new program run smoothly alongside editorial. 
When digital native advertising launched in 2015, each story posted on the 
Mustang News website was labeled “sponsored” in the headline and below the featured 
image as seen in the MasterCard example below. 
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Figure.10.2 MasterCard sponsored content mock-up. From “Why you’ll be seeing more 
native ads on Mustang News this year” by Jacob Lauing and Kayla Messman, 2015. 
Retrieved from https://mustangnews.net/youll-seeing-native-ads-mustang-news-year/. 
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Figure 10.3 MMG current label for sponsored content. From “Nuclear Power’s Role in 
Reducing Climate Change,” by Sophia Bashey, 2019. Retrieved from 
https://mustangnews.net/nuclear-powers-role-in-reducing-climate-change/.  
 
Sponsored content  as of March 2020 is marked with a small black 
“SPONSORED” label in the top left corner of the articles. The sponsored content articles 
also live in a separate tab of the Mustang News website. Recent articles can be found on 
the homepage. Older articles can be found by scrolling to the bottom of the webpage and 
clicking the “sponsored content” option in the dark-gray footer. The original disclaimer 
below the featured image on the MasterCard example is no longer found on sponsored 
content online pieces. 
“If someone is looking at starting native advertising, I would say one, look and 
find people who are doing it the way you want to do it,” Bittick said. “Don’t spend your 
time trying to basically create something brand new because there is nothing out there 
that is totally brand new. And above all else, make sure, make sure it’s ethical.” 
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Figure 10.4 Sponsored content tab on Mustang News website. Retrieved from 
https://mustangnews.net/section/sponsored/.  
 
MMG sponsored content examples 
The types of native advertising MMG offers and has produced in the past include 
but are not limited to the following: multimedia, written articles, quizzes and alternative 
options such as infographics. 
MMG takes full advantage of the digital space and all of the possibilities it offers, 
producing things like quizzes and interactive road trip playlists. The advertisements have 
multiple entry points compared to a traditional display ad, where a consumer may see the 
logo or image and move on.  
A native advertisement like a quiz encourages consumers to engage with the 
advertisement and moves them through an experience rather than presenting them with a 
call to action. By the time consumers reach the final question on a quiz, they’ve actively 
participated with a brand, making native advertising more interpersonal as well. 
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MMG is also capitalizing on their knowledge of the Mustang News audience and 
creating sponsored content pieces that focus on the consumers’ interests and encourage 
interactivity, compatibility and engagement. For example, the “Chainsmokers soundtrack 
to your summer road trip” piece, allows consumers to hover over locations on an 
interactive map and links them directly to the songs on another music application, 
SoundCloud. The compatibility of this piece proves how effective online sponsored 
content can be.  
 
Figure 10.5 Summer road trip infographic sponsored by the California Mid-State Fair. 
From “Here’s a Chainsmokers song for every destination on your summer road trip” by 
Ysabel Sullivan, 2017. Retrieved from https://mustangnews.net/chainsmokers-
soundtrack-summer-road-trip/.  
 
MMG is capitalizing on compatibility further by making sure to add hyperlinks in 
sponsored content pieces to connect users to client websites, emails and phone numbers. 
Consumers are directed from one website to another without ever leaving the ad and 
they’re doing so voluntarily, which is a huge success for the client’s brand awareness. 
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Online listicle 
 The online listicle format uses short headlines to move the consumer through the 
story. Listicles are shorter in length and typically easier to consume, making them easier 
for busy college students to skim through online or on their mobile devices. 
 
Figure 10.6 Mustang Media Group “listicle” example. From “5 things you didn’t realize 
about Blaze Pizza” by Sophia Bashey, 2019. Retrieved from https://mustangnews.net/5-
things-you-didnt-realize-about-blaze-pizza/.  
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Multimedia 
Multimedia pieces naturally lend themselves to an online medium. Videos can be 
embedded directly into the story, allowing consumers to enter the story through the 
written introduction or by clicking on the video to receive the content that way. 
Multimedia also makes it easy to share on social media to reach even more of the MMG 
audience. 
 
Figure 10.7 Video on the three types of pizza sold at Blaze Pizza. From “Three must-try 
Blaze Pizza recipes you won’t see on the menu” by Maggie Hitchings, 2017. Retrieved 
from https://mustangnews.net/three-must-try-blaze-pizza-recipes-wont-see-menu/.  
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Quiz 
 
Figure 10.8 Mustang Media Group quiz sponsored by Harmony Cellars. From “QUIZ: 
Test your wine knowledge for a free wine tasting” by Hayley Sakae, 2017. Retrieved 
from https://mustangnews.net/quiz-test-wine-knowledge-free-wine-tasting/.  
 
Quizzes promote interactivity between the brand and the consumer, even if it 
seems the brand isn’t completely obvious.  
Bittick said the first project they did was a quiz for Cal Poly’s campus dining 
department asking students whether certain items were recyclable, compostable or trash. 
Within two weeks, 500 people had taken the test with about 100,000 people on the site 
that month, Bittick said. A successful click-through rate for a regular ad with 100,000 
visitors a month would be 10 click-throughs, which proves just how successful a 500 
click-through rate was, Bittick said. 
In the Harmony Cellars “Test your wine knowledge for a free wine tasting,” 
MMG is using the headline to create a call to action. There is an incentive for consumers 
to take the quiz in the “free wine tasting” but there is also an incentive in the statement 
challenging consumers to “test your wine knowledge.” 
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The quiz includes a blurb that links consumers to the Harmony Cellars event 
calendar, if interested, and their homepage, if unfamiliar with the company.  
A quiz is something that doesn’t have to be all about the client. The subject matter 
can be abstract enough to invite the consumer to participate and include subtle client 
messages in the quiz questions.  
Quizzes also are passive enough to not exhaust the consumers or scare them away 
from the ad. Quizzes can serve as a form of entertainment and education about the client 
or brand.  
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CHAPTER 11: KENT STATE STUDENT MEDIA 
(Interviewed Kent State Student Media client relations assistant director Tami Bongiorni 
via email on Feb. 25, 2020). 
 
 
Kent State Student Media turned to sponsored content, like many other college 
media outlets, to help recover lost revenue, Kent State Student Media client relations 
assistant director Tami Bongiorni said. Sponsored content was initially only offered in 
the newspaper. It is now offered to run in the newspaper, all six student-produced 
magazines and all websites. Sponsored content is a collaborative effort between the sales 
team, design team and marketing team, Bongiorni said. 
Kent State Student Media consists of The Kent Stater, the student-run newspaper, 
two specialty magazines, an independent film production company, a radio station, a 
literary and arts journal, an advertising and marketing team, and a TV station.  
Bongiorni said sponsored content has grown to be offered on all media partners 
they produce. She said their pricing structure has also changed after realizing how much 
time and effort went into creating the work. They have also expanded the program from 
offering only content and articles to now offering more visual elements such as games 
and infographics. 
Organizational structure 
Sponsored content at Kent State requires a writer, designer, salesperson and 
overall manager/director, Bongiorni said. They also have a person on their marketing 
team who is responsible for organizing, planning and managing each sponsored content 
piece regardless of the media partner it is running in. 
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Kent State Student Media typically has freelance writers or marketing team 
members write the sponsored content, whose majors are typically public relations. The 
student employees are not allowed to write between editorial and sponsored content. 
They must choose one. Although most marketing team members come from public 
relations, Bongiorni said their students come from all different backgrounds — from 
journalism to fashion merchandising. However, all student workers know how to write 
and understand the business side of journalism too, she said. 
The designers and marketing team are paid hourly with most working 10 to 12 
hours per week. The sales team is paid on commission, and freelancers are paid by the 
piece. Bongiorni said they typically pay $50 to $75 per sponsored content piece. If it is 
someone who is already on staff, the staff member will clock in and clock out when 
working. 
Bongiorni said they have an overall staff training at the beginning of the semester 
to welcome students to the staff and offer continued support throughout the semester with 
full-time advisers helping editing and proofing work.  
Advertising training is a little different in that they also train the week before 
school starts with role playing how to sell sponsored content. In order to stress the value 
and importance of sponsored content to new student employees, professional staff will 
emphasize that “these are more invested projects,” Bongiorni said. Thus, the sales team is 
expected to stress to clients that sponsored content involves “more time, more money, 
more value,” she said. 
The design team will also produce “spec” advertisements in their initial training to 
practice the different ways to layout content.  
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Kent State Student Media relies heavily on word of mouth and class visits to 
recruit new students to apply to all of their media partners, Bongiorni said. 
Creative process 
The sponsored content process at Kent State Student Media actually starts with 
the piece already created as a “spec” ad or a mock-up. It’s given to clients in the initial 
pitch meeting to show them what the native ad could look like. 
Bongiorni said this process starts with a brainstorming meeting. Various teams 
who have a hand in creating sponsored content will be at the brainstorming session to 
discuss the upcoming special sections and events. The various teams will come up with 
an idea together and then the marketing team will come up with a concept that addresses 
that idea, whether it be in graphic form, photographs, or written copy. The marketing 
team writes the copy and gives it to the designer to create the piece based off the given 
copy, Bongiorni said.  
The sales team collaborates with the marketing and design teams to find clients 
that best fit the sponsored content piece. The sales team picks a client to place on the final 
spec ad and takes it to that client to pitch. The marketing manager is overseeing this 
entire process from start to finish, Bongiorni said. 
If the piece does not sell, Kent State Student Media will do one of two things: still 
run the ad as an editorial piece without the advertiser on it or repurpose it to another 
media partner and try selling it again, Bongiorni said. They will pay all staff accordingly, 
whether it is sold or not.  
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Figure 11.1 Kent State Student Media flow chart sponsored by Ray's. From “What beer 
are you?” by Madison Baughman, 2019.  
 
Ethical dilemmas 
Kent State Student Media labels its sponsored content with a thin banner at the 
top of print editions and “SPONSORED CONTENT” printed in bold letters. The client 
who paid for the piece is also clearly labeled in the banner. The label doesn’t change 
depending on the media partner the piece is featured in. Online sponsored content also 
includes a “SPONSORED” label above the headline with the client also clearly labeled 
underneath. 
6    The Kent Stater     Monday, February 11, 2019
WHAT
BEER
ARE YOU?
You’re at the bar
Do you sit at the bar?
Yes No, I sit with 
my friends!
SPONSORED CONTENT: Produced by Kent  State Student  Media | w ith Ray’s Place
Do you ask the
bartender for a 
drink?
Do you let the 
waiter take your 
drink order?
Yes Yes
Do you drink 
higher alc. 
content?
Do you drink 
lower alc. 
content?
Yes Yes
Do you like a 
pungent beer?
Do you like a 
refreshing beer?
Yes Yes
Do you like  
bitter beer?
Do you like 
sweeter beer?
Yes Yes
Do you like  
earthy, roasted 
or woody beer?
Do you like 
fruity beer?
Yes Yes
No
[Well, you should]
No
No
No
No
Do you like 
chocolatey, 
carmel or creamy 
beer?
“What do you want to drink?” 
Perhaps the most vital question of them all . 
It can feel like forever to decide what you want 
to order when looking at a drink menu with what 
must have foreign words on it .
Or maybe you know the answer to this question 
every time you’re asked? Who can blame you for 
drinking the same thing every weekend when so 
much is at risk ordering a drink you’ve never tried.
Find out the best new beer for you to try or make 
a new one your norm! Following th quiz will lead 
you to the perfect answer to that most vital ques-
tion.
By Madison Baughman
Columbus 
Brewing Bodhi
8.50%
Great Lakes 
Conway’s Irish Ale
6.50%
Market Garden 
Citramax
7.40%
Hoegaarden Wit
4.90%
Columbus Melk Stout
5.60%
Great Lakes Edmund
Fitzgerald Porter
5.80%
64 beers
on tap
Great  food!
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Figure 11.2 Kent State Student Media sponsored content label in print. From “The 
perfect way to spend Valentine’s Day” by Maddie Baughman, 2019.  
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Figure 11.3 Kent State Student Media online sponsored content label. From “The 
Ultimate Homecoming Bucket List” by Madison Baughman, 2018. Retrieved from 
http://www.kentwired.com/latest_updates/article_2127816a-c66b-11e8-8108-
c3eec2b46e6e.html. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART III: A GUIDEBOOK FOR IMPLEMENTING 
SPONSORED CONTENT IN STUDENT MEDIA   
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IMPLEMENTATION BY WKU CHERRY CREATIVE 
(Interviewed founder/former Cherry Creative director Nicole Childress and 
founder/former advertising manager Andy Lee on Feb. 5, 2020. I was chosen as Cherry 
Creative director for the 2019-2020 school year and will be writing the remainder of my 
research drawing from my own experiences in this student leadership role). 
 
 
Cherry Creative is a branded content studio and division within Western 
Kentucky University’s Student Publications operation. The studio was founded in fall 
2018 in an effort to generate the revenue lost from declining advertising sales. It was also 
an effort to create a separate entity to be responsible for the special sections inserted in 
the College Heights Herald student newspaper throughout the year, taking the 
responsibility from the newspaper and improving the overall experience for WKU 
Student Publications’ advertisers, said Andy Lee, the WKU Student Publications 
advertising manager during the fall 2018 semester. 
Lee said the idea was sparked when he sold a sponsored content piece in fall 2017 
for the Talisman, the student-run lifestyle magazine, and had to work closely with the 
magazine’s editor-in-chief to produce the piece. Lee said after the Talisman sale, he and 
his advertising adviser saw the potential for this type of content and how much extra 
revenue it could bring in for the entire department.  
Thus, Cherry Creative was born. Sam Oldenburg, who was the adviser to the 
Talisman, WKU’s student-run lifestyle and culture magazine and website, became the 
adviser to Cherry Creative. Nicole Childress was hand-selected to be the first Cherry 
Creative director due to her extensive experience within WKU Student Publications on 
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the editorial side as a designer and her experience in branding and marketing. Childress 
and Lee met frequently in spring 2018 to discuss the logistics of Cherry Creative, 
working through questions like: “Could we do this? Could we do that?” And 
brainstorming the themes of the special sections Cherry Creative was going to take over.  
Childress said her focus during the first year was making really great special 
sections, and she didn’t put as much focus on the possibilities with general sponsored 
content. Lee said from the very beginning, Chuck Clark, the director of WKU Student 
Publications, had set the expectation for Childress and Lee to be inseparable. Both said 
their relationship was one reason why the first year was such a success. Lee said they 
both had very direct communication styles and were willing to ask questions and 
approach each other with problems. 
Organizational structure 
The next step for Cherry Creative was establishing a brand. Childress hired a 
design editor to create the logo and strategically chose someone who was very detail-
oriented and had a good eye for branding. She also hired a writing editor and a 
multimedia editor with a staff of about 2 to 4 student employees under each team leader 
for the spring and fall semesters. Childress said she started off with two writers for the 
first semester and had four writers in the following spring along with a new writing editor 
after the first editor graduated in December. 
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Along with Lee and Will Hoagland, the advertising adviser, the advertising staff 
had four advertising representatives that Lee said was a good amount to sell that year.
 
Figure 12.1 2018-2019 Cherry Creative organization chart. From Cherry Creative by 
Sam Oldenburg, 2018. 
 
 Childress and Lee both said one of their greatest struggles in the first year was 
gaining respect amongst the entire department. 
“I kept stressing throughout the semester that that’s the language we needed to 
use – student publications,” Childress said. “We weren’t College Heights Media. We 
weren’t the Herald. And that was something we really had to work on throwing Cherry 
Creative into this. The whole student publications family really had to think about 
branding.” 
Childress said they looked at how other college media agencies were doing 
sponsored content to see how they were casting themselves within their departments. 
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Some were writing sponsored content behind-the-scenes, almost as if they were “ghost 
writers,” she said. While others were advertising the agency as its own entity. 
Childress believed it was important to have Cherry Creative’s name and logo on 
things to communicate to the WKU community who they were and what they did. She 
stressed they weren’t going to get applicants for Cherry Creative if no one knew what 
Cherry Creative was.  
However, it all started from within, and Lee said language was important even in 
the student leadership titles. Lee was persistent in changing the advertising manager title 
from “College Heights Herald advertising manager” to “student publications advertising 
manager” because he believed the Talisman and Cherry Creative were oftentimes 
neglected.  
Lee and Childress said they eventually had to have a meeting in fall 2018 with the 
entire WKU Student Publications professional staff to fight for Cherry Creative’s name to 
be branded on the special sections. 
Creative process 
Another issue Lee and Childress ran into in their first year was trying to require a 
Cherry Creative staff member to attend initial pitch meetings with the advertising 
representative and client. 
Childress said they wanted this approach to work and still think it’s the best 
approach to sell sponsored content but could not get schedules to align between the 
creative staff and ad reps. Childress said she also felt like it had something to do with the 
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personalities on staff, so they opted to let the ad reps sell individually. Lee said the one 
time he did sell with a Cherry Creative team member, she didn’t dress professionally to 
meet the client, so Lee and Childress just decided not to worry about it if they couldn’t 
get everyone on board. 
Another difficulty Lee tried to work on was communicating to Cherry Creative in 
a timely manner when sponsored content had been sold. Lee said he had to make it a 
requirement for his staff to get the request processed. Childress said through this problem 
was when they realized they didn’t even have a request form for sponsored content to be 
logged, so they had to find a way to streamline that process. Ad reps, as of 2020, log their 
sale in AdPro for accounting purposes, and then submit a sponsored content request form 
through the Cherry Creative website, which then sends a confirmation email and all 
contact information to the main Cherry Creative email address, accessed by the creative 
director. 
Childress said in streamlining the process for creative projects, they realized that 
there were a lot of steps in the creative process that could seem a little complex to clients. 
She said because the advertising representative was the person who initially sold the 
sponsored content piece, that’s who the client was used to speaking with. Then, the writer 
and photographer would reach out and add to the number of people they were talking to 
and then they would receive a final proof from the creative director when the special 
section was being put together, which was not ideal for the client’s overall experience.  
Childress said they made a document for the client that explained the process at 
the end of spring 2019, so they could follow along in the creative process. As of spring 
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2020, Cherry Creative has created an updated version of this document after realizing 
what our clients really needed was something with less text and more visuals that could 
be emailed to them at the start of the process after the ad rep submitted the client’s 
contact information. 
We decided in spring 2020 we thought emailing the client directly from the 
Cherry Creative account with the creative director’s signature on the email and copying 
the writer, photographer and ad rep who sold the sponsored content piece would be the 
best way to get everyone on the same page. The client is introduced to the Cherry 
Creative email so it’s not unfamiliar to them when the final design proof is emailed to 
them and all of the creative staff is nudged to start communicating faster and more 
organically. However, we were unable to find out if this was the best way to 
communicate assignments due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Another change in the process Childress said they went back and forth on was the 
process of pitching stories. Originally, the entire Cherry Creative team would meet prior 
to creating each special section and start by coming up with businesses who might be 
interested in buying sponsored content for a certain publication and then they would 
create the story ideas around those businesses. Childress said the problem with was if the 
client you structured an entire story around said no, you’re done. There is no pitching that 
story to other clients, whereas if there was a story the ad reps could pitch to several of the 
same businesses, there would be a much higher chance of selling sponsored content. 
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Childress said they switched to a sort of “story-focused” approach to pitching 
ideas, in which they came up with story ideas that fit the theme of the special section first 
and then approached more than one client if the ad reps received a rejection from a client. 
“Which makes sense,” Childress said. “It’s storytelling. We were focused on, ‘We 
need to make sales,’ and we were thinking of businesses that would buy rather than. 
‘What is good content?’” 
Childress said the clients the ad reps sold to weren’t creative people; they were 
managers and CEOs of companies and didn’t have the creative skills that Cherry Creative 
staff members had. Refocusing the pitch meetings also allowed Cherry Creative to sell 
their expertise better to these clients.  
As of spring 2020, the agency still structures pitch meetings this way, thinking of 
stories first and brainstorming businesses suitable for that story second. Cherry Creative 
also started inviting the advertising team to these brainstorming meetings in fall 2019. 
However, Lee did attend a couple brainstorming meetings during the pilot year in 2018.  
Having the ad staff there helps clarify any questions the creative team has about 
clientele. For example, only the advertising manager or ad reps would know that it takes 
longer to communicate with a corporate advertiser like Meijer because there are 
administrative measures that it has to take to get advertising decisions cleared by its 
headquarters, who are often not local. Ad reps also know their clients better than the 
creative team, so they can suggest clients based on demand or the likeliness that they 
would buy sponsored content. For example, the Lion’s Den was a client who was on a 
contract with the WKU Herald. The advertising team decided to still honor its contract 
discount when they purchased the sponsored content piece to be published in the 
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Talisman, but that was well above its contract total. The idea for this piece stemmed from 
the advertising manager sitting in on one of the brainstorming meetings, and mentioning 
this client had a lot of money left in its contract. The agency ended up selling a full-
spread story in the semiannual annual Talisman magazine in fall 2019. 
After the initial brainstorming meetings happen, the writing editor, photo editor, 
Cherry Creative adviser and creative director will get together to narrow down story 
angles and assign writers and photographers from there. What we also started doing in 
spring 2020 was only assigning one creative team member — either a writer or a 
photographer — to the sponsored content ideas in the pitch stage so the ad rep isn’t 
overwhelmed trying to figure out which person to contact. A Google Excel document 
shared amongst the leadership team was also created to keep track of sponsored content 
stories. The document listed the assigned creative team members, ad reps and included 
deadlines, where the story was being published and the story status— whether it be 
published, pitching or sold. 
Limiting the number of people assigned to one story also minimizes the potential 
scheduling conflicts that could arise. Once stories are assigned and the leadership team 
has determined an adequate number of stories, the creative staff is given its first deadline. 
Writers are typically given two deadlines — a first and final draft deadline — and 
photographers are given one. Designers will occasionally be given assignments in 
advance if we feel illustrations are needed for a particular story. Otherwise, designers are 
given their assignments on the night of production when we are laying out and designing 
the entire specialty publication.  
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Pay structure 
 Cherry Creative is fortunate enough to be able to pay the staff for the work they 
do. Editors and designers are paid a set amount per year or per semester. Editors in 
salaried positions do not receive additional pay or commission beyond their salary, 
except in rare circumstances that have to be approved by the creative director. 
For editorial content, all staff writers, photographers and videographers are paid 
by the piece. In fall 2019, Cherry Creative added the “story without sources” category on 
the standard writing rates to compensate for the Amazon Associate Program listicles the 
writers started producing for the Talisman website. These stories didn’t include sources 
and were written using the writer’s expertise of the topic with a clear label disclosing the 
article’s purpose. 
 
Figure.12.2 Cherry Creative 2019-2020 non-sponsored pay structure. 
 
Sponsored content compensation is done a little different. Cherry Creative staffers 
are paid 10 percent commission for all sponsored content. However, that 10% is divided 
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between the writer and the photographer, if both have worked on the project. The primary 
individual is the person who had the most contact with the client as determined by the 
creative director. These rates are subject to change as the creative director deems 
necessary to reflect the distribution of the work. 
Ethical dilemmas 
During Cherry Creative’s first year, there was a fine line between Cherry Creative 
and the other publications within WKU Student Publications. Students were not allowed 
to work for any other publications besides Cherry Creative, Childress said.  
Cherry Creative changed the policy in fall 2019 to allow students to work for 
Cherry Creative and one other publication — either the WKU Herald or the Talisman, 
but not all three. The change allowed students as many opportunities as possible. The 
agency recognized students may want to experience other media opportunities besides 
Cherry Creative, and the students are at a time in their career when they are trying to 
publish as much work as possible.  
Part of Oldenburg’s original thinking, too, was the restriction alleviated some of 
the potential conflicts of interest a student may encounter if working for outside 
publications. The policy encouraged them to at least stay under one roof. Finding a 
balance between allowing for more opportunities but not allowing for too many conflicts 
of interest was the goal.  
However, the decision has caused multiple student employees to feel 
overwhelmed because of classes, additional jobs and/or extracurricular activities. 
Changing the policy back to only allowing students to work on one publication staff 
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could alleviate some of the stress while increasing the editorial credibility of both the 
WKU Herald and Talisman. 
Bylines 
Another change implemented this year after speaking with many professional 
media outlets and other college media was removing bylines from sponsored content. The 
decision was not easy for the staff to make as there were a lot of factors to consider when 
making the decision such as students striving to get as many published works as possible.  
The writing editor spoke very strongly about leaving bylines on the sponsored 
content pieces to be able to show employers who did the work. The rebuttal was that 
employers should trust that the work applicants submit is their work.  
And in unique cases, Cherry Creative could go back and create a digital version 
for that person with the byline. The strongest reason to take the bylines off the pieces is 
that it protects writers, especially because they can work for more than one publication. 
Nathan Reese, one of the creative directors at T Brand Studio, said the reason they 
don’t use bylines is to protect their writers when writing about competitors. Reese used 
the example of writing sponsored content for Delta Airlines and then turning around and 
writing for American Airlines. Although Cherry Creative’s client competition might not 
reach that level, the principle still applies. For example, someone could write a story for 
the Talisman magazine on Spencer’s Coffee and then have to write a sponsored content 
piece on Q Coffee Emporium, a direct competitor. That writer’s name is now attached to 
both, while endorsing one and supposedly writing objectively on the other.  
The byline rule change also applies to all staff members who had a part in 
creating the sponsored content — writers, photographers, designers, illustrators, etc.  
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Figure.12.3 Sponsored content article in “Adulting” without byline. 
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Figure.12.4 Editorial article included in the fall “Grad Guide” with byline. 
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The other challenge college media faces is toeing the line between wanting to be 
perceived as a professional branded content studio and making sure clients knows 
students are working on the creative projects with a full-time course load and odd 
schedules. Taking bylines off sponsored content stories made Cherry Creative appear as a 
more professional studio in that readers are going to trust content more if it comes from a 
client and an established brand than if it comes from a college writer. 
 The compromise Cherry Creative agreed upon includes keeping bylines on any 
editorial content that appeared in the special sections and including a full staff list in the 
beginning of each special section in order to give writers and photographers recognition.  
Client relationships 
A problem experienced with the newsroom in 2019 was not communicating 
coverage, which put the agency in a bad position with one of its important clients.  
The Kentucky Museum located on WKU’s campus houses six long-term exhibits 
and has certain rotating specialty exhibits. The museum had purchased a half page 
sponsored content piece in the newspaper to promote its “Out of the Box” exhibit, 
showcasing various aspects of Bowling Green culture. However, the features section of 
the WKU Herald also planned on writing a story about the exhibit at the same time, 
making it pointless for the Kentucky Museum to purchase advertising space if editorial 
was just going to cover it for free. The director at the museum contacted to the director of 
WKU Student Publications to inform both publications that his staff had been approached 
by two different reporters. This situation risked losing a loyal customer and partner to 
WKU Student Publications by simply failing to communicate across the office.  
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To fix the problem, a messaging channel was created in which each student leader 
was supposed to send weekly updates on what was being covered both online and in print 
if it involved a business to ensure the same story wasn’t being written by more than one 
publication. The solution was never fully adopted by all publications.  
Most of the time, Cherry Creative was the only publication sending updates on 
coverage. But it was a necessary measure to save relationships with clients and revenue 
benefiting all of WKU Student Publications. 
During the first year of Cherry Creative, Childress said she ran into an issue 
maintaining client relations when she assigned the wrong writer to a story. Childress said 
all of the other writers were occupied with other story assignments. However, this writer 
filed a poorly written story on one of Cherry Creative most important clients and one of 
the most popular coffeehouses in town, Spencer’s. Childress tried to fix as much as 
possible, so she could return it to the client for review in a timely manner. She said the 
client essentially said, “We’re not paying for this,” forcing her to put a new writer on the 
story to ultimately satisfy the client. 
“Our first and foremost is about making the client happy,” Childress said. “As 
much as I love my staff, and I want them to learn and I want to take care of them, the 
client is my number one priority.” 
Childress said she still talks about the Spencer’s failure in job interviews. She said 
there were times Cherry Creative failed, especially early on, but she knew in the end, it 
was going to be worth it. Childress said: 
“I knew I wasn’t going to be able to do everything I wanted Cherry Creative to be 
in that first year. It needed to grow at a natural pace. If we just like ran head on 
and tried to do it all and all that it had the potential to be in that first year, then we 
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would fail. And so, that’s why you build that strong foundation. When you’re 
thinking long-term like that, you’re thinking more about “How can I make this a 
sustainable business?” Not “How can I accomplish everything I want to?” I was 
always thinking, “I’m going to pass this on to somebody. What am I going to give 
them?” 
 
Cherry Creative’s second year 
In Cherry Creative’s first year, the first special section, “FIT,” increased sales 
from $850 in 2017 to $3,880 in 2018. Lee said that’s when he knew Cherry Creative 
would be a success.  
Cherry Creative’s 2019-2020 revenue numbers were affected by the COVID-19 
pandemic that began in March 2020. Because some of our clients were unable to pay the 
advertising costs after being forced to close down, some of the publications were unable 
to be printed. 
However, FIT was still posted online so that Cherry Creative staff members could 
have a place to link people to their work.  
The Best of the Hill special section is a special publication that showcases the 
“best” places in Bowling Green –– from best restaurants to the best car wash. The 
categories are voted on by the WKU community, which includes students, faculty, staff 
and anyone who accesses the survey link. As a way to support the local business affected 
by COVID-19, we still posted the first, second and third place winners to the WKU 
Herald and Cherry Creative social media platforms. We also created a webpage with the 
winners on the WKU Herald website and provided a link to the Best of the Hill winners 
webpage in the weekly WKU Herald newsletters.  
Because spring commencement was postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Cherry Creative was forced to get creative in brainstorming possibilities for the spring 
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graduation special section. The studio was already planning on including the graduation 
ads in a print edition, so it was just a matter of transitioning them online.  
After hosting various Zoom video conference calls, the Cherry Creative team 
came up with a solution. The team decided to create a digital graduation publication 
using a WordPress template and conducted interviews for the remaining publication by 
phone and email correspondence. 
Publication 2018-19 2019-20 Notes
View of the Hill 22,000 24,540
Coupon Book 3,400 2,800
Homecoming Guide 5,625 5,952.50
Fit 3,880 0 2020 would have been 2,340 without COVID-19 pandemic
Adulting Guide 2,960 3,195
Fall Graduation Guide 2,420 3,100
Housing (Guide & Fair) 16,950 19,150 Includes housing videos
Best of the Hill 2,700 0 Due to COVID-19
Spring Graduation 3,850 TBD
Dining Guide 14,395 TBD The next dining guide will count as 2020-21 revenue
Herald Print & Online 2,500 1,095 19-20 includes Love Notes, Kentucky Museum Print on 9/10/19 and Nat's online 10/4/19
Talisman Print 0 1,125
 
Figure 12.5 Cherry Creative revenue numbers for the first two years. 
 
We did manage to increase revenue on every publication for the 2019-2020 
school year except for the publications impacted by COVID-19 and the coupon book. 
Coupon book advertising was sold during summer 2019 before 2019-2020 Cherry 
Creative staff arrived on campus. Our largest revenue increase was in our Housing Guide 
and Fair. We increased revenue by 13%, which I believe has a lot to do with our new 
video feature added in 2020. This video feature was offered to the apartment complexes 
who had already paid for a package to be at the Housing Fair and for $350 more they 
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could receive a video highlighting their complexes for personal use. The WKU Herald 
also posted the videos to its website and social media. 
One thing that didn’t change in Cherry Creative’s second year was sponsored 
content rates. Half-page sponsored content in the WKU Herald costs $500 for black and 
white and $650 for color.  
In the Talisman magazine, sponsored content costs $1,500 due to the higher 
quality of the magazine. 
 
Figure 12.6 Sponsored content pricing for 2019-2020 school year. From 2019-2020 
Media Kit by Craig Ostertag, 2019. 
 
During the second year, the studio changed the order of the special sections and 
turned its attention to producing more sponsored content that could be posted online or in 
print at any time because one of our new special sections failed in the fall 2019 semester.  
During a leadership meeting in 2019, the studio also created a list of expectations 
for the staff, editors, creative director and adviser, and goals it hoped to achieve in the 
2019-2020 school year. It also workshopped a mission statement for the branded content 
studio.  
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Cherry Creative’s mission statement states sponsored content will: 
 Offer creative solutions to help businesses target a crucial audience 
 Produce insightful and impactful media that reaches viewers on a much 
more individual level than traditional ads 
 Abide by the same quality standards as the College Heights Herald and 
Talisman 
 Be properly and clearly labeled to be transparent for readers 
2019 Fashion Festival 
During the first few months of the second year, the Cherry Creative team was 
planning to debut its first-ever fashion magazine after seeing so many other schools have 
success with their fashion editions. The creative team was brainstorming editorial content 
and sponsored content while the sales team was using the story ideas to pitch to clients. A 
creative team member attended the pitch meetings whenever possible, but because much 
of the staff was new, they were less eager to jump in on sales. 
Cherry Creative attempted to package advertising sales for the fashion magazine 
with a fashion “festival” or fashion show with vendors and themed outfits set to happen 
in October 2019 on South Lawn, one of WKU’s main gathering places and at a time of 
the year when back-to-school fashion is trending. The branded fashion festival was to be 
presented by the Talisman instead of the WKU Herald because it fit more with the 
Talisman’s messaging and content. 
The main response from local boutiques was they couldn’t afford the prices. It 
was also hard for the advertising team to sell something that hadn’t existed before. 
 However, one clothing store signed on with Package B, offered for $1,000.  
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For a lot of branded content agencies within college media that I talked to, they 
were just revamping successful special sections and trying to improve them. 
Cherry Creative directors should consider starting small when introducing new 
special sections instead of trying to do everything all at once. Something more realistic 
for a fashion-themed publication might focus on print only at first. Once a few years pass 
with good work and a reputation to showcase with the fashion magazine, a fashion show 
to accompany the already established magazine could be more feasible.  
General sponsored content 
In order to salvage the fashion publication and fashion show, Cherry Creative and 
the ad staff believed five boutiques were needed to be interested and only one boutique 
signed on. So, we moved forward with brainstorming more general sponsored content 
ideas to be featured on the Talisman or WKU Herald website, or in print in the WKU 
Herald or semiannual Talisman magazine.  
Cherry Creative sold its first sponsored spread in the seventh issue of the 
Talisman. Every Talisman is themed and this one happened to be “balance.” We sold the 
sponsored content story to the Lion’s Den, which sells adult novelty items, and centered 
the story around gaining confidence in your sexuality and your own skin.  
Another online sponsored content piece for the WKU Herald used fall break as its 
main selling point 
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Figure 12.7 Lion's Den sponsored content piece in "Balance," Talisman issue 7. From 
“Delving into the dirty” by Sydney Jones, Hannah Vanover and JB Carter, 2019. 
 
Cherry Creative tried new things with its special sections, too. One sponsored 
content piece that had multiple sponsors won second place for “Best Group Promotion” 
in the College Media Business and Advertising Managers (CMBAM) contest. The 
designer illustrated local bars on a map for the Homecoming special section, and each bar 
paid $100 to be on the map. The main reason this sponsored content was so successful 
was because the designer illustrated the bars in advance, so the ad rep could show the 
business what it would look. It’s hard to say “No” when you see your bar as a cute, little 
illustration amongst all of your competitors. The bar map featured nine bars, making 
nearly $900 on one spread.  
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Figure 12.8 The “WKU Homecoming Bar Map” featured in the 2019 Homecoming 
special section. From Cherry Creative Homecoming special section by Ashlyn Crawford, 
2019. 
 
Creating mock-ups in advance and approaching clients with an idea of what their 
content would look like increased the chance of making a sale. After having so much 
success with the “WKU Homecoming Bar Map,” the agency decided to create another 
sponsored content piece for another local bar — a flow chart to help students identify 
what drink they would be if they were to choose an alcoholic beverage at a certain bar.  
In the “Which Brew Co. Underground drink are you?” flow chart, the designer 
customized the answers and the questions to the bar approached for the sale. Specific 
drinks like the “Caprimoon” and the “Amaretto Sour” were popular drinks of the new bar 
in the main square of Bowling Green.  
The client loved the flow chart and expressed interest in sponsoring it, but, as of 
April 2020, the sale hasn’t been confirmed yet.  
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Sponsored housing videos and Housing Fair  
Another big change made in the second year was hiring a video coordinator in an 
attempt to fill a demand. The video coordinator had one staff member helping film and 
edit any videos purchased by a client. In the first semester, this involved brainstorming 
potential clients and creating a mock-up video to help sell. Cherry Creative created its 
first mock-up video in September 2019 for VeoRide, an electronic scooter and bike 
company. VeoRide bikes had recently arrived on campus and were getting more and 
more popular among students. For the 2019-2020 school year, videos cost $350, which 
was equivalent to a standard online sponsored content piece on the WKU Herald. But 
VeoRide couldn’t commit to a video at the time.  
 
Figure.12.9 VeoRide spec video presented to client. From “Cherry tried: VeoRide” by 
Hayley Watson, 2019. 
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The video coordinator position from there evolved into more of a social media 
and video coordinator position.  
Cherry Creative sorely needed a social media presence. It was important to have 
some kind of profile to get the brand out even more to the student body. Instead of trying 
to be active on every platform, the focus was on just one social medium at a time –– 
Instagram first. Through Instagram, we were able to re-post sponsored content and tag 
client partners. It allowed sharing of editorial content and featuring staff spotlights to give 
the brand a face behind the name too. This encouraged friends of people on staff, other 
WKU Student Publications employees and our clients to follow along with us on social. 
Hayley Watson, the video coordinator, then took over creating a social media calendar to 
plan posts and made sure the content got posted. This became a good responsibility for 
her to take over while video requests were slow.  
While the video sales wouldn’t take off immediately — like the fashion special 
section because it was something new — we believed one sale could get the ball rolling. 
The second semester provided the perfect opportunity for video, which was in 
conjunction with the housing special section.  
One of Cherry Creative’s greatest successes during its first year was the first-ever 
WKU Housing Fair hosted in conjunction with the “Housing Guide,” that was previously 
created by the WKU Herald. After talking to other college media, the WKU Student 
Publications professional staff realized housing fairs were proving to be a huge financial 
success at other schools and was something we weren’t already doing. The professional 
staff saw a need on WKU’s campus for some kind of event that provided students with 
information about housing options.  
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Clark, WKU Student Publications director, and Hoagland, WKU Student 
Publications advertising adviser, contacted WKU’s Housing and Residence Life (HRL) 
department to make sure an idea like this would be possible. The professional staff 
thought it was important to have HRL’s support. Sherry West, WKU Student 
Publications operations coordinator, contacted other schools through the CMBAM email 
listserv for inspiration and advice. And Oldenburg researched how the event was 
conducted at other schools. 
The only request HRL had was they wanted WKU Student Publications to include 
required housing exemptions somewhere in the printed Housing Guide so apartment 
complexes couldn’t sway ineligible students to move off-campus. 
Eleven clients signed up for the first-ever Housing Fair in 2019. Ten clients 
purchased packages for the second year. There were five packages for advertisers to 
choose from, ranging from $500 to $2,500, which stayed the same from the previous 
year. We advertised the most premium package, package A, as an exclusive because there 
were only four spots available on the venue’s first floor. All four of the premium 
packages were sold with a couple clients who purchased ads not included in the 
packages. 
WKU Student Publications earned over $15,000 in additional revenue from the 
Housing Fair in 2019. In 2020, the Housing Fair generated $19,350, just $650 shy of its 
goal. Part of that contribution was the four housing videos Cherry Creative sold. Branded 
as “WKU Apartment Hunters,” the four videos were structured similarly to the hit TV 
series “House Hunters.” Watson modeled her video sequencing, frames and editing on 
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the show. Each video was about 1.5 minutes to 3 minutes long, and all started with the 
same introduction and closing.  
 
Figure 12.10 "WKU Apartment Hunters" introduction. From “WKU Apartment Hunters” 
by Hayley Watson and Lauren Bond, 2020. 
 
The apartment complexes were very pleased with the outcome of the videos and 
eager to share them on their own social media and websites.  
Part of the reason the marketing for this add-on was so successful was because the 
apartment complexes were so competitive. Once an ad rep mentioned one video had been 
sold, the others came on board. The goal at the start of the year was to create three videos 
per semester, and although the effort was slow to start, the agency met its goal the second 
semester even with the COVID-19 crisis and on-campus closures. 
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Here are three of the Housing Fair survey responses Cherry Creative received 
from clients over the past two years: 
“Overall I think the Housing Fair was a phenomenal idea and a huge success. I 
truly hope it's something that WKU continues to keep in place.” 
 
“I would LOVE to have 2 housing fairs a year.” 
 
“I think a fair in the spring is good, but I am sure we would participate if you did 
one in the fall as well. We got a few more questions about utilities this year, and 
the students seemed to appreciate the vendors who were there.” 
 
Amazon Associates Program 
Another experiment in fall 2019 was a program BuzzFeed utilizes called the 
Amazon Associates Program.  
The program allowed creation of list-formatted stories with custom hyperlinks 
that would take a reader to the product on Amazon’s website. If the user made a purchase 
using one of our custom hyperlinks, Cherry Creative would earn a certain percentage of 
the sale.  
Certain types of items earned a greater percentage of  profits, so strategic lists 
could be created, with luxury beauty being the greatest rebate percentage at 10%. 
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Figure.12.11 Amazon Associates Program fixed product category fee rates. From 
“Associates Program Standard Fees Schedule” by Amazon, 2019. Retrieved from 
https://affiliate-program.amazon.com/help/node/topic/GRXPHT8U84RAYDXZ.  
 
Upon enrolling, the agency got 180 days to make a sale using one of the custom 
hyperlinks. The program also made sure every affiliate of the program clearly stated a 
disclaimer: “As an Amazon Associate, I earn from qualifying purchases.” Amazon 
includes example disclaimer statements for affiliates on its site and offers help in its 
resource center.  
Cherry Creative includes a disclaimer statement at the very beginning of each 
article that states:  
“The Talisman may collect a share of the sales or other compensation from the 
links on this page. Take advantage of being a student: Use this link to sign up for 
Amazon Prime Student and get the first six months free. You'll receive products 
faster with free shipping and access to streaming services and more exclusive 
deals and discounts.”  
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Figure.12.12 Amazon Associates Program listicle with disclaimer. From “10 things to 
help you be a better you” by Jess Brandt, 2019. 
 
 
Figure 12.13 Custom hyperlinks direct users to products on Amazon's website. From “10 
things to help you be a better you” by Jess Brandt, 2019. 
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Cherry Creative wrote five listicles for the Talisman website, but unfortunately 
did not make a sale within the time frame given by Amazon, so it was dropped from the 
Associates Program. 
Enrolling in the program though proved a good experience for writers and 
photographers. Most of them enjoyed pulling from their expertise to write about topics 
that interested them such as room décor, self-care practices and beauty products. The 
agency did report on a lot of beauty products and could have offered more variety in 
articles for the Talisman audience. The category fee rates dictated what we reported on. 
Instead, we should have focused on the products our audience might care about and 
purchase and diversify content more. 
Valentine’s Day love notes 
Another success in 2020 was producing sponsored content but in a more creative 
way with a campaign called “love notes.” These messages were sold a little more than a 
week before Valentine’s Day for $5. The message could be up to 15 words with one 
photo and would be included in the WKU Herald print edition the Tuesday before 
Valentine’s Day. The “love note” would also be featured on the WKU Herald Instagram 
story. A form accessible by a QR code and hyperlink was created on the WKU Herald 
website. In total, 17 “love notes” were sold, eight to the same client. 
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Figure.12.14 Love note handouts with QR code for purchasing. From Cherry Creative by 
Ashlyn Crawford, 2019. 
 
The design team came up with a marketing campaign for this effort to pass out 
flyers in one of the high-traffic areas of campus. We allowed students, faculty and staff 
purchase “love notes.”  
Challenges included selling to student organizations, which purchased a majority 
of the love notes for a political campaign to discourage students from voting for Mitch 
McConnell. The love notes did fit the theme of the page, since the client designed them to 
look like Valentine’s Day cards, and they were a paying customer, so we didn’t see 
anything wrong with allowing them to be on the page.  
A disclaimer should have been printed in the WKU Herald to let readers know the 
“love notes” page did not reflect the editorial decisions or opinions of the editorial staff. 
This would have been caught if a student from the WKU Herald was more involved in 
proofreading or copyediting the love notes page. It also may have been caught if the page 
had been laid out days before the press deadline. But because the idea developed without 
Purchase a love note for that special someone for 
$5. Love notes will be printed in the Valentine’s 
Day issue of the WKU Herald and posted to the 
@wkuherald Instagram story on Feb. 11. This 
includes one photo and up to 15 words.
Scan QR Code to purchase your Love Note today!
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a lot of notice, the timeline was pretty tight. Fortunately, social media posts did include 
the disclaimer.  
 
Figure.12.15 Love notes shared on the WKU Herald Instagram story with disclaimer.  
 
Graduate Gallery ads 
A more recent change Cherry Creative tried in fall 2019 but didn’t have enough 
time to implement was selling baby advertisements to parents of graduates for the spring 
“Graduation Guide.” We didn’t have enough time to get the emails out to parents in the 
fall because it took longer than expected to set up credit card transactions online in 
accordance with university procedures.  
We created mock-ups to show parents and made a plan to set up a form on Wufoo 
for the parents to select everything from font choice to color theme of the graduate’s ad. 
Since we had done all of the preparation in the fall, we believed the spring 
semester would work. However, the COVID-19 crisis hit, and all in-person classes were 
canceled for WKU students, which also postponed commencement. Cherry Creative was 
forced to conduct all staff and leadership team meetings via a video communication 
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service to come up with an innovative way to present these graduation ads. The solution 
was to move the graduation publication completely online using a WordPress template to 
present the ads. 
 
Figure 12.16 Graduate Gallery preview website for parents and students to view before 
purchasing an ad. By Cherry Creative, 2020. 
 
We created sample graduation ads to make the website looked as authentic as 
possible and sent a mass email out to half of the parents of graduating seniors and the 
seniors themselves. We created a tab for each college at WKU. This made it possible to 
filter the students by their academic college. Parents and students were able to select from 
three packages all depending on how many photos they wanted to submit. One photo cost 
$15; two photos cost $20, and up to 10 photos cost $30.  
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Figure.12.17 Potter College of Arts & Letters category tab on the “Graduate Gallery.” By 
Cherry Creative, 2020. 
 
We told parents and students the website would be up indefinitely, so they could 
share posts for years to come. Our hope was when creating it that Cherry Creative could 
continue this effort and create a tab for each graduating class.  
The template we chose also had share features for parents and students to 
celebrate their students virtually on social media. We also included tags to help people 
using a search function to find graduates by using student organizations, academic 
colleges and groups on campus to help narrow the search. The website offered a print 
feature too, which we designed so someone could produce a copy of the page. 
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Figure.12.18 Sample graduate advertisement featured on the “Graduate Gallery.” By 
Cherry Creative, 2020. 
 
Figure 12.19 Sample student post for the "Memories" tab on the “Graduate Gallery.” By 
Cherry Creative, 2020. 
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All in all, I think the online Graduate Gallery was more marketable to parents 
because it was online, and it was able to be shared with family members and friends in a 
time of crisis. It allowed graduating seniors and parents to celebrate achievements in spite 
of the unfortunate circumstances. 
Future Cherry Creative recommendations 
 As of 2020, Cherry Creative has only existed for two years, meaning its identity 
could change completely in the next two years. I think one of the most exciting things for 
me as a student leader was that I knew I could have an impact on the organization and 
help it grow. Cherry Creative has the ability to become whatever students want it to be, 
and that’s why I think these guidelines can help.  
1. Enforce the “one publication staff only” policy 
 Students should only be allowed to work for one publication. Working on two 
media platforms increases chances of running into a conflict of interest with stories. 
Although the WKU Student Publications holds students to the highest quality standards, 
these are students, and some are not mature enough to recognize a conflict of interest in 
the business setting.  
 Cherry Creative also uses a hybrid writing style. Staff are writing and 
photographing on behalf of a client. This differs largely from the objective position the 
WKU Herald and Talisman writers take. By separating the staff, students can master one 
format instead of dabbling in all three. 
 Cherry Creative had eight student employees quit in the 2019-2020 school year 
due to an overwhelming amount of work — four of which were working on another staff 
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within WKU Student Publications. Limiting the number of teams can help prevent 
overcommitting, as some young professionals do. 
  Finally, creating a one-staff policy will increase the credibility of all three 
publications by removing any sort of advertising influence perceived.   
2. No bylines on sponsored content 
 Removing bylines from sponsored content during the 2019-2020 school year was 
the right decision to increase the credibility of our brand. The reader is able to consume 
the content as if it were coming directly from the client. Rather than judging the work by 
a name they may not recognize, the reader sees a product professionally done by an 
agency they might want to know more about. 
 Removing bylines also protects the writers if they are ever put in the position to 
write about competitors. There are a lot of restaurants in the Bowling Green-Warren 
County area — pizza businesses, multiple churches and plenty of fast food chains, etc. In 
Cherry Creative’s first year, it sold two sponsored content pieces to pizza businesses in 
the 2018 Homecoming publication. This wasn’t the intention, but it was clients who were 
willing to pay, so the advertising team didn’t turn them away. Removing bylines would 
have protected the writer or photographer if they had been assigned to both stories. 
3. Get the right people on board 
 Both Lee and Childress said one of the most important things they learned in 
Cherry Creative’s first year was how important it was to get the right people on the team. 
 Recruitment and retention are popular words in higher education. WKU Student 
Publications is a great avenue for students to get involved and to gain the experience and 
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knowledge needed for the professional world. It’s getting talented, curious and 
hardworking students in the door that’s the challenging part.  
 In 2019-2020, we had the hardest time recruiting for our advertising team. Cherry 
Creative luckily functions well with a small number of people compared with the WKU 
Herald and Talisman staffs. However, recruitment needs to come from journalism, 
photojournalism and especially public relations classes.  
 The writers Cherry Creative needs should have some knowledge of AP style, 
journalistic writing and reporting skills, but they also need some business knowledge or, 
at least, an interest in it. Cherry Creative offers a unique opportunity in that the staff 
works with clients and maintains relationships that generate revenue for the entire WKU 
Student Publications operation.  
 The business-side of Cherry Creative is too important for an employee not to 
understand. This doesn’t mean the staff has to know everything there is to know about 
marketing and sales, but it needs to be aware that it’s a part of the job, and it needs to be 
excited for the unique opportunities Cherry Creative offers. 
 Photographers need to come from the Photojournalism Department within the 
School of Media, or they must demonstrate extensive experience with photography 
and/or videography. The assignments are for a client and require the ability to 
troubleshoot lighting, understand camera settings and framing. These are all taught in the 
Photojournalism Department.  
 Designers have typically come from the advertising and/or art major with an 
emphasis in graphic design. Designers should show some experience and/or desire to 
learn layout. In 2019-2020, Cherry Creative incorporated more illustrations in its 
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publications, so any student who shows talent in illustration should also be very 
competitive in the application process and an asset to the team. 
 The advertising team has recruited heavily from the Gordon Ford College of 
Business in the past, Lee said. Advertising representatives require lots of training, but the 
best determinant of success for this role is persistence.  
 I came into the creative director role with no previous experience in sales but 
assisted on multiple pitch meetings. As long as the individual believes in what Cherry 
Creative and WKU Student Publications is doing, the ability to persuade a client to 
purchase an ad comes with the passion of the staffer. Persistence is what closes the sale. 
4. Implement a model release form 
 As a branded content agency, we operate differently than the WKU Herald or the 
Talisman. Our operations require us to communicate more with our clients. A model 
release form is an important form of protection.  
 During the fall 2019 semester, Cherry Creative ran into an issue with the Lion’s 
Den sponsored content piece. The writer had interviewed more than one person in the 
story, and it wasn’t until after the story went to press anyone considered legal protection. 
We were searching through text messages and email threads to make sure we had proof 
that we had made every person in the story and photographs aware that this piece was 
sold to a sexually-oriented business. 
 We found text messages that we could have used in the worst-case scenario, but 
we realized the need for a formal and legal way of protecting ourselves. 
 Model release forms are simple and state the subject is aware that the story is paid 
for on behalf of a client. It’s important to protect both the writer and WKU Student 
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Publications because sponsored content could result in a lawsuit . The model release form 
is good practice for Cherry Creative and replicates professional standards. 
5. Create regular joint advertising and Cherry Creative staff meetings 
 Each 2019-2020 semester, I invited the advertising manager to Cherry Creative’s 
brainstorming meetings. Both semesters, although the ad manager had changed, both 
student leaders said the meetings were helpful in pitching sponsored content to clients 
and in coming up with ideas. The Cherry Creative staff was able to express its ideas, 
instead relaying them from the creative director on a piece of paper. And the ad manager 
was able to provide insight for the clients and staff, including: letting the creative team 
know if a certain client would be willing or hesitant to advertise; details about 
communicating with certain advertisers such as McDonald’s, a corporation with multiple 
levels of approval; and advertisers with year-long contracts and money unused.  
 During spring semester 2020, we had the advertising manager, advertising adviser 
and advertising representative attend the meeting. Joint meetings with the complete 
advertising staff help everyone get to know each other, become more comfortable during 
pitches together and communicate without being nudged by an editor. 
 Joint advertising and Cherry Creative staff meetings are essential for the two 
entities to reach their full potential. It’s what the branded content agency was built on 
when Lee and Childress were chosen for their positions and told they ought to be 
attached at the hip by Clark, the director of WKU Student Publications. Just like the 
creative director and the advertising manger’s relationship, the two teams should work as 
one.  
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6. Make client relationships a priority 
Maintaining client relationships is Cherry Creative’s top priority. Cherry Creative 
functions as a branded content agency providing a service for a paying client. Cherry 
Creative does not exist if advertisers don’t pay. So, although I would love to say telling 
honest and truthful stories is the studio’s number one priority, it’s not. That’s why WKU 
the WKU Herald and Talisman exist. For this reason, communication with the client is 
equally important as it is with the advertising team. 
In 2020, I started a new system to streamline communication and make sure 
sponsored content was addressed and assigned within 24 hours of receiving notice, which 
I think is worth implementing and trying out in future years. Once I received the 
sponsored content submission, I contacted the client directly from the Cherry Creative 
email, the same account that would contact them with the final design proof for review. 
What this does is, similar to the joint staff meetings, get everyone in the same room –– 
virtually.  
In the email, I thanked the client for purchasing sponsored content and let them 
know who their writers and photographers were, and that their team would contact them 
to coordinate a meeting. I introduced the client and copied the team on the entire message 
thread, so the students’ emails would be familiar to the client. I also let the client know 
they would receive a design draft from me, the creative director, and when they would 
receive it. This date was easy to determine because it is always sent out the first night of 
production. We let client know in advance it is a quick turnaround for design edits and 
this tends to ease any stress.  
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In addition, I included a client creative process infographic letting the client know 
the steps of the entire sponsored content process in case they wanted to follow along 
because it can get to be a little complex. 
This extra step in the beginning alerted everyone. It placed the responsibility on 
the client to reply, and it placed the responsibility on the writer and/or photographer to set 
up a time for interviewing and photos. 
It takes the guessing out: Simplify the system and take the lead here, creative 
director. Initiate conversation on all ends. 
7. Create a workflow visual for Cherry Creative staff 
 The second semester of 2019-2020 had new employees not familiar with the 
Cherry Creative workflow. Conversations and meetings work for some, but some learn in 
other ways –– visual, auditory and kinesthetic.  
 Create a workflow diagram, visual or infographic to help student employees 
visualize and comprehend what is expected of them at every step in the process. They 
need to know that if an editor sends edits back to them, they can’t wait three days to 
make those edits because that story may need to go all the way through the editing queue 
again, which is three people long. Create a flow chart, wheel or circle diagram to show 
these steps. Don’t include too much description because the purpose is not to explain 
word-for-word what they’re doing but to remind them about the full picture.  
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Figure.12.20 Workflow circle diagram for the photographer's creative process. From Sam 
Oldenburg by Sam Oldenburg, 2019. 
 
8. Create a workshop training at the start of each new school year 
 To start the 2019-2020 school year, Cherry Creative held a joint summer training 
with the Talisman staff. Cherry Creative and Talisman have the same professional staff 
adviser, so it was easier for him to help organize both. It also gave Cherry Creative a 
chance to work with new people and a larger group. Cherry Creative is the smallest staff 
of the three divisions of WKU Student Publications, and the more perspectives, the 
better. 
 I met with the Cherry Creative leadership team –– the photo, writing and design 
editors, and the video coordinator –– the week before the workshop. The workshop was 
two days, the Saturday and Sunday before the fall semester started. On Sunday, we 
started with the two publications mixed, but we were separated by specialty. In these 
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individual sessions, the editors of Cherry Creative and Talisman covered technicalities 
and skills they believed would be most useful for the start of the semester. 
 For example, the writing teams covered things such as AP style basics, story 
structures, the parts of a lead and showed examples of good journalism. The photo and 
video teams went over lighting and how to light a portrait properly. And the design team 
covered basics InDesign and certain tools they might use in the program. Each day was 
about two hours long, and we found it helpful to the startup process. 
 We ended the day on Sunday by splitting. I sat in on the Cherry Creative writing 
meeting, and we brainstormed all together for what would have been our first publication 
that year, Fashion. The writers contributed potential story ideas, inspiration and showed 
much enthusiasm. As the fall semester went on, I heard one of my editors say, “I wish we 
could get the same passion that we had from that first writing meeting all together.” 
 The two-day workshop gave editors a chance to go more in depth on weaknesses 
we noticed in years past and the staffers to mingle and form a bond. We wanted a team 
that believed in what we were doing and were excited about what they got to create, the 
passion we sought.  
 Another all staff training session may be beneficial in the middle of the school 
year. In January 2020, since some of the Cherry Creative staff was new, we invited the 
advertising adviser to talk to the team about pitching sponsored content alongside ad reps. 
If implemented in the future, this could help Cherry Creative staffers better understand 
advertising’s in Cherry Creative.   
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9. Revamp the Best of the Hill Festival 
 The Best of the Hill publication needed to be revamped in 2020, and I believe we 
came up with the idea that was going to save the “Best of” publication for WKU Student 
Publications.  
 However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were unable to go through with 
our original plans. Best of the Hill could not be printed. We did still promote the first, 
second and third place winners of the voting that was submitted by students, faculty, staff 
and Bowling Green community members. 
 The previous 2019 Best of the Hill publication didn’t generate a lot of revenue 
and had a low voter turnout. The advertising team believed something needed to change 
to really be able to pitch it to advertisers.  
 In January 2020, WKU Student Publications operations coordinator, WKU 
Herald, Cherry Creative and advertising leadership teams came up with a Best of the Hill 
Festival to host in conjunction with the Best of Hill publication. The Best of the Hill 
Festival was modeled on “Taste of” events that are seen in a lot of big cities. We actually 
couldn’t use that name because there was already a “Taste of Bowling Green.” The event 
was meant to be an incentive for advertisers to raise vote totals. We planned on hosting 
the event on March 19 from 10:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Centennial Mall, where a majority of 
students passed by each day. The event was a week before we said voting would 
officially close on March 24. In years past, we had closed voting nearly three weeks after 
voting opened, and the advertising team could only sell to the businesses that came in 
first place, pitching something like: “Hey, your business was voted first place in our Best 
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of the Hill voting, don’t you want to put an ad in our Best of the Hill publication to say 
thank you to everyone who voted for you?”  
 This timeframe limited the ad reps in who they could approach and left 
nonwinners out of the publication.  
 By keeping voting open during the event and nearly two weeks before the 
publication came out, we were able to create live updates for the ad reps, so they could 
see which businesses led. That way, they were able to approach the businesses even in 
last place. The event provided an additional incentive because we planned to have voting 
booths there. Ten clients signed up to be at the event before we had to cancel it. 
 The advertising staff reported having great success and were gaining momentum 
up until events had to be cancelled or postponed. In March 2020, a Cherry Creative 
designer created a digital image of a badge to send to all of the winners from 2020 voting. 
We’re hoping this small gesture fosters relationships with the businesses that do survive 
the COVID-19 closures. 
 Best of the Hill can and should be something the WKU community looks forward 
to and celebrates. Creating more of an event around the publication is one way Cherry 
Creative can revive this publication.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION IN STUDENT MEDIA 
 
 
According to the Pew Research Center, more than nine-in-ten (93%) millennials 
(ages 23 to 38) own smartphones and nearly 100% say they use the Internet. Thus, the 
Internet should be the first priority for publications on a college campus with millennials 
making up most of their population. Print publications limit the creative solutions media 
agencies can offer to clients. With a digital presence, agencies have the freedom to reach 
a specific audience and track the results through various storytelling forms.  
As advertising revenue continues to decline, it will be essential for newsrooms 
across the country to find new ways to reach advertising clients –– be it through the 
digital advertising mediums offered or the possibilities of sponsored content. From 
college media outlets to international publications reaching millions of people daily, 
sponsored content and native advertising offer unique opportunities to engage with 
readers and encourage interactivity. The audience is what’s driving the content. Reuters 
Plus, the branded content studio for global news organization Reuters, stated in its 
“Content Connect II” report that 75% of the Reuters audience is more receptive to 
content if it is relevant to them. In a study fielded from April 10 to May 3, 2017,  63% of 
the Reuters audience polled agreed that personally relevant information increased how 
they felt about a brand and 6 in 10 of the participants preferred creative and thought-
provoking content for consumption. This study revealed branded content is what the 
audience wants to see. It’s the implementation that becomes the next question.  
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The following recommendations could help student media professionals continue 
to explore the possibilities to come with sponsored content and branded content agencies. 
I. Determining scope 
 The easiest way to incorporate sponsored content into student media is when a 
publication already creates special editions for big events or themed inserts for the 
newspaper or magazine. This is similar to the way it was started at agencies like the 
University of Washington’s Husky Media Group and WKU’s Cherry Creative. Typically, 
these additional publications are just more responsibility for the editorial-focused 
publications.  
The branded content agency’s first role becomes creating these special sections, 
which in turn enhances the quality of the special sections and allows the other student-run 
operations to allot more time to other tasks 
Sponsored content in special sections becomes easier for advertising 
representatives to pitch because there’s added value to being in an exclusive edition. It 
also aids writers in knowing ahead of time what kinds of clients they’re going to be 
working with and topics they’re going to be covering. For example, a car mechanic is not 
likely going to advertise in a health and wellness guide.  
 If special sections are not a viable entry point for sponsored content, the branded 
content group should only take responsibility for online sponsored content before 
offering any other services as seen with Ball State University’s McKinley Avenue 
Agency (“the Agency”). Online sponsored content is an easy sell to clients because it is 
so trackable. A student media group is able to provide analytics as to how the post is 
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performing in real-time. Once the group discovers enough interest in online sponsored 
content, more options can unfold from there — print, sponsored videos, sponsored 
podcasts, sponsored social media, freelance branding projects and so much more.  
 It is imperative the group does not take on too much responsibility initially. 
Sponsored content is unfamiliar to the client and the media outlet. Build a reputation and 
a portfolio before spreading an agency too thin. 
 If there’s a partner newsroom, there should be a clear line in what products are 
produced by which, through clear disclosure, staffing and workspaces. This can be 
effectively done by physically separating within workspaces.  
However, it can be helpful for communication to remain in the same building if at 
all possible. And although all of the publications may fall under one brand, like the 
Husky Media Group’s Office of Student Publications and Kent State Student Media, 
there must be a clear distinction in the branding of these outlets. For example, Kent State 
Student Media’s student-run newspaper, The Kent Stater, has a different logo than the 
student-run fashion magazine, A Magazine. 
Student employees should not work for more than one of those publications to 
maintain credibility for the entire organization and minimize running into conflicts of 
interest when reporting. This is seen at California Polytechnic State University’s Mustang 
Media Group (MMG) and several national branded content agencies. 
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II. What to look for in first student leaders 
 The first years are critical to the success of sponsored content, but there is also an 
incredible amount of freedom for the students to shape the branded content agency or 
media group into whatever they want it to be. With that, comes a considerable amount of 
responsibility for a student leader. It’s essential for the student leaders to have a vision. 
That vision doesn’t have to be concrete and unwavering. In fact, that’s impossible in this 
everchanging profession. The leader should have aspirations for the organizations, so that 
a successor can take over with confidence. Similar to the Husky Media Group’s student 
leaders, these individuals must take initiative in garnering enthusiasm behind the new 
brand.  
 Both Nicole Childress, the first Cherry Creative director, and Jacob Lauing, 
MMG’s first branded content editor, said the students also have to be business-minded in 
some way. Journalism and an understanding for the many facets of media is, of course, 
essential, but sponsored content is fulfilling a service for a client and generating revenue. 
The student leaders need to understand the goal of a sponsored content group is to satisfy 
an advertiser and fulfill that advertiser’s need.  
The student leaders of the advertising team and branded content agency should 
also work well together and communicate often. A strong relationship between these two 
positions reflects positively on the new branded content agency. 
 Finally, these student leaders cannot be afraid of change. Sponsored content is 
unfamiliar territory in a lot of newsrooms and there are a lot of risks that come with it. 
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But if done the right way, sponsored content can be effective and make a lot of money as 
other companies and schools have proven.  
 There are also a lot of critics to sponsored content. And these student leaders need 
to be prepared to stand up for what they believe and willing to fight for what they think is 
right for the organization. 
III. Creating a mission statement 
A mission statement is essential when creating any new brand. It can introduce the 
idea of sponsored content to more people and reinforce your role in business to clients, 
which is similar to what MMG and the McKinley Avenue Agency have done. Sponsored 
content and the creation process is hard to understand, so anything else that can be 
provided to the client to paint a clearer picture of who the media entity is helps. Many 
advertisers who take advantage of sponsored content are also previous advertisers in 
other publications, so they may be confused as to where the new media group fits into all 
of this like at the Husky Media Group where most of the UW population only knows 
about the student newspaper. A mission statement can help differentiate the brand and 
gives the new name some added credibility. 
 Think back to why you chose this form of storytelling when you create the 
mission statement. What is the approach to this type of storytelling, and how do you 
intend to disclose your information?  
Your mission statement should outline what your sponsored content will accomplish 
for the advertising client, the audience and for your organization. Put simply, your 
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mission statement should be a set of bullet points for those three audiences and address 
the ethical considerations. 
IV. Approaching the first clients 
 Making the “sell” to clients early on in the process must be strategic and well 
thought out. The clients your media group or branded content agency chooses to 
approach should be advertisers/clients your organization has worked with in the past. 
These could be advertisers who are heavily invested in the student publications 
department financially or who are frequent advertisers with small advertising 
contributions, which is similar to what was done to get sponsored content started at the 
Agency.  
 The first clients are people you have a strong relationship with and have built 
mutual trust like the first partnership created at MMG with campus dining and the 
bookstore.  
It could be beneficial to offer sponsored content as an added benefit to advertisers 
signing onto new contracts in other publications or as a “thank you” for being a loyal 
advertiser. The hope is to build content to show to new advertisers who may not have as 
much trust in a newly formed content agency, which Lauing said was the sole goal in 
MMG’s first year. 
 It’s important to stress that the advertiser is involved in the entire process, which 
is one of the biggest advantages of sponsored content. The McKinley Avenue Agency 
said businesses in the Muncie, Indiana-area often wonder how they can get coverage in 
the newspaper, not knowing that those decisions are left entirely up to the editorial teams 
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and should be out of the advertising team’s control. But it becomes a great entry point for 
the McKinley Avenue Agency to sell sponsored content.  
Approach clients with an online option in mind. Print publications often aren’t the 
advertiser’s first choice platform. Using online sponsored content as a backup option for 
them is strong because they also receive analytics and data that can help their business 
beyond just the exposure the post guarantees, which is one of the greatest advantages 
MMG stresses to its clients.  
Analytics are a great selling point for sponsored content and way to maintain 
client relationships by revealing the success of a project, which is something MMG and 
the McKinley Avenue Agency both do. Branded content agencies like T Brand Studio 
and the Atlantic’s Re:think studio do a great job at providing clients with a project 
overview explaining the project’s successes, performance insights and future 
considerations.   
 Finally, approach the first clients with transparency. Let them know this is a 
newly founded media group and branded content agency just trying to get content 
published. Businesses had to start somewhere and are empathetic to human stories and 
often willing to help a cause they can relate to.  
V. Setting rates 
 When it comes to setting rates, there is not a standard rate that applies to all 
branded content agencies. A lot of it depends on your location and/or the advertising rates 
you may already have in place for display or digital ads. A good starting point is looking 
at media kits or rates of branded content agencies you would like to use as a model for 
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your media group. Look at their prices and compare those with the advertising rates you 
may already have in place. Rates will increase with experience and increased demand, as 
the Agency, Kent State Student Media and Husky Media Group have all shown. New 
branded content agencies may have to start by charging less than what they would like to 
get the operation up and running and gradually increase sponsored content rates as more 
advertisers buy-in to the service.  
Call the advisers and student leaders of media groups at nearby universities to 
create a benchmark from similar sized universities. 
Consider how much you can afford to pay your student workers and then consider 
all of the other expenses associated with the production of one sponsored content post. 
Take a look at how much your agency already charges for a full-page ad, color or black 
and white, and base rates off that. Find a comfortable number with the associated 
expenses that would leave you with a profit that justifies printing and/or production. 
And remember it is OK if these numbers change throughout the year. The first 
year is a trial run. Your clients will be a good test to whether your prices are too high or 
too low. 
VI. Staff structure 
 Keep the staff minimal during the first year and expand thereafter.  
It is essential to have an editor-in-chief or creative director type position who 
handles all of the managerial tasks, including hiring and firing, leading trainings and 
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workshops, holding meetings, paying the staff, etc. Kent State Student Media calls this 
position the marketing manager.  
A middle tier leadership team for editing and proofreading can be helpful so it’s 
not all the creative director’s responsibility as is the case with the Husky Media Group. 
This middle tier can be as simple as a multimedia and writing editor just so there is a go-
to person for the general staff before the student leader.  
Project managers or account managers who process orders, serve as liaisons to 
client communication and create project briefs are also essential to a branded content 
team, which is similar to the account manager position the McKinley Avenue Agency 
and project manager position at T Brand Studio. This position would fall beneath the 
director position in a typical organizational structure but would certainly qualify as a 
leadership role. 
For the first year of the branded content studio, a lot of general staffers may not 
be necessary. Your organization may be able to outsource all branded content to freelance 
writers similar to Kent State Student Media and Husky Media Group.  
 Depending on the size of the media group and the student publications 
organization, an entire design staff may not be necessary but a design editor  responsible 
for laying out the specialty publications and/or online sponsored content is necessary, 
which Husky Media Group discovered in its first year after trial and error. This person 
will likely work closely with the creative director, who should be able to help the design 
editor, if needed. 
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 Potential positions media groups or branded content agencies may consider 
incorporating after the first year are more general staff members, a social media manager 
and a video editor to begin offering video services.  
VII. Bylines and model release forms 
 Refrain from using bylines to protect the credibility of your content creators and 
photographers, especially if students are able to work on multiple staffs. Removing 
bylines also increases the credibility of the entire student media department by implying 
that all information is coming from the paying client. Some schools have opted to use a 
more generic byline like the Agency’s “Ball State Daily Advertising” byline or the 
Atlantic’s “The Renewal Project” byline. 
 Model release forms are an essential form of protection for this line of work too. 
These forms protect the department, the agency and the student from libel lawsuits and 
claims of defamation. When creating these model release forms, don’t reinvent the wheel. 
Again, contact benchmark schools or research what your university’s marketing 
department has in place for inspiration.  
These are standard legal documents that can easily be customized for your media 
group or branded content agency and housed on your personal website for both clients 
and staffers to access.  
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VIII. Creative process 
Unfortunately, there is also not an end-all-be-all creative process for branded content 
agencies to follow. However, it is important for all levels of the staff to be aware of 
whatever workflow is implemented and to know where they fit in the process.  
Full staff brainstorming meetings can be helpful in creating stories to pitch to clients. 
These meetings can stem from an upcoming special section being published in the 
student newspaper or be more general with ideas for all platforms, similar to what is done 
for special sections at MMG and overall sponsored content at Kent State Student Media.  
It is often helpful to have reoccurring full staff meetings with the advertising and/or 
marketing team included. Kent State Student Media has these meetings weekly to plan 
upcoming special sections and events. 
A project management system should be used to log sponsored content assignments 
and to track those in progress, being pitched or sold. This can be as simple as an Excel 
document shared with the staff or something more complex like PMP, the software used 
by the Agency. This keeps everyone up to date and informed throughout the process. 
After brainstorming ideas, ad reps should pitch the story ideas to advertisers. Creating 
mock-ups or “specs” can be helpful in selling these ideas, which is similar to the system 
in place at Kent State Student Media where all sponsored content is created in advance. 
Because not all schools or programs will have the capacity to create mock-ups for every 
project, try to have a creative team member attend the sales pitch to elaborate on the idea.  
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When communicating with the client, it may be beneficial to provide the client with 
some kind of explanation of the creative process, which is similar to the “How it works” 
infographic featured on the MMG website.  
Opportunity or creative briefs are helpful in summarizing client discussions if a 
creative team member is not present at the pitch meeting. These briefs include insights 
like client objectives, key messages, target audiences and creative and branding strategies 
and could be created by a project manager role, which is similar to the Agency, T Brand 
Studio and Re:think. These briefs give the creative team a clear idea of what the client 
wants to accomplish and leaves little room for a misunderstanding of expectations. 
 Once sponsored content is sold, written work and visuals should flow through an 
editing queue so that it is proofed multiple times before publishing. Ideally, the content is 
also being edited before it reaches the creative director too. 
 For writing specifically, the editor is fact checking, making spelling and grammar 
corrections, AP style line editing and suggesting any edits to the overall content. By the 
time the content arrives at the creative director’s desk, most of the edits have hopefully 
been identified, but now the creative director is able to make any suggestions based on 
the editor’s remarks and then some of their own. Ideally, a professional staff adviser 
would take a final look at the document before letting the writer make necessary changes. 
The client must also have some type of review in this process too. Email has 
proved to be the best way to do that by asking them to send any edits back. Though some 
schools have allowed clients to make edits directly, the branded content agency should 
make all necessary edits. 
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 For photo editing, if a photo editor is on staff, they should be the ones selecting 
and editing photos. The McKinley Avenue Agency has one person who handles all 
photography and videography fulfilling the editor and staff photographer role, which may 
be a good option for schools with a smaller workforce.  
 The design workflow depends on the media platform to which sponsored content 
is published. If it’s a print publication, at least one final design proof should be sent to the 
client before publishing as design edits may differ from content edits. The design editor is 
responsible for making sure these changes are made before being printed or posted 
online. 
 Online sponsored content should be edited just as any other sponsored content. 
Uploading the content to the site should be a responsibility of the design editor with 
possible review from the creative director before publishing to the site.  
 Follow-up surveys and analytics reports should be the final step in the workflow 
process, similar to the Husky Media Group and Re:think studio’s procedures.  
 Follow-up surveys can be helpful in gathering feedback from clients to see what 
can be improved about the agency, creative process and/or communication. A good 
example of this is the Husky Media Group. The advertising manager notifies clients how 
successful pick-up rates were for special sections and asks clients about their experience 
working with Husky Media Group to improve the overall sponsored content process. 
 Typically, a few weeks to a month is an adequate amount of time to wait before 
sending to the client.   
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IX. Maintaining client relationships 
 Client relationships are crucial to the success of a branded content agency. The 
client is the number one priority. It is important to deliver print publications to clients to 
ensure they receive the product if the student newspaper or magazine is not already 
distributed there, which is something Husky Media Group has implemented as of 2019. If 
hand delivering is not possible, the media group should mail a publication to the client.  
Follow-up surveys and questionnaires, like those introduced by Husky Media 
Group and Re:think, as stated previously, are essential to the creative process and 
nurturing client relationships.  
 Another effort that can help maintain client relationships is sharing sponsored 
content posts on social media. If the branded content agency does not have an account, 
encourage the student workers to share their work and tag their businesses. Getting the 
conversation started on social media and sharing it so all of your friends and followers 
see it is just added exposure for your clients, which they can’t be upset about. 
X. Staff training 
 Training new employees is something every organization has to face. Sponsored 
content is new to everyone, not just student staff. Implementing an effective all staff 
training is critical to the success of your agency. 
 Requiring positions with more responsibility to work over the summer is one 
option Husky Media Group has adopted, which ensures the new staff will have 
experience and time to get past the learning curve of a new job. Since some schools may 
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not have the resources to pay students throughout the summer, hosting a mandatory 
summer workshop before the fall semester begins may be a better option. 
 A less optimal option would be implementing something similar to the McKinley 
Avenue Agency or MMG, which is an “associate” or intern program. In this training 
program, students are unpaid but learning on-the-job to combat the struggle of finding 
time to train students and still having time to get the work done. The intern training 
program is a mandatory step in reaching a paid position or leadership role. It allows 
media agencies to be more selective in hiring to ensure applicants have taken helpful and 
necessary classes, which is important when dealing with paying clients. 
 Workshops and sessions led by professionals working in the field are another 
good way to offer more learning opportunities throughout the year addressing topics 
student staff may be struggling with. 
XI. Role of an adviser 
 The adviser of a branded content agency is there for support and guidance. This 
role is sensitive in any newly formed branded content agency because there is a lot of 
freedom and room to grow. That means those student leaders will have outside influences 
and pressures to deal with as they make important decisions. It’s important for advisers to 
recognize that and to try to remain as impartial as possible. By asserting opinions or 
thoughts, they are greatly affecting the makeup of the media group.  
 The adviser is nudging students forward but never leading, which is evident in the 
Husky Media Group’s director and the Agency’s professional adviser. The adviser is 
making sure students are given the necessary tools to problem solve, perhaps fail, but 
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pick themselves up and try again. These are young professionals and students who may 
have never had a true job before. It is important for the adviser to be present when 
dealing with paying clients and revenue goals on the line. However, it’s also important 
that the adviser is merely spurring conversation instead of directing it.   
 The purpose of student media is to provide students with experiences that will 
prepare them for life after college. The role of the advisers is perhaps the most important 
one because their support is the backbone of any organization. For a media group or a 
branded content studio to be successful, the adviser has to believe in the students and 
believe in the mission of student media even more.  
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APPENDIX A 
Figure 1 
2018-2019 Sponsored content creative process client form 
  
Sponsored Content: What to expect
For most sponsored content, you’ll be in contact with three people from WKU Student Publications.
Your ad consultant  will handle the business side of sponsored content. He or she will be able to answer questions about 
pricing, billing, contracts, payments and more.
The writer and the photographer have the expertise to tell your story in the most compelling way possible. If you’re not 
sure what story you want told, they’ll brainstorm story angles with you. The writer will arrange an interview with you and/
or anyone else relevant to the story angle you agree upon. The photographer will identify the best visuals to accompany 
your story and make arrangements to take those photographs. All effor t  will be made for the writer and photographer 
to have an init ial meeting with you at the same time. Occasionally however, schedules may not allow that and the writer 
and photographer will need to meet with you individually.
The writer will share a draft of the story for your input before publication. If more than one person from your organization 
is being interviewed, let the writer know the primary contact person who will have the authority to give fina l  approval and 
edits. That’s the person we’ll send the draft and proof to. 
The fina l  PDF for proofing ,  which will have the story and photos laid out on the page as they will be published, will be 
emailed by Hayley Robb, the creative director, and will be sent from the email address cherrycreativewku@gmail.com . A 
PDF will not be sent for online sponsored content, but we will send mult iple drafts if necessary to make sure we have your 
story right. Feel free to contact Hayley with any other questions about the sponsored content process as well.
Take note of the contact information for each of these people.
Ad Consultant
Writer
Photographer
Cherry Creat ive
Publication: Herald (Print)
COMMITMENT DEADLINE
13 business days before publication
A writer and/or photographer will be in contact with you 
shortly after you sign an insertion order commiting to a 
sponsored content piece.
REVIEW DEADLINE
4 p.m. Tuesday before publication
The writer will send a draft of the story for your input by  
9 a.m. on the Tuesday before publication.
PROOFING DEADLINE
4 p.m. Friday before publication
You will be emailed a PDF showing how the story will 
be laid out, including the story, photos, captions and 
headline, by 9 a.m. on the Friday before publication.
Failure to provide feedback and approval  by these deadl ines 
may result in missing the press deadline. If the sponsored 
content piece is not published because of a client’s failure to  
communicate by deadl ine, the client will  remain responsible for 
the full price of the sponsored content and will  have an option  
to run the piece at a l ater date for an additio nal charge.
If you are creating your own sponsored content, the story and photos must be received by 4 p.m. Tuesday the week before 
the content is scheduled for publication. The story and high-resolution photos should be sent to your ad consultant. You will 
receive a PDF design proof by 9 a.m. Friday before publication and must reply with changes by 4 p.m. that Friday.
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APPENDIX B 
Figure 1 
2019-2020 condensed sponsored content creative process infographic emailed to clients 
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APPENDIX C 
Figure 1 
Kentucky Museum sponsored content print article published in the WKU Herald on Sept. 
3, 2019. From “Exhibit offers unique lenses on Kentucky heritage” by Ryan Goodlett, 
2019. Retrieved from College Heights Herald. 
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APPENDIX D 
Figure 1 
2019-2020 WKU Student Publications media kit 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 6 
 
 
5
The premier local search for WKU students 
looking for housing close to campus, 
WKUApartments.com allows property managers 
and apartments to share their property listings. 
The user-friendly site allows potential rentors to 
search by rooms, price or amenities as they seek 
out housing near campus. 
WKUApartments.com
Have the Herald share your promos on Twitte r 
or Facebook and grow your audience  at $50 per 
post, or less if bundled.
Sponsored social media posts
3 posts
$135 - $45/each
5 posts
$200 - $40/each
10 posts
$350 - $35/each
20 posts
$600 - $30/each
Monthly
$100/month
Quarterly
$75/month
Annually
$50/month
Complexes, property managers
Single unit
House, duplex or sublease
$30 - One month online and one print classifie
d
Newsletters
More than 1,200 subscribers receive a twice-
weekly email newsletter recapping and 
condensing the Herald’s top stories.
One week
$45
One month
$150
Semester rate
$500
Get in on all the action with Topper Extra, our 
in-depth online coverage published ahead of 
each WKU football and basketball game. Your 
business can be the sole sponsor highlighted 
on the Topper Extra section of the website with 
a package that includes sponsored tweets and 
exclusive Marketplace access. Contact your ad 
consultant for rates and additional details.
Topper Extra
A premium list ing presents your information with a customized profi l
e
 
page on the Herald’s website. Upload your own content — including 
videos, photos, coupons, menus and more. You’ll get in front of our broad 
audience while also building your search engine optimization for Bowling 
Green and WKU’s campus via our website. A premium listing can only be 
purchased in conjunction with other digital or print advertising.
Add-on only: $20/month
Herald Business Directory
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APPENDIX E 
Figure 1 
Talisman 2019 Fashion Festival package flyer 
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Figure 2 
Display advertising options for the 2019 Talisman Fashion Festival.  
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Figure 3 
Outfit themes offered to boutiques participating in the 2019 Talisman Fashion Festival 
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APPENDIX F 
Figure 1 
Flow chart mock-up created by Hayley Gatlin for Bowling Green local bar 
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APPENDIX G 
Figure 1 
Housing video add-on sales flyer for 2020 Housing Fair. 
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Figure 2 
Sales flyer explaining 2020 Housing Fair packages 
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APPENDIX H 
Figure 1 
Love notes page in the Feb. 11 print edition of the WKU Herald  
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APPENDIX I 
Figure 1 
Cherry Creative model release form implemented in spring 2020 
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APPENDIX J 
Figure 1 
Sample client email for sponsored content project communication 
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APPENDIX K 
Figure 1 
Slide from writing breakout session at 2019 Cherry Creative full staff training 
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Figure 2 
Slide from photography breakout session at 2019 Cherry Creative full staff training 
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APPENDIX L 
Figure 1 
2019 Cherry Creative “Adulting” special section  
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Figure 8 
 
  
  ADULTING  | 09|  ADULTING 08
SPONSORED BY SOUTHERN THREADS
PD
Looking the part is important when it comes to 
making a good firs t  impression at a job interview, 
so here are some tips and tricks from Adrienne 
Browning, an assistant director and professional 
development specialist in WKU’s Center for 
Career and Professional Development.
ROFESSIONALLY
HOW TO
RESS
Wear  closed-toed shoes
No more than 
one r ing
Skir t only if it  extends 
below the knee
No coffee in hand
Black belt or  brown belt
Match belt to shoes 
No gum  
Clean-shaven 
Clean fin
g
ernails 
Full suit prefer red  
Dresses are OK when paired 
with a b lazer
No overpower ing perfume 
No distracting jewelr y  
Words and photos by Brittany Morrison
Illustrations by Hayley Gatlin
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